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1
Introduction

This PhD Thesis is the result of a four-year research project conducted at the Department of Functional
Programming, the Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics, at the University of Nijmegen as 'Assistent-inOpleiding' under supervision of Professor M.J. Plasmeijer. In this chapter we give a survey of the research project and its theses.
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1.1

Introduction

Functional programming and the Clean project

Functional programming languages are often credited for producing concise programs that are
easy to write and understand, are amenable for proving program correctness and for doing program transformations. The major features of functional programming languages that contribute
to these desirable properties are referential transparency, the abstraction from a specific order of
evaluation, higher-order functions, and strong typing.
Referential transparency.
A programming language is said to be referential transparent if every legal expression in
the language always has the same meaning regardless of its program context and order of
evaluation. By this definition we can distinguish between functional languages that are
referential transparent, the pure functional languages, and those that are not, the impure
functional languages.
Abstraction of evaluation order.
A functional program consists of an expression that has to be evaluated according to a
given set of function definitions. In general, the expression contains many reducible expressions, or redexes. In a pure functional language the order in which redexes are contracted is irrelevant modulo termination. This implies that functional languages are, in
theory, well-suited for parallel evaluation. The evaluation strategy of a language is an algorithm that selects redexes. Of the sequential evaluation strategies the lazy and eager
strategies are the most frequently used. The lazy evaluation strategy evaluates arguments
of a function only if they are needed to contract the function. The eager strategy evaluates
all arguments of a function before the function itself is evaluated.
From a theoretical point of view the lazy evaluation scheme is more powerful
than the eager scheme because the first is strongly normalising, while the second is not.
An evaluation strategy is strongly normalising if for every program that has a solution,
the normal form, then this solution will be found by the strategy. From a programming
practical point of view, lazy evaluation increases programming expressiveness (Hughes,
1990).
Again, we can distinguish functional languages that use a lazy evaluation strategy, the lazy functional language, and functional languages that use an eager evaluation
strategy, the eager functional languages.
Higher-order functions.
In functional languages functions are first-class citizens. This means that they can be
used as function arguments. However, they can also be used as components of data structures. The latter gives a further increase in programming expressiveness because it enables us to define functions that can apply arbitrary operations on data structures
(Hughes, 1990).
Strong type systems.
Programming languages with strong type systems are invaluable as they ensure program
correctness with respect to types that can be determined statically. Most functional programming languages allow the programmer to define complex, recursive, data structures
easily, using algebraic data types and type constructors for lists, tuples, and functions.
Type systems enforce a trade-off between static security and flexibility: not all functional
expressions that make sense can be typed in a given type system, and in this PhD.Thesis
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we will encounter some of these cases which show up because of the complexity of the
I/O system.
The functional programming language we consider in this PhD.Thesis is pure and lazy. Due to
strong normalisation lazy functional languages are preferable over their eager relatives. However, lazyness complicates their implementation. In general lazy languages are less time and
space efficient than eager languages, or imperative languages. A lot of research has been conducted in this area in the last decades, and is still continuing.
One specific approach to investigate and provide solutions to the problems of efficient
implementations of functional languages is the (Concurrent) Clean project. Clean is a sequential
lazy, purely functional programming language (Brus et ai, 1987; Groningen et al., 1991;
Smetsers et al., 1991 ; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1993). Concurrent Clean is the parallel extension to Clean (van Eekelen, 1988; van Eekelen etal., 1991; Nöcker eia/., 1991).
At the beginning of this research project, Clean had evolved into the 0.6 version (van
Eekelen etal., 1990). During this research the Clean language has gone through gradual and considerable changes, resulting in the Clean 1.0 version. All Clean examples in this thesis are presented in the 1.0 syntax. The main features that distinguish Clean from other functional languages are that its semantics is explicitly based on term graph rewriting (Barendregt et ai, 1987;
Barendsen and Smetsers, 1992; Smetsers, 1993), it has an efficient and powerful strictness analysis (Nöcker, 1993; 1994), it has evaluation annotations for partially eager evaluation (Nöcker
and Smetsers, 1993) and parallel evaluation, it has a polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type inference
and verification system extended with uniqueness types (Smetsers et al, 1993; Barendsen and
Smetsers, 1993a-¿; see also Barendsen, 1995), record types, existential types, type classes and
constructor classes (Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1994). Clean is a modular language with abstract types based on the module system.
In a term graph rewriting system functions are represented by graph rewrite rules, and
computational expressions are represented by computation graphs. One advantage is that sharing
of computations is an explicit and intuitive concept in the system, in contrast with lambda calculus and term rewriting systems. Term graph rewriting obeys the functional semantics. Functional
programs written in Clean are therefore term graph rewriting systems in disguise. Usually, programmers need not be aware of this fact, but at some occasions its nature shows up in for instance the way function types are dealt with and the uniqueness type system.

1.2

Research objectives

The Clean project demonstrates that lazy, pure functional programming languages can be compiled efficiently and result in efficient applications. However, lazy evaluation not only complicates the compilation process, but is also an obstacle to the incorporation of input/output (I/O
from hereon). Doing I/O in a lazy, pure functional programming language seems to be a contradiction: pure languages do not have the notion of side-effects and lazy languages lack a precise
control of the evaluation order. These are precisely the important aspects for any I/O model. The
objectives of this PhD.Thesis were roughly the following:
•
•
•

Can we reconcile I/O with lazy, pure functional languages?
How should we program interactive functional programs?
Can I/O be efficiently implemented in a lazy, pure functional language?
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When considering this project there were many functional I/O systems and languages
(Henderson, 1982; Redelmeier, 1984; Stoye, 1984; Perry, 1988; Williams and Wimmers, 1988;
Dwelly, 1989; Backus et al., 1990; Thompson, 1990; Turner, 1990). A survey on the history of
functional I/O systems can be found in Gordon (1993), see also Section 2.1 for a brief summary).
For a number of reasons we felt that it was justified to initiate a research project of our own on
this matter:
In contrast with other functional languages, Clean is a graph rewriting language. We
wanted to know to what extent the existing I/O paradigms were transferable to the Clean language, and also we wanted to find out if an I/O system based on a graph rewriting language
could provide new kinds of solutions. In this aspect, the ideas behind the file I/O system of Clean
0.6 were different from other functional I/O systems, but we did not know to what extent and if it
would tum out to be a fruitful approach when integrating it with graphical user interfaces (dealt
with in sections 2.4 upto 2.6 and 7.3).
Graphical user interface applications seemed to require an approach radically different
from traditional teletype, or file, I/O because of its dynamic and complex behaviour. We wanted
to see if functional languages were capable of expressing this kind of interaction in a declarative,
high-level functional style.
It seemed that, when it comes to interacting with the imperative world, all the functional
I/O systems we knew at that time had to sacrifice either or both the elegance and purity of functional programming. As we argued in the previous section one of the keys to the success of
functional programming is its abstraction from imperativeness. Finding a good solution to this
problem has a wide range: by confluence functional languages can be evaluated in parallel. An
imperative I/O scheme might ruin this important advantage of functional programming over imperative programming.
Compilers for functional languages, including the Clean compiler, were improving on
efficiency compared with imperative languages. To be able to put the Clean language to the test,
there was a growing need for 'real-world' applications. Real-world applications require good interactive facilities. Therefore Clean needed to be extended to support interaction.

1.3

Research themes

The research objectives put the research project into two directions: to find a functional I/O
scheme that can suitably be incorporated in a graph rewriting language and implemented in
Clean, and to find a declarative, high-level style of programming interactive applications to master the complexity and dynamics of such applications. The main research themes that evolved
from these two lines are:
Environment passing is a natural paradigm for a graph rewriting language. One of the functional I/O paradigms is the environment passing paradigm. In this paradigm external
world resources are defined as ordinary functional values, and operations are defined as
ordinary function applications. Although this is very functional, it is not straightforward
to incorporate the paradigm in a functional language because one cannot easily maintain
the representation of unique resources by non-unique values. We show that environment
passing is a natural paradigm for a graph rewriting language, and also that the representation problem can be solved elegantly in such a language.

1.3
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Research themes

Interactive applications can be structured as compositions of state transition systems. Graphical
user interface applications have a dynamic behaviour and the task of programming such
applications is a complex business. We show that by structuring interactive programs as
compositions of state transition systems we can master the complexity. Graphical user
interface elements such as windows, menus, dialogues, can be integrated fluently in this
framework. This approach results in a declarative style of programming interactive appli
cations. It is important to observe that we can handle the semantics completely within a
pure functional framework.
State transition systems can be used for concurrent interactive processes. The concept of state
transition systems is well suited as an operational definition of interactive processes. We
show that in a functional framework we can define the corresponding notions of dynamic
process management, and inter-process communication. Furthermore, we show how to
arrange the functional semantics in such a way that we obtain concurrent, deterministic,
interactive processes.
In the following sections we discuss each of the theses informally and relate them with the con
tents of this thesis.

1.4 World-as-value
In this section we introduce the basic I/O paradigm developed in this thesis. We illustrate the
system by means of a very simple interactive program. This program should first prompt a user
for some keyboard input, read the input, echo the input on screen, and then terminate. So the
program has two output actions, one input action, and it must terminate. In the imperative pro
gramming language С (Kernighan and Ritchie, 1988) this program looks like this:
•include <stdio.h>
main()
{
char* text;
printf("Type a text:\n");
text = gets(text);
printf("%s\n",text);
}
Figure 1.1

A simple interactive program in the imperative language С

Novice programmers in an imperative language usually write such programs as their first exer
cise. The order of evaluation is given by the textual order of the commands, separated by the
symbol ' ; '. The main feature of imperative languages is their implicit, global state, that can be
accessed and updated directly in any part of the program. In the example this is done by the pro
cedures g e t s and p r i n t f .
In contrast with imperative languages, books on lazy functional programming languages
usually have to defer I/O until lazy evaluation has been handled because the most accepted
method of incorporating I/O in a lazy functional language is to define an interactive program as a
function that transforms an infinite input stream to an infinite output stream.
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In this PhD.Thesis we take an alternative route to incorporate I/O in a lazy functional language. This method, the explicit multiple environment passing scheme is introduced and described extensively in Chapter 2. Here we introduce the scheme informally and illustrate it by
means of the above programming task. For brevity, we coin the term world-as-value as a shorthand synonym for the explicit multiple environment passing scheme.
In the world-as-value paradigm the relations between program and global state that are
implicit in the imperative style of programming are made explicit. Components of the global
state are made explicitly visible as environments. An environment is an abstract, specialised data
structure that encodes the state of a specific part of the world. Operations on that part of the
world are represented by functions that take the corresponding environment and yield a new environment in which the change is encoded.
The top environment of the Clean environment hierarchy is the special type World in the
type system of Clean. It is an abstract type and there is no denotation to obtain a value of this
type. The only way a program can obtain a value of type World is as an argument of its main
function. A program that takes a World environment is enforced to yield one as the result, so
interactive programs are functions of type World—»World.
Operations on the world environment are collected separately in the I/O libraries of
Clean. This is similar to the treatment of basic type operations in Clean: the basic type constructors (integers, reals, booleans, characters, strings) are elements of the type system, while the operations on these values are collected in corresponding modules). It is also similar to the approach of most programming languages to define a standard I/O library (Wilson and Clark,
1993). Figure 1.2 gives the interactive program, but now in the world-as-value paradigm.
import StdFile
Start : : World -> World
Start world
= world3
where
worldl
= printf "Type a text:\n" world
(text,world2) = readline worldl
world3
= printf text world2
Figure 1.2

The interactive program now as a world-as-value program.

The advantages of representing real-world objects by values in a functional language are that sequences of operations are defined naturally by data dependency, and that computations that are
not data dependent can, in principle, be evaluated in parallel. The importance of the latter fact
should be stressed: even if one is not interested in parallelism, data independency is important
because it also relieves programmers from having to think of the order of evaluation where this
is not necessary.
For the latter reason we have given the world in Clean a composite structure letting it
consist of a number of sub environments. Amongst others, the world contains a file system environment, of type F i l e s . The file system environment itself contains the individual file environments of type F i l e . Environments are independent: operations on one environment do not
have an effect on another environment. Figure 1.3 sketches this situation in a diagram. Because
World is an abstract data type it is easy to change the internal structure of the world without the
need to change all programs. This makes the approach flexible with respect to future changes.
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World-as-value

Figure 1.3

The composite structure of the world according to Clean.

In Clean, teletype I/O is based on operations on a special file s t d i o of the file system. Figure
1.4 gives the revised code for our interactive program task. This program code exhibits the typi
cal style of passing values around. Certainly in case of large program texts this may complicate
comprehension. However, it is not difficult to adopt another programming style, such as a con
tinuation passing style or a monadic style, on top of this bare style.
import StdFile
Start : : World ->
Start world
where
(files,worldl)
(io.filesl)
iol
(text,io2)
io3
(_,files2)
world2
Figure 1.4

World
= world2
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

openfiles world
stdio files
fwrites "Type a text:\n" io
freadline iol
fwrites text io2
fclose io3 filesl
closefiles files2 worldl

The simple interactive program in Clean's world-as-value paradigm.

In the world-as-value scheme special, abstract values represent the state of unique real-world re
sources (such as a file). Resources have unique states. However, values in a functional language
do not have this special status. In general, they can be referred to arbitrarily. In Clean terminolo
gy, a value that is referred to multiply is a node with a reference count larger than one. Values
that uniquely represent resources have reference count one. In Clean, functions that change the
encoded state of some resource value can express in their type that they demand a value that has
this unique correspondence. This is done by prefixing the argument type with the uniqueness at
tribute ' *'. The uniqueness type system of Clean at compile-time determines if the function is
actually applied to a unique value (Smetsers et al., 1993; Barendsen and Smetsers, I993a-b; see
also Barendsen, 1995).
In Section 2.4 a number of examples are given that illustrate the use of the uniqueness
type system. The function in Figure 2.6 does not have a correct type assignment, while the func
tion in Figure 2.7 does. The uniqueness type system also allows function types to be polymor
phic with respect to uniqueness attributes. Consider the function seq, defined below, which ap
plies a list of functions in head-to-tail order recursively to some value. This function can be ap
plied to both a unique as well as a non-unique second argument, provided the argument functions
respect its uniqueness attribute. So the two function types [x—>x] χ —> x, and [*x—>*x] *x —» *x
are both correct types of s e q . (In Clean, an n-ary function named f with arguments of type
τ,...τ„, and result type τ has type τ, Τ2...τη —» τ). Put in other words: the function s e q is poly
morphic with respect to the uniqueness attribute of x. This can be expressed by the single type
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[u:x—>u:x] u:x—>u:x in which u is a uniqueness attribute variable. Because in the uniqueness type
system type variables are always attributed consistently this can be shorthanded into the type
[.x—>.x] .x—KX.
seq : : [.X -> . x ] .x -> .x
seq [)
χ = χ
s e q [ f : f s ] χ = s e q f s (f x)

It should be noted that there are many solutions to preserve the unique correspondence between
functional values and resources. One of these solutions was applied in the Clean 0.6 file I/O
system. Briefly, in that system, files are represented as abstract values, and file updates succeed
only if the file argument at rewriting has reference count one. If not then the program is aborted.
The effect is that correct programs have the form of Figure 1.2 and 1.4. It was observed by Sjaak
Smetsers that, by a syntactic argument, it could be inferred that programs of this form (in which
values are referred to only once) also obey the unique relationship with their resources. This im
plicit fact could be made explicit in the type of the file operations. The advantage of this ap
proach was that it was possible to implement file I/O without a run-time overhead cost on
recording and checking reference counts. This observation led to a fruitful investigation of
uniqueness types, and illustrates well how practical considerations and theory can mutually in
fluence each other.

1.5

Structured programming with state transition systems

As stated in Section 1.2, one of our research objectives is to find a declarative, high-level, func
tional style for programming interactive applications. The major part of this PhD.Thesis is con
cerned with showing that state transition systems can be used to structure interactive programs in
a declarative style in which graphical user interfaces can be integrated smoothly.
The main motivation for this point of view is given by the observation that one can define
the behaviour of an interactive program in terms of responses to user activities. The response of a
program depends on an internal state. In general, a response changes the state of the program and
triggers output actions. This suggests that interactive applications can be defined by specifying
the initial state of a program as a value, and the responses as a set of functions that change the
state and do output.
Graphical user interfaces integrate smoothly in this scheme because essentially its ele
ments (such as menu items, control buttons, slider bars) determine a context when a certain state
transition function should be evaluated to act as the response of the program. This means that, if
we represent graphical user interface elements as values, then we can associate with them the
corresponding state transition functions as functional arguments. We can see these components
combined in Figure 1.5, which gives a small example of a simple counter. In this example there
are two main graphical user interface elements, namely a menu and a window. The menu, named
"File", consists of one menu item, named "quit". With this menu item the function named of f is
associated. The intended meaning is that 'whenever the menu item named "quit" is selected, the
program should respond as the function off. The window, named "Counter", consists of four
controls. Only the button controls, labelled "-", "+", and "off, are associated with a function.
Analogously, the intended meaning is that 'whenever the button is selected, the program should
respond as the associated function'.
The program state is a composite value, consisting of a local state and a public state. The
initial local state of the program is the integer value 0 that holds the value shown in the text con-
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trol of the window. The actual value of the public state is immaterial because this program is
polymorphic in the type of its public state as we can see by the types of the functions s e t and
off. Therefore the expression i n i t may denote a value of arbitrary type.
The state transitions are computed by the library function OpenlO. Given the initial pro
gram state it first evaluates the initial actions of the program given as its first argument. In this
case the initial actions of the program open the window and the menu. After the initial actions
have been evaluated, OpenlO polls for events, and in case an event coincides with one of the
currently available functions of the graphical user interface elements, it evaluates that function.
The function is applied to the current program state and yields a new program state with which
OpenlO continues. The termination button "off applies the library function Q u i t I O to its pro
gram state causing OpenlO, and therefore the program, to terminate.
import StdEnv, StdEventIO, StdWindow, StdControl,

StdMenu

S t a r t : *World -> *World
S t a r t world
=
OpenlO [seqPIO [OpenWindow counter,OpenMenu 0 menu]] (0,init) world
where
menu
s Menu "File" [Menultem "quit" [MenuFunction off]] []
counter = DialogWindow 'Counter"
[TextControl
"0 " [Controlla
dispid],
ButtonControl "-"
[ControlFunction (set (-1)),
ControlPoe
left],
ButtonControl "+"
[ControlFunction (set 1)],
ButtonControl "off" [ControlFunction off,
ControlPoe
left]]
[Windowld winid]
left
= (Left, (0,0))
[winid,dispid:_] = [0..]
set ·: Int (PState Int .ρ) -> PState Int ,ρ
set dx ps = seqPIO [SetWindow
winid
[SetTextControl dispid (toString new)]]
{ps & pLocal=new)
where
new = ps pLocal+dx
off :: (PState .1 .p) -> PState .1 .p
off ps = seqPIO [QuitIO] ps
Figure 1.5

A simple Clean graphical user interface program. See Appendix A 2 1 for the
functions OpenlO, QuitIO, and seqPIO.

The graphical user interface elements are defined as values of algebraic data types. In Clean, al
gebraic data types are defined by an optionally parameterized type constructor The arguments of
an algebraic type constructor must be type variables An algebraic data type has atleast one alter
native constructor Alternative constructors are separated by T. Alternative constructors can be
parameterized either with the type variables of their type constructor, or with other types. Type
constructors and data constructors are character sequences starting in uppercase, type variables
are character sequences starting in lowercase. Throughout this thesis we adopt the notational
convention to present alternative constructors of algebraic data types in boldface. An algebraic
list type is for instance defined as List χ = Cons χ (List x) I Nil. The program state is a record
structure. In Clean, the expression 'r.x' denotes the selection of the field 'x' of a record value r.
The expression '(r & x=y}' denotes a new record equal to г except that the field 'x' has value y.
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A list with elements xb...,xn and with tail list xs is denoted by '[χ,,.,.,χ,,^β]'. The '_' symbol
denotes an anonymous identifier. The where clause of a function definition contains the local
definitions of a function.
It should be stressed that what we are defining is in fact an abstract graphical user inter
face: in the semantics of state transition systems there is no mention of event handling, resource
management, and so on. The meaning of the program must be derivable from the program only,
and should not depend on whatever platform it is running.

еЛ
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(

Figure 1.6
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The use of an abstract graphical user interface to obtain portable interactive pro
grams.

If the abstraction level of the system is sufficiently high then this can be helpful in achieving
portable interactive applications. This is illustrated in Figure 1.6. graphical user interface tools of
different platforms are incomparable and incompatible (compare for instance mainstream sys
tems such as Macintosh, OS/2, MS-Windows, and the X Window system). It is important that
the design of the I/O system is not biased towards one concrete system, but it must also be suffi
ciently concrete to do some sensible programming. We have studied the abstractions of the de
sign of the system by defining ports to the Macintosh, OS/2, and X Windows using the Open
Look tool kit (Pillich, 1992). Figure 1.7 shows how the example counter of Figure 1.5, when re
compiled but not rewritten, looks like on these systems.
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The example counter running on a Macintosh, X Windows using the Open Look
tool kit, and OS/2 system.
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Interactive functional processes

One of the major design criteria during the research project was to define an I/O system that in
principle could be evaluated concurrently The world-as-value paradigm was introduced with
this aim State transition systems as introduced in the previous section are in essence sequential,
with only local possibilities for concurrent evaluation Our final research effort is to demonstrate
that programs can be constructed dynamically of state transition systems, each of which can be
evaluated concurrently In fact what we show is that state transition systems are operational definitions of processes Therefore we call these processes interactive processes
In Chapter 3 we identify the primitives to create interactive processes dynamically and
inter-process communication primitives One form of inter-process communication, data sharing,
is a logical consequence of using state transition systems Processes that communicate by data
sharing have atomic access to a specific data structure The other form of inter-process communication is synchronous and asynchronous message passing The reason to introduce message
passing in a concurrent language, which already has a means to communicate, is that inter-process communication by message passing is a data-driven kind of communication Concurrent
implementations of lazy functional languages usually implement process communication by demand-driven evaluation of lazy streams In demand-driven communication the initiative to
communicate lies with the receiver Because in general the sender may not have a data item to be
sent this will block evaluation of the receiver until the data item is available In data-driven
communication the initiative to communicate lies with the sender If the communication is synchronous, the sender will block until the receiver is ready to accept the message, if the communication is asynchronous, the sender can simply continue So inter-process communication by message passing contributes to the expressiveness of the system
Our goal to construct a framework of dynamic processes with inter-process communication in a strongly typed language runs into type assignment problems In this case these are
•

•

The functional interpretation of processes that have different types of state requires recursive, polymorphic data structures (such as lists) that can contain elements of different and
arbitrary type (such as the list [5, True, 3 14]) We show in Chapter 5 that we can obtain
such data structures in a functional language with a polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type
system using currying and higher-order functions We demonstrate that such a solution is
less efficient and elegant than by extending the type system with existential types
(Mitchell and Plotkin, 1985, 1988)
The message passing mechanism as offered to the programmer is polymorphic and typesafe, so messages can be values of arbitrary type, and processes can not send or receive
messages of the wrong type However, the functions in the framework that define message passing cannot be typed m a polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type system, even if it has
been extended with support for existential types (see Section 3 5) Here the problem what
type system can assign a type to the functions in question is still open

The final step to obtain truly concurrent interactive processes is taken in Chapter 4 We show
that interactive processes can share the file system also as a globally known process The importance of this step is that in the functional, sequential model one level of data dependency is removed This means that in principle interactive processes can be evaluated concurrently
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1.7

Introduction

Outline of the thesis

The chapters in this thesis are papers that have either been published or submitted for publication Further changes of the text are mainly concerned with spelling and grammar, but also some
small additions to the original text To obtain a uniform presentation throughout the document,
all examples are in Clean 1 0 syntax, and the abstract device definitions all comply with Appendix A The chapters in this thesis can be divided into two parts Part one starts to explain in
Chapter 2 how interactive programs are constructed, and then extends the model with interleaved
interactive processes in Chapter 3 and with concurrent interactive processes in Chapter 4 Part
two focusses on type system related topics These concern data abstraction when combined with
uniqueness typing in Chapter 5 and the well-typed interpretation of hierarchic data structures
with local state, also called object structures, in Chapter 6
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Single Interactive Functional Programs This chapter appeared as Achten and Plasmeijer
(1995a) Earlier versions of this paper appeared as Achten et al (1993), Achten and
Plasmeijer (1993) This chapter gives an extensive discussion of the world-as-value
paradigm and the event I/O system The event I/O system collects the basic ideas of
structuring programs and graphical user interfaces by means of state transition systems
Interleaved Interactive Functional Processes This chapter appeared as Achten and
Plasmeijer (1994 b) An earlier version of this paper appeared as Achten and Plasmeijer
(1994a) In this chapter we introduce the interleaved event I/O system This system is a
generalisation of the event I/O system presented in Chapter 2 We show how a program
can create interactive processes dynamically and study a number of inter-process communication primitives The methods presented m Chapter 5 are applied to define a welltyped interpretation of interactive processes Message passing in this system is type-safe
and polymorphic The functional framework that defines message passing however can
not be typed within the framework This problem is still an open problem
Concurrent Interactive Functional Processes This chapter appeared as Achten and
Plasmeijer (1995£>) In this chapter we define the concurrent event I/O system We show
how to obtain from the interleaved event I/O system of the previous chapter a functional
interpretation that can be evaluated concurrently
Data Abstraction (revised internal report) In this chapter we consider two known data
abstraction techniques and combine them with the uniqueness type system One technique extends the type system with existential types and can be used straightforwardly
when uniqueness types are involved The other technique, relying on a polymorphic
Milner/Mycroft type system, requires care when uniqueness types are involved Finally,
we compare the efficiency of the two methods
Object Structures (Achten and Plasmeijer, 1995c) In this chapter we show two forms of
compositions of state transition systems that allow the incorporation of polymorphic local
state, and their corresponding functional interpretations Being able to have local state is
an important strengthening of the system as it increases the modularity and locality of the
system It is demonstrated that in a polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type system we cannot
construct well-typed interpretation functions The necessary extensions to the system are
type classes and constructor classes which have been included in Clean's type system
Conclusions We give a summary and evaluate the research project and its results

Appendix A contains the definitions of the I/O system (version 1 0), for reference and to check
with the examples Appendix В contains the semantic definition related with Chapter 4.
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1.8 Topics outside the scope of the thesis
Our main research objective was to provide the Clean language with an I/O system that is able to
handle files and graphical user interfaces. So we were not only interested in describing and
defining the system, but also in an efficient implementation of the system. A major part of the
work done during this research project consists of implementation work. The implementation of
the I/O system has been done for a major pari in Clean itself. Having a good implementation en
abled us to test ideas but also could be used to construct real world interactive applications. In
1993 a first distribution release appeared of the I/O system, and the interested reader can find an
overview of it in Plasmeijer and van Eekelen (1993). From this version we learned how to im
prove the design and we have continued working on the system. The reader can get a flavour of
the current state-of-the-art by looking at the definitions given in Appendix A.
This PhD.Thesis lacks a full semantic definition of the I/O system. A first attempt in this
direction appeared as Achten (1992). In this report an operational semantics was given on a
small and simple set of an early version of the Clean event I/O system. Because the operational
semantics should be used by programmers it had been worked out on the level of abstract device
definitions. This is the conceptual level of programming with the library. The semantics was de
fined in Clean. In this way the semantics could be type-checked, and was also an executable
specification. We have not proceeded maintaining an operational semantics report because we
wanted to focus more on pragmatic issues for the purpose of this thesis.
We have written numerous programs, small and big, to test the I/O system, our ideas, and
the Clean language itself. The reader might expect to find a chapter on our experience with pro
gramming in this system, and some structured way of measuring efficiency and performance of
interactive programs. Although efficiency considerations play a role in the implementation of the
system, we do not give an expose of it (we briefly discuss this subject in Section 7.7). Further
more we have not considered a systematic comparison of the efficiency of interactive Clean pro
grams with other interactive systems. However, it has been shown that complex applications can
be written based on the I/O system. So far it has been used for writing a multi-window text edi
tor, relational database, spreadsheet, and many games. Experience with programming real-world
applications in the Clean system have been reported in de Hoon et al. (1995), and Noble and
Runciman (1994). The performance of the applications was surprisingly good. As an example, in
one project we have also written the programming environment we use on the Macintosh system
to develop Clean programs in Clean itself using the I/O system. The original programming envi
ronment was written in C. The Clean environment runs a lot faster and particularly smoother
than the original С version.

2
Single Interactive Functional Programs

Functional programming languages have banned assignment because of its undesirable properties The
reward of this rigorous decision is that functional programming languages are side-effect free There is
another side to the coin because assignment plays a crucial role in input/output (I/O), functional languages have a hard time dealing with I/O Functional programming languages have therefore often been
stigmatised as inferior to imperative programming languages because they cannot deal with I/O very well
In this chapter we show that I/O can be incorporated in a functional programming language without loss
of any of the generally accepted advantages of functional programming languages This discussion is
supported by an extensive account of the I/O system offered by the lazy, purely functional programming
language Clean Two aspects that are paramount in its I/O system make the approach novel with respect
to other approaches These aspects are the technique of explicit multiple environment passing, and the
event I/O framework to program graphical user I/O in a highly structured and high-level way Clean file I/O
is as powerful and flexible as it is in common imperative languages (one can read, write, and seek directly
in a file) Clean event I/O provides programmers with a high-level framework to specify complex graphical
user I/O It has been used to write applications such as a window-based text editor, an object based
drawing program, a relational database, and a spreadsheet program These graphical interactive programs are completely machine independent, but still obey the look-and-feel of the concrete window environment being used The specifications are completely functional and make extensive use of uniqueness
typing, higher-order functions, and algebraic data types Efficient implementations are present on the
Macintosh, Sun (X Windows under Open Look), and PC (OS/2)
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2.1

Introduction

Functional programming languages live in a world from which assignment (or destructive updating) has been banned because of its undesirable properties. Living without assignment has
proven to be very successful, and many accounts have been written of the advantages of living in
a world free of side-effects (Backus, 1978; Hughes, 1990). However, in order to write useful
applications, it must be possible for functional programs to interact with the outside world. Doing I/O means manipulation of I/O resources, such as files, keyboards, mice, and screens. In the
real world these resources are globally accessible, and manipulations of them are in essence assignments. This implies that functional languages cannot use I/O resources in the same direct,
unrestricted way as for example imperative languages can. For this reason functional languages
are often stigmatised as inferior to imperative programming languages because they cannot deal
with I/O very well.
Research on the incorporation of purely functional I/O into functional programming languages has evolved into basically two styles of solutions: stream based solutions and environment based solutions. Stream based methods have been proposed in a (token) stream style
(Henderson, 1982; Turner, 1990; Hudak et ai, 1992; Carlsson and Hallgren, 1993) and continuation style (Thompson, 1990; Dwelly, 1989; Perry, 1988). Essentially, stream based methods
transform an input stream into an output stream. The output stream is not exclusively used for
producing output only, it is also used for requesting input. Some entity outside the program
(usually the operating system) handles the output requests and provides the proper input. Environment based methods are environment passing methods (Williams and Wimmers, 1988;
Backus et ai, 1990) and methods using monads (Peyton Jones and Wadler, 1993). In these solutions functions essentially operate directly on a special object, the environment, that represents
the state of the world. In the literature environment based methods are also known as side-effecting I/O systems (Gordon, 1993).
The Clean I/O system that is presented in this chapter is an environment based approach
and contributes to the research in functional I/O in two major aspects. The first aspect is the use
of an explicit multiple environment passing style throughout the system giving explicit and direct
access to I/O resources. This has been made possible by the uniqueness type system of Clean
(Smetsers et al., 1993; Barendsen and Smetsers, 1993a-Z>; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1993)
which enables safe and restricted updates in a pure and functional framework. The second aspect
provides programmers with the Clean event I/O framework (Achten et al., 1993; Achten and
Plasmeijer, 1993) to program graphical user I/O in a highly structured and declarative way. The
specifications of interactive programs are functional and programs can be reasoned about without any assumption about operating systems. The I/O system demonstrates that functional languages are well suited for I/O, by making extensive use of uniqueness typing, and well-known
functional programming features such as higher-order functions, polymorphism, and algebraic
types.
The chapter starts with brief introductions to Clean and uniqueness types (Sections 2.2
and 2.3). The explicit multiple environment passing style is defined in Section 2.4. Clean file I/O
is discussed in Section 2.5, and Section 2.6 presents the Clean event I/O system. Section 2.7 discusses how interactive programs can be constructed in the Clean event I/O system, and Section
2.8 briefly views the implementation of the Clean event I/O system. Section 2.9 compares some
related work with our approach. Finally the conclusions are presented in Section 2.10, and current and future research on functional I/O is presented in Section 2.11.
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Clean

Clean

Clean (Brus et al, 1987; Nöcker et al, 1991; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1993) is a lazy functional programming language based on term graph rewriting (Barendregt et al, 1987). To give
an idea of what Clean programs look like, Figure 2.1 presents an example of the well-known fibonacci function. The examples in this chapter are presented in the new Clean 1.0 syntax
(Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1994, in preparation). Where appropriate, the text includes remarks on peculiarities of this notation.
fib
fib
fib
fib

: : Int -> Int
1 =1
2 =1
η = fib (n-1) + fib (n-2)

Start : : Int
Start = fib 100
Figure 2.1

A Clean program for fibonacci. Function definitions are optionally preceded by
their type definition. Type symbols start with a capital, (type) variables always
start in lowercase. Function names can start either with a capital or in lowercase.
An n-ary function named f with arguments of type τ,...t n , and result type τ has a
type definition f :: τ, ν . . τ η -» f- The special function named s t a r t gives the
initial expression of the program.

Term graph rewriting systems are well suited for efficient implementations of functional lan
guages (Groningen et al, 1991; Smetsers et al, 1991; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1993). Graph
rewriting is actually used in many implementations of functional languages. The main difference
between Clean and other lazy functional languages is that in Clean graph rewriting is explicitly
in the semantics of the language. In Clean, the function application to be evaluated is represented
by a possibly cyclic computation graph. Function definitions are actually term graph rewriting
rules. Each rule alternative is a graph with a left-hand side root (L.H.S.) and a right-hand side
root (R.H.S.). Figure 2.2 depicts the graph structure of the third f i b alternative. Each node in
the graph contains a symbol ( f i b , +, -, 1, 2) and arguments pointing to other nodes.
L.H.S.: I

fibl

R.H.S.:
fibl

fibl

[T
Figure 2.2

The third alternative of the fibonacci rule depicted as a graph.

In Clean, reasoning about programs is reasoning about computation graphs. It is straightforward
to denote cyclic structures and shared computations. For instance, the semantics of Clean pre
scribe that the argument node η is shared in the computation graph constructed on the right-hand
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side of the example explicitly reflecting the call-by-need evaluation which is commonly used in
the actual implementation of functional languages
Term graph rewriting obeys the functional semantics Figure 2 3 illustrates one formal
rewrite step of the computation graph f i b 100 of the fibonacci example (the implementation is
done in a much more efficient way') The initial graph (a) consists of only one redex, namely the
graph f i b 100, which matches the third alternative of the f i b rewrite rule Rewriting this redex
occurs in the following way a new graph is created for those nodes of the right-hand side of the
rule that are new to the computation graph (in the example these are two nodes labelled f i b , and
nodes labelled +, - , 1, and 2) This process is called graph extension (è) After extending the
computation graph, the original computation graph root is overwritten with the root of the extended graph that matches the right-hand side of the rule (c) In term graph rewriting terminology
this process is called 'redirection' of the left-hand side root to the right-hand side root Finally,
the nodes that have become unreachable from the new root of the computation graph are garbage
collected (d)

rool

fib|
fib

100

root I

fib

fibl
100

ТЦ
(a) The root expression

fib

(b) Graph extension

fib

-Y

1

fib

fibl

Ш]

100

(с) Graph redirection
Figure 2.3

fib

Л

(d) Garbage collection

One rewrite step of the initial expression of the fibonacci example

In general, a computation graph consists of several redexes The rewriting process needs a reduc
tion strategy to determine what redex should be rewritten The default reduction strategy of
Clean is the lazy functional strategy A (sub)graph that contains no redex is said to be in normal
form A (sub)graph in which the root node is not a function symbol is said to be m root normal
form In the remainder of this chapter when we discuss Clean we will use the term functions for
rewrite rules and vice versa for convenience
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Uniqueness types

Uniqueness types

Because Clean is based on a typed term graph rewriting system it is possible in this system to use
type information to state properties of graphs. One such interesting property states that a specific
subgraph of a computation graph is not shared by any other node of that graph. A subgraph that
fulfils this property is said to appear uniquely in the computation graph. More formally the
uniqueness property is stated as follows (Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1993):
A node η of a graph G is unique with respect to a node m of G if л is only reachable from
the root of G via m and there exists exactly one path from m to n.
root o) G

Figure 2.4

The uniqueness property depicted.

Why is this an interesting property? To answer this question, it is necessary to recall the rewrit
ing semantics of Clean. In this system, rewriting a matching rule alternative in a computation
graph (the redex) creates a completely new graph matching the right-hand side of the rule alter
native. The redex root is redirected to the newly created graph. If we know that an offered argu
ment of this rule is unique with respect to the application node and it is not used in the function
body then it will become garbage. In that case a new object can be constructed by making use of
the old one. This means that one can destructively update such an argument to construct the
function result. If the offered argument of the rule is not known to be unique with respect to the
application node then it is illegal to reuse the argument because it might be shared.
It would be nice if the uniqueness of arguments and results of functions could be deter
mined at compile time. Unfortunately, this is undecidable. In Clean a decidable approximation
has been incorporated using uniqueness types (Smetsers et al.. 1993; Barendsen and Smetsers,
1993a-¿>). Uniqueness types differ from linear types (Girard, 1987; Wadler, 1990-α) defined on
lambda calculus. An essential difference is that, in the analysis of uniqueness types, graphs play
a crucial role. Uniqueness types restrict the use of graphs and function applications in a program,
whereas linear types restrict the use of variables inside function definitions. The relationship be
tween uniqueness types and linear types is a topic of further investigation. Closer related work to
the uniqueness type system is by Guzman and Hudak (1990) who present an extended lambda
calculus with state operations which safety is warranted by the type system.
The uniqueness type system is quite complex, and a formal treatment of it is beyond the
scope of this chapter. The complete formal framework of uniqueness types can be found in
Barendsen and Smetsers (1993-a), the main results of this work have been published in
Barendsen and Smetsers (1993-i). The incorporation of this formal type system in Clean is de
scribed in Plasmeijer and van Eekelen (1994, in preparation). For this chapter it is sufficient to
know that the uniqueness attribute ' *' can be assigned to any type (synonym types, algebraic
types, and abstract data types) by prefixing the attribute to the type.
The uniqueness type system uses a kind of reference count analysis called sharing analy
sis. The sharing analysis allows an arbitrary number of references to a unique object as long as it
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can statically deduce that the reference count will be one when the object is accessed by the
function that wants it to be unique. The sharing analysis marks each reference in a right-hand
side as not-shared (if it could be shown that the object points to a not-shared object) or shared
(otherwise). There are several cases to mark a reference not-shared. In case there is only one reference in the right-hand side of a rule to a certain object (the reference count of the object is one)
the mark clearly should be not-shared. If it can be shown that the evaluation order is such that
other references will be van ished on time, they are not counted and the reference to be marked
will still be marked as not-shared. An example of such a situation is the reference to an object in
both a guard and its guarded expression. The guard will be evaluated before the guarded expression will be evaluated, so the reference is lost when the guarded expression is evaluated. As a result, unique objects are allowed to be observed in guards.
Objects marked shared by the sharing analysis cannot be typed unique. So, the sharing
analysis is input for the type system to check uniqueness type consistency. For each reference
(argument in a node) it is determined how many other references there will exist whenever the
object is accessed (and evaluated to root normal form) via this reference. The type checker verifies the correctness of the use of uniqueness attributes in rules by examining all applications on
the right-hand side of a function to check that when a parameter or a result of a uniqueness type
is demanded, a unique graph of the demanded type is offered. In this context demanded type
means that either the corresponding formal parameter with the applied function has a uniqueness
attribute or the result type with the defined function has the uniqueness attribute.
The uniqueness types system is a powerful tool which provides a wide range of interesting applications in the implementation and use of functional languages. It provides the basis of
efficient and functional I/O, it can be used for the implementation of destructively updateable arrays and user-defined unique data structures, it can be used in the analysis of memory usage of
functional programs (as has been done by Chirimar et al., 1992 for a language based on linear
types), and it can serve as a general safe interfacing facility for functional languages with the imperative world.

2.4

Explicit multiple environment passing

Specifications of interactive programs require a method in which sequences of I/O operations
can be defined. In order to be able to reason properly about interactive programs it is vital that
these sequences be evaluated in a predictable order (e.g.: in the teletype kind of interactive systems prompts must appear before one waits on user input) and that the evaluation of an I/O operation has an immediate effect (when the prompt is demanded to appear it must show on the
screen). In this section we introduce an improved type of explicit environment passing scheme
that will provide these vital properties for a lazy functional language. This scheme is used
throughout the I/O system.
2.4.1 Explicit environment passing
Explicit environment passing schemes are well suited as methods for specifications of interactive
programs. In an explicit environment passing scheme there is one special data object in normal
form, the environment, which is some sort of encoding of (changes in) the state of the world. A
program doing I/O is a function that given an initial environment produces a new environment in
which all subsequent changes are contained. Programs can change the state of the world and retrieve information from the world by functions that have access to this environment. The évalua-
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tion of such a function consists of two actions: the state of the world is changed immediately,
and a new instance of the environment is yielded in which the change to the state of the world is
reflected. We will call the change to the state of the world the effect of the function. Because we
intend these functions to have an immediate effect, they are hyper-strict in their environment ar
guments. As a result the environment argument will always be in normal form before the func
tion is evaluated. Functions that inspect (read) the world yield what has been read. So, every ac
cess rule accounts for its effect on the state of the world in the environment object. Each new op
eration is applied to the environment result of the previous operation. Sequences of operations
are easily expressed as sequences of function applications on the environment.
Figure 2.5 gives a small example of what a typical explicit environment passing program
looks like. Suppose we have an environment of type World. The function echo is a simple re
cursive function on World. It retrieves a character from the environment by some predefined
function g e t c h a r and prints it on screen using some predefined function p u t c h a r . The re
cursion of e c h o terminates if a newline character, denoted with ' \n', has been retrieved by
getchar.
echo : : World
echo world
|
с = '\n'
I
otherwise
where
(cworldl)
world2
Figure 2.5

-> World
= world2
= echo world2
= getchar world
= putchar с worldl

An example of the explicit environment passing style. Guarded expressions are
preceded by a conditional expression |.

The explicit environment passing style can be seen by the way w o r l d (which is a value of type
World) is used to pass around the state of the world after each operation. The effect of the pro
gram is rather obvious: if a user types the character sequence c¡...cn\i' (all characters c,- are not
the newline character), then the screen will show the character sequence c/C2...c„. Moreover, the
program expresses successfully that each character c, is being put on screen immediately after it
has been read and before character c,+; is being read.
This clear use of explicit environment passing schemes makes them very attractive as a
basis for a functional I/O system with direct access to I/O resources. The idea of using explicit
unrestricted environment passing schemes is indeed not new. Gordon (1993) mentiones the unpublished PhD. thesis of Redelmeier (1984) in which this idea is presented. However, there is a
catch to unrestricted explicit environment passing. The environment represents the world and as
there is only one world around one gets into serious problems as soon as the environment is
duplicated or shared. Sharing the environment allows the introduction of an arbitrary number of
environment changing sequences. The manipulations on the world that are performed in one sequence are not recorded in the environments of the other sequences. Because the world has been
updated according to some interleaving of these manipulations none of the resulting environment
objects reflect the state of that updated world anymore.
The program in Figure 2.6 illustrates this catch. The function c a t c h does two things on
the world: put a newline on screen (by w o r l d l ) , and echo the keys typed by a user of the program using e c h o from the previous example (by world2). Suppose the user of this program
types the same character sequence c¡...cn\i' as previously. The output of the program can be
any character sequence c'¡c'2-.-c'„+i with for some i (l<i<n+l), c'i="\n', c'j=Cj (for j<i), and
c'j=Cj.i (for j>i) because the order of evaluation of w o r l d l and w o r l d 2 is undetermined. So
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the state of the real world contains the character sequence с'/с'2" с 'л+/· However, environment
w o r l d l records a real world with state '\n', and w o r l d 2 records a real world with state
cj...c„"**i'. Neither environment correctly reflects the state of the world.
catch : : World -> (World, World)
catch world
(worldl,world2)
where
worldl = putchar '\n' world
world2 = echo world
Figure 2.6

A program illustrating the danger of unrestricted environment passing.

Despite the catch, Clean I/O is based on the explicit environment passing style. The environment
that is passed around in the Clean I/O system is of type *World. The initial environment is
given as an optional argument of the S t a r t rule. It should be noted that the environment object
cannot be introduced by a function because it would introduce the possibility to introduce an ar
bitrary number of environment objects. The only proper way to deal with the world is to regard it
as a parameter of a program. In order to avoid the catch, and to reflect the 'unique' nature of the
actual world represented by the environment, all environment operations require their environ
ment argument to have the uniqueness attribute (so the example functions have the types
g e t c h a r :: *World -> (Char, *World) and p u t c h a r :: Char *World -» *World). Due to
the uniqueness typing the Clean I/O system restricts access of the program to the environment,
and prevents sharing and introduction of multiple environments. The type system of Clean re
jects c a t c h due to the fact that p u t c h a r demands w o r l d to have type * World, but instead
w o r l d has offered type World (because c a t c h contains two references to world). Obviously,
the offered type cannot be coerced to obtain the uniqueness attribute. The function echo needs a
small addition in its type definition to turn it into a correctly typed Clean definition (see Figure
2.7).
echo : : *World -> *World
echo world
|
с == '\n' = world2
I
otherwise = echo world2
where
(c,worldl) = getchar world
world2
= putchar с worldl
Figure 2.7

The function echo now as a correctly typed Clean program.

2.4.2 Multiple environments
Environment passing schemes based on one single environment enforce programmers to create a
spine of I/O function applications in a program. This is a very severe restriction on functional
program expressiveness, as programs are obliged to over determine order of evaluation. To our
knowledge, this is basically true for all safe environment based approaches in functional I/O (see
also the discussion in Section 2.9), and also for all stream based approaches (as they consider
one single stream that carries the I/O operations).

passing

Reconsider, for example, the echo function in Figure 2.7. In this program the spine of
I/O operations is formed by the sequence g e t c h a r , p u t c h a r , g e t c h a r , p u t c h a r , . . . of
read/write operations. However, for this program it is sufficient to express that at least as many
characters are read as there are characters printed. This relationship cannot be defined in an environment passing scheme without fixing an evaluation order.
The combination of explicit environment passing and uniqueness types is a powerful one
as it allows a very liberal and safe use of multiple environments. Introducing multiple environments allows a program to define multiple sequences of I/O operations without predetermining
an evaluation order between these sequences. Other advantages of using multiple environments
are that such sequences of applications can be evaluated in parallel, and environments can be
used to support modular programming of interactive programs.
The Clean I/O system defines a hierarchy of environments (see Figure 2.8). Therefore in
our terminology environment should not be understood as an encoding of the state of the world
as a whole but rather as a specialised data structure that encodes the state of a specific part of the
world. These environments must be independent: operations on one environment should not have
an effect on another environment. In the Clean environment hierarchy the top environment is the
environment of type * Wo r i d . Two sub environments can be retrieved from the world environment by decomposition. One represents the state of the file system and the other represents the
event stream communication to and from graphical user interface elements. Their corresponding
types are * F i l e s and *Events respectively.

outer world
'World

/filesyslem\
I
\
\

Figure 2.8

*Files /

/events for \
I GUI devices \
\

"Events /

The Clean environment hierarchy.

The decomposition rule o p e n w o r l d of the world environment into the file system and event
stream environments has type *World -> ( * F i l e s , *Events). It should be noted that as a result the world is no longer available for subsequent use. The environments can be used in the
program and finally compose a new world again, by a composition rule c l o s e w o r l d of reverse
type ( * F i l e s , *Events) -> *World. The start rule of a Clean program that does I/O is always
of type *World -» *World. In this way environments that have contributed to the effect of the
program are always restored to the world environment. This is called hygienic use of environments.

2.5

File I/O

Clean file I/O is a good example of an I/O system using the explicit multiple environment passing scheme. The top environment of the file I/O system is the object of type * F i l e s introduced
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in the previous section that encodes the real world file system. This environment is again a container of yet smaller environments: the individual files themselves (see Figure 2.9).
file system
»Files

/ writeable \
/
files
\
1
I
\*File /
Figure 2.9

I

/shared files\
I read access \
only
I
V File /

The Clean environments for file handling.

A Clean file has type F i l e or * F i l e . T o open or close a file one needs a unique file system.
Writeable files are opened as * F i l e ; read only files do not require the uniqueness attribute.
Once a writeable file has been opened it cannot be opened again until the file is closed. Read
only files can be opened an arbitrary number of times, but cannot be opened as writeable files
anymore. Because read only files do not change the state of the file system they do not need to
be closed, but can be made garbage safely when they are not needed anymore.
All this is controlled and administrated by the unique file system which is needed for the
opening and closing of all files. It should be noted that the unique file system models the actual
file system. All the file administration is in reality handled by the operating system. This implies
that there is no need whatsoever to administrate anything in Clean itself. This means that all file
I/O is handled as efficiently as possible because there is no administration overhead in the functional implementation component. The use of these files is as powerful, flexible, and efficient as
it is in common imperative programming languages. For instance, in both types of files ( F i l e as
well as * F i l e ) it is possible to perform random access (seeks). The Clean file primitives allow
all basic types to be written directly to files and read from files. One can write to and read from
writeable files in any order.
The programming style when using files is basically the explicit environment passing
style. Figure 2.10 shows an example of a file copying program that illustrates the use of World,
F i l e s and F i l e . The first action of the program is to decompose the unique w o r l d into the
file system f i l e s and event stream e v e n t s . The file system is used to open the source and
destination files (first s o u r c e is opened for reading, using the predefined function sf open, and
then d e s t is opened writeable by f open). As s o u r c e is going to be read only it is opened as a
shareable file. The file d e s t is being written into and must therefore have the uniqueness attribute. The function c o p y F i l e copies the contents of s o u r c e character by character to d e s t .
After completion of copying, the written file is closed in the file system, and the final world is
composed from the file system and the event stream.
Start : : »World -> *World
Start world
=
worldl
where
(files,events)
= openworld world
(_,source,filesi) = sfopen "Source" FReadData files
(_,dest, files2) = fopen "Dest"
FWriteData filesl
desti
= copyFile source dest
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files3
worldl

= fclose desti files2
= closeworld (files3, events)

copyFile : : File *File -> *File
copyFile source dest
|
readOK
= copyFile sourcel (fwritec с dest)
|
otherwise = dest
where
(readOK,c,sourcel) = sfreadc source
Figure 2.10

2.6

A program copying a file named source to a file named Dest.

Graphical user I/O

The techniques involved in programming graphical user interfaces make an interesting area of
research because the corresponding I/O (graphical user I/O) is radically different from file I/O
and is much more complicated. In a graphical user interface system the graphical user I/O is
done entirely with graphical user interface elements such as windows, menus, and dialogues.
These interface elements are characterised by a highly interactive behaviour. Applications that
use graphical user interface systems have a very dynamic use of interface elements. Graphical
user interface systems are event driven. An event is a data object recording a true event in the
outside world or the operating system. Events come from different sources: the user of a program
communicates with that program via interface objects in the course of which events are generat
ed (e.g.: key presses, mouse movements). The operating system uses events to communicate to
the program that things have been changed (e.g.: windows become partially visible, programs are
scheduled). Finally, manipulations of the interface objects by the program may generate events
as well (e.g.: opening and closing of windows or dialogues). The operating system provides these
events for programs by the so-called event stream. The event stream is a sequence of events. In
this sequence event A precedes event В if, and only if, A has occurred before B.
The Clean event I/O system is the framework a program uses to do graphical user I/O.
The Clean event I/O system is an abstract graphical user interface. In the Clean event I/O sys
tem graphical user I/O is defined entirely with abstract devices. Abstract devices are abstractions
of categories of concrete interface elements. The Clean event I/O system provides four abstract
devices: the window device, menu device, dialogue device, and timer device. Abstract devices
are specified on a high level of abstraction making extensive use of algebraic types. Abstract
device specifications define which graphical user interface elements are used by the program,
and how these elements interact with the user or other elements. Clean event I/O programs are
abstract event driven. An abstract event is always defined in the context of an abstract device el
ement. Clean event I/O programs do not retrieve abstract events, but rather define abstract event
handlers. An abstract event handler is a function that is included in the abstract device specifica
tion. Only when the corresponding abstract event occurs the abstract event handler is evaluated.
The abstract event handler is applied to the current state of the program and yields a new state.
The state of the program consists of the data the program needs at run-time, and the run-time
state of its interface elements. A Clean event I/O program has access to its interface elements at
run-time via a special unique environment of type * IOS t a t e . A Clean event I/O program only
needs to specify the abstract devices to create an interactive program. The Clean event I/O sys
tem takes care that the abstract devices are correctly mapped to the concrete devices, and that the
concrete events are correctly mapped to abstract events.
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In Section 2 6 1 we show how abstract devices and its interface elements are defined us
ing algebraic types Section 2 6 2 focusses on abstract event handlers, and explains how these
functions affect the run-time state of the program and the interface elements Section 2.6 3 de
fines how the Clean event I/O system uses abstract device definitions, and the appropriate envi
ronments to create a running program. Section 2 6 4 briefly describes the abstract devices other
than the menu device Finally, Section 2.6.5 gives a small example of an interactive program.
2.6.1 Defining abstract devices
Abstract devices provide Clean programmers with a high level view of graphical user interface
elements. These abstract interface elements are specified by functional expressions that are in
stances of a set of predefined algebraic types (see Figure 2.11 and 2 12) For each abstract device
there is defined an algebraic type that fully specifies how the individual interface elements of
that abstract device should be defined. Because the algebraic types contain functions that have to
operate on the same type of program state, the type definitions are parameterized with the type
variable s which reflects the type of the program state
DeviceSystem s

Figure 2.11

TinerSyetem
MenuSyatem
WindowSystam
DialogSyetam

[TimerDef
[MenuDef
[WmdowDef
[DialogDef

s]
s)
s]
s]

The algebraic type definition of devices. The type [a] is a list of a. The symbols
printed in boldface are alternative constructors of the algebraic type (variants of
the type).

MenuDef
s
Menu
Title [MenuElement s] [MenuAttribute s]
MenuElement s
SubMenuItem Title [MenuE1ement s] [MenuAttribute s]
Menultem
Title
[MenuAttribute s]
MenuSeparator
MenuAttribute
s
II Default:
Menuld
Id
// no Id
MenuSelectState SelectState
// menu(item) Able
MenuShortKey
KeyCode
// no KeyCode
HenuAltKey
Index
// no AltKey
MenuMarkStata
MarkState
// NoMark
ManuFunction
(IOFunction
s)
// λχ.χ
ManuHodsFunct ion (ModsIOFunction s)
// äjcy.y
-> (IOState s) -> (s,IOState s)
IOFunction
s
ModsIOFunction s :== Modifiers -> s -> (IOState s) -> (s,IOState s)

Figure 2.12

The algebraic type MenuDef to define individual menus The types IOFunction
and ModsIOFunction are synonym types.

As an illustration of an abstract device definition, Figure 2.13 gives an example of a menu definition. The picture below the definition shows the concrete device in the case of the menu definition being mapped to a Macintosh system.
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Menu " F i l e " [
Menultem "New"
MenuXtem "Open..."
Menultem " C l o s e "
MenuSeparator,
Menultem " S a v e "
Menultem " S a v e As...'
MenuSeparator,
Menultem " Q u i t "
] О

Figure 2.13

[MenuFunction New,
[MenuFunction Open,
[MenuFunction C l o s e ,
MenuSelectState

MenuSbortKey
MenuSbortKey
MenuSbortKey
unable

'n'].
'o'],
'w',
],

[MenuFunction S a v e , MenuSbortKey
MenuSelectState
Unable
[MenuFunction SaveAs,
MenuSelectState
Unable

's',
],

[MenuFunction Q u i t ,

'q']

MenuSbortKey

],

An example of a menu definition in Clean.

Algebraic types prove to be very useful as a medium for abstract device definitions in a func
tional language for several reasons.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

In a functional language it is trivial to add the abstract event handlers to algebraic types
because functions are 'first-class citizens' and can be used in a curried way. For instance,
the menu definition in Figure 2.13 specifies that the program code that should be evaluat
ed when the menu item titled "Open..." is selected is the function named Open. This is
the simple case. But it is also possible to define a higher-order function applied to an ar
bitrary number of arguments as abstract event handler, which is messy to realise in the
classical imperative languages.
Algebraic types provide a specification language of which the syntactical correctness is
verified by the type checker. This eliminates obvious programming errors (like typing er
rors, or mixing up order of arguments of different type) that occur rather frequently in
text-based specifications.
The use of algebraic types for all abstract device specifications provides both the pro
grammer as well as the definition of the semantics with a formal notation. A formal nota
tion is invaluable to disambiguate discussions on the meaning of individual interface el
ements.
Algebraic type definitions can be made very intelligible and suggestive. We have care
fully chosen suggestive names for the data constructors of the algebraic type definition of
abstract devices which match their actual appearances as much as possible (WYSIWYS:
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(5)

What You Say Is What You See). This is clearly illustrated by the example in Figure
2.13.
Finally, readable definitions of interface elements serve as good documentation of pro
grams.

2.6.2 Abstract event handlers
Clean event I/O programs are driven by abstract events that are defined in the context of abstract
devices. Consider for example the menu definition in Figure 2.13. One abstract event defined in
the context of this definition is the menu item named 'Open... ' has been selected. It is easy to
correlate the abstract event with an abstract event handler, because the abstract event is defined
in the context of the algebraic definition. Therefore it is sufficient to add the abstract event han
dler in the context of the abstract device definition that defines the abstract event. So the re
sponse of the program to the abstract event is given by the function Open.
A Clean event I/O program consists of a number of abstract devices, which in turn define
the set of possible abstract events, and their corresponding abstract event handlers. It is not deter
mined in what order the abstract events will occur. Each abstract event handler can be evaluated
in any state of the program. In order to handle the abstract event appropriately the abstract event
handler needs to know the state of the program. As a result the state of the program will have
been changed. So, an abstract event handler is a state transition function. The state of the pro
gram is a data object which has a fixed type (not a fixed value) because any of the available ab
stract event handlers must be applicable.
The state of the program consists of a component controlled by the programmer, and a
component controlled by the Clean event I/O system. The program controlled component, called
the program state, contains the data the program needs during evaluation. The program state can
have an arbitrary, but uniquely attributed type. The component controlled by the Clean event I/O
system is an abstract data type object which contains the run-time states of the interface elements
of the program. This component is a uniquely attributed environment that is specially created for
doing graphical user I/O. The type of the environment is * ( I O S t a t e s) (it is a parameterized
type because this environment also contains the abstract event handlers, which types are based
on the program state of type s).
Abstract event handlers change the state of the program. So the types of abstract event
handlers are of the form .s * ( I O S t a t e .s) -> (.s, * I O S t a t e .s). (Note that * ( I O S t a t e .s)
and ( * I O S t a t e .s) denote the same type. In case brackets are not required * I O S t a t e .s is
also an equivalent notation.) With the abstract event handlers a programmer defines how the
state of the program should be affected in case the abstract event handler is triggered by an ab
stract event. Changes on the program state component can be easily defined by the programmer,
because this component is defined by the programmer. The I O S t a t e environment is an abstract
data object, so changes on this environment can only be done via a library of predefined func
tions, the abstract device access functions. All device access functions take the explicit environ
ment passing style. Their types are of the form ti ...τ„ * ( I O S t a t e .s) -» (τ, * I O S t a t e .s) or
of the form Xi...Xn * ( I O S t a t e .s) -» * I O S t a t e .s. For example, typical operations on the
menu interface elements at run-time are enabling and disabling the entire menu system (also of
separate menus or menu elements), adding and removing menu elements to and from menus,
marking menu elements, and changing titles or abstract event handlers of menu elements (see
Figure 2.14). Like all environment operations, every abstract device access function changes the
appropriate interface element resources, and records the effect in the new I O S t a t e environ
ment.
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OpenMenu
CloseMenu
EnableMenuSystem
DisableMenuSystem
EnableMenus
DisableMenus
OpenMenuItems

::
::
:
:
::
::
::

CloseMenuItems
CloseMenuIndexItems
EnableMenuItems
DisableMenuItems
MarkMenuItems
UnmarkMenuItems
SetMenuItemTitles
SetMenuItemFunctions

::
::
::
::
::
::
::
::

Figure 2.14

Int MenuDef .s] *(IOState
Id
MIOState
MIOState
*(IOState
*(IOState
[Id]
* (IOState
[Id]
Id Int [MenuElement .s]
*(IOState
»(IOState
[Id]
Id [Int]
•(IOState
*(IOState
[Id]
*(IOState
[Id]
*(IOState
[Id]
*(IOState
[Id]
*(IOState
[(Id Title)]
[(Id MenuAttribute .s)]
*(IOState

.s)

->
->
.s) ->
.s) ->
-s) ->
• s) ->

•IOState
•IOState
»IOState
»IOState
»IOState
»IOState

.s

->
->
->
->
->
• s ) ->
.s) ->
.s) ->

»IOState
»IOState
»IOState
»IOState
»IOState
»IOState
»IOState
»IOState

.Ξ

.s)

»IOState

.S

• s)

• s)

.s)
.s)
-s)
.s)

->

.s

.s
.s
.Ξ
.Ξ

.S

.S
.Ξ
.Ξ
.S
.Ξ
.Ξ

The types of the menu device access functions of the Clean event I/O system.

2.6.3 Interactions
In Section 2.4.2 we have introduced the event stream environment. The previous two sections
presented how graphical user interface elements are defined by abstract devices, discussed ab
stract event handlers, and introduced the state of a program. In this section we show how these
elements of the Clean event I/O system are integrated by the interaction concept to obtain a
running interactive program. This relationship is roughly illustrated by the following equations:
abstract device definitions + event stream = I O S t a t e
IOState+ program state = interaction
An interaction is a dynamic state transition system where the transitions are defined by the ab
stract event handlers of the abstract device definitions and where evaluation is triggered by the
occurrence of abstract events. The abstract device definitions of an interaction are gathered in a
single data object of synonym type :: IOSystem s :== [DeviceSystem s] (see Figure 2.11
for the type definition of DeviceSystem). The library function OpenIO evaluates an interac
tion given initial abstract device definitions of type IOSystem, the initial program state, the ini
tial actions of the interaction of synonym type I n i t i o (:: I n i t i o s :== [(s, I O S t a t e s) ->
(s, I O S t a t e s)]), and the event stream environment:
OpenIO :: (IOSystem .s) .s (Initio .s) »Events -> (.s, »Events)

OpenIO performs three actions: (1) creation of the proper environments for the interaction, (2)
evaluation of the initial actions of the interaction, and (3) the evaluation of the interaction until
termination.
(1)

OpenIO is provided with the definitions of the abstract devices that will participate in the
interaction. With these abstract device definitions the concrete graphical user interface el
ements are created. As a result the abstract devices appear to the user in their initial run-
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(2)

(3)

time state The environment of type * i O S t a t e is filled with the run-time states of the
concrete devices and their abstract event handlers
The second action of OpenIO is the evaluation of the initial actions of the interaction
Suppose the initial actions are the list of transition functions [f, f„], and the initial inter
action state is the pair (s0 io0) The result of the initial actions is the new pair (s,,io,) =
f„of„,o of, (s0,io0) where о denotes function composition The initial actions are very
convenient for an interaction to do initialisation actions such as setting up files, verifica
tion procedures, and so on (it may even decide to quit the interaction by applying the
function QuitIO to its I O S t a t e environment)
Finally, OpenIO evaluates the interaction until termination This is done by an event
loop, which is a simple, recursive function In each step it retrieves a concrete event from
the event stream environment If the concrete event should be interpreted as an abstract
event, the corresponding abstract event handler is applied to the current interaction state
(s„io,) to obtain the new current interaction state (s,+hiolti) The effect of this transition
(which is administrated in io¡+¡) is paired with the concrete event that triggered the transition The event loop teiminates as soon as the I O S t a t e component of the interaction
state contains no more concrete devices The result of OpenIO is the final program state
and the changed event stream environment which contains the pairs of concrete events
that have been parsed by the interaction and their effect, and the concrete events that have
not been parsed by the interaction

An interaction that decides that it should terminate, can do so by removing all concrete devices
from its current interaction state This can be done only with the library function QuitIO with
Q u i t I O *(IOState s) -» *IOState s QuitIO releases the run-time resources of each
device in the interaction and removes them from the I O S t a t e component
2.6.4 The other abstract devices
In this section we briefly discuss the abstract devices other than the menu device Their complete
algebraic type definitions and abstract device access functions can be found in the Appendices
A 3 upto A 7
The timer device
The timer device enables interactions to synchronise on an arbitrary number of time intervals of
arbitrary length Timing is handled by assuming that all events are provided with a time stamp
This mechanism cannot provide real-time timing because the time needed to evaluate an abstract
event handler may exceed a given time interval The abstract event handler of every active timer
is therefore provided with the discrete number of complete time intervals that have passed The
accuracy of the timer device is adequate for most animation tasks, or checks that need to be done
at a regular basis
The window device
Windows are the basic medium in which graphical user interface systems communicate with
users An interaction can have an arbitrary number of windows open Windows are stack ordered
which means that they can overlap Of these windows at most one window is active The active
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window is the window that receives all keyboard and mouse events. The interaction as well as
the user can decide which window to activate. The active window is not required to respond to
user events: the addition of a keyboard and mouse event handler is optional. Windows can
change the mode of an interaction: when opened, a modal window forces the user of the interac
tion to deal with the window entirely before any other actions can take place. Modeless windows
are less demanding: the user may disregard them and use them when convenient.
Windows can either be general windows or dialogue windows. Each general window has
a local drawing environment of type *Picture. Pictures have finite dimensions, given by the
P i c t u r e D o m a i n . The application presents information to its users m a window by drawing
into it. Both kinds of windows can have an arbitrary number of controls. These controls are
common elements such as (radio) buttons, (edit) text fields, pop up elements, and check boxes
but also user defined custom controls or compound controls. As a consequence, the definition of
a set of controls is more complicated than the definition of a menu because the layout between
controls needs to be defined In order to ease the effort of defining dialogues, controls have a
layout attribute of algebraic type ItemPos to influence their position (see Appendix A. 1.1).
With this layout attribute positions can be expressed relative to the size of the window
(Lef tTop, RightTop, Lef tBottom, RightBottom, Left, C e n t e r , Right), and relative
to earlier placed items (Lef tOf, RightTo, Above, Below).
2.6.5 Example
In this section we present an example program that uses several abstract devices in order to illus
trate how to program with the Clean event I/O libraries. The program is a simple address
database. The user of the program can add and remove addresses to and from the database, view
the current list of addresses, and quit the application The end of this section contains the main
fragment of the program code which contains the data structures and the abstract device defini
tions. The implementation of some functions have been omitted for reasons of clarity Figure
2 15 gives a snapshot of the application running on a Macintosh system.
The main data structure in the program is the program state. The program state is the
record type AddressBook It contains the current list of address records (field a d d r e s s e s ) ,
an index to the currently selected record (field s e l e c t i o n ) , a Boolean that records whether the
list has been changed (field saveChanges), and the unique file system (field f i l e s ) Because
it contains the unique file system, the program state is also uniquely attributed. The initial pro
gram state contains no address records, no selection, no change of the list, and the file system
retrieved from the World environment The initial actions of the interaction are to read the ad
dress data base file, and to open the windows named "Addresses" and "Edit Address" that allow
the user to alter the current contents. An address record, of type Address, contains the person's
name, city, street, and telephone number.
In Clean 1 0, a record type is an algebraic type with exactly one alternative constructor.
The alternative constructor does not need to be specified if the field names uniquely identify the
record type. Record types and record expressions always appear between ' {' '} ' in a program.
The arguments of a record expression can be selected by an extended form of pattern-matching,
and by the field names of the arguments. On a pattem-match position, the expression 'r=:{x=yj'
binds the variable r to the record value, and the variable y to the value of field 'x'. The shorthand
notation 'r=:{x}' binds the variable χ to the value of field 'x'. The expression 'r.x' denotes the
value of field 'x' of the record value r. Entirely new records are denoted by summarizing all
fields and binding them to values. Given a record value r with field 'x', the expression
'{r & x=y}' denotes the new record with the same value r, and the field 'x' with value y. Finally,
the standard library function s e q is defined by seq [] χ = x, and seq [f,.. f J χ = fno. .o f, χ.
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The initial abstract device of the application consists of one single menu. This menu,
named "Book" defines the four available commands O p e n , Add, D e l e t e , and Q u i t . Open
opens the "Addresses" window in which the current list of addresses is shown. Add opens the
"Edit Address" window by which the user can add addresses to the database. D e l e t e removes
the currently selected address from the database. This command is initially disabled because at
start the user has not selected an address. Q u i t terminates the application. If the address list has
been changed it also asks the user if changes to the database should be saved to the database file.
In the "Edit Address" window the user can fill in the text fields of an address. Pressing
the button control "Add" triggers the abstract event handler A d d A d d r e s s . This function re
trieves the EditControl contents from the window, and creates an address record which is in
serted in the current list of addresses. It increases the picture domain of the "Addresses" window,
and updates the contents of the window.
Address records are selected manually by the user by pressing the mouse button when the
mouse pointer is in the text area of that address in the "Addresses" window. These mouse actions
are handled by the mouse event handler S e l e c t . It determines which address is selected (the
value index), enables selection of the D e l e t e command, unhighlights the previously selected
address (index by the field selection of the program state), highlights the selected address, and
fills the text fields of the "Edit Address" window with the field values of the selected address.

ашшшжі^ніаіаііШіШіі:

Peter Achten
Nijmegen
1 Toemooiveld
Tel nr 080-652483
Riims Plssmeijer
Nijmegen
1 Toemooiveld
TeLnr: 060-652644

Figure 2.15

A snapshot of the address database application while running on a Macintosh
system.

module addressBook
import StdEnv, StdFile
import StdEventIO, StdWindow, StdControl, StdMenu
import StdFont, StdPicture, StdlOState
•AddressBook

Address

=

{ addresses : : [Address],
selection : : Int,
saveChanges: : Bool,
files
: : »Files }
{ person
: : String,
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::

»IO

AddressWindowId
AddDialogld
NameId
Cityld
Strtld
TelNrld
Deleteld
readaddres ses
writeaddresses
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city
: : String,
street
: : String,
telNr
: : String }
== IOState AddressBook
==

==
==
==
==
==
==

1
2
1
2
3
4
1
»Files -> ([Address],*Files)
([Address],*Files) -> »Files

read/write the list of addresses from/to the database file
remove
insert

: : Int
[Address] -> [Address]
: : Address [Address] -> [Address]

remove/add the indicated entry from/to the list of addresses
sliderControl

: : Direction Size -> ControlDef »AddressBook

definition of the control that defines scrolling in the window
calcPictureDomain : : [Address] -> PictureDomain

determine the coordinate system of the window given this list of displayed addresses
hiliteaddress

: : Int Picture -> Picture

toggle the hilighting of the indicated element
Start : : »World -> »World
Start world
=
finalWorld
where
(fs, es)
= openworld world
initBook
= {addresses=[] , selection=0,saveChanges=False,files=fs)
initio
= [initAddressBook]
(book,esl) = OpenIO [MenuSystem [menu]] initBook initio es
finalWorld = closeworld (book.files, esl)
menu = Menu "Book" [
[Menultem "Open"
[MenuShortKey 'о',MenuFunction Open],
Menultem "Add..."
[MenuShortKey 'a',MenuFunction Add ],
Menultem "Delete" [HenuShortKey 'd',
MenuFunction
Delete,
Menuld
Deleteld,
MenuSelectState Unable],
MenuSeparator,
[MenuShortKey 'q'.MenuFunction Quit]]
Menultem "Quit"
[]
initAddressBook : : »AddressBook »10 -> (»AddressBook, 4 0 )
initAddressBook book io
=
Add (Open (book & addresses=addrs, files=fs) io)
where
(addrs,fs) = readaddresses book.files
Open :: »AddressBook *I0 -> (»AddressBook, *I0)
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Open book {addresses} 10
=
(book OpenWindow window 10)
where
window = Window Addresses" domain
[sliderControl Horizontal size,
sliderControl Vertical
size]
[Windowld
AddressWindowId,
WindowMouse Able Select,
WindowSize
size,
WindowResize (\_ _ book 10 -> (book.io)),
WindowCloe· (seqPIO [CloseWindow AddressWindowId])]
domain
= calcPictureDomain addresses
((left,top),(right,bottom)) = domain
size
= (right-left, bottom-top)
Select :: MouseState *AddressBook *I0 -> (*AddressBook, *I0)
Select ((_,y),ButtonDown,_) book=:{addresses, selection} 10
|
ïsEmpty addresses = (book, 10)
|
otherwise
= ({book & selection=mdex} , ιοί)
where
iol = seq [EnableMenuItems [Deleteld],
DrawInWmdow AddressWindowId [hiliteaddress selection] ,
DrawInWmdow AddressWindowId [hiliteaddress index] ,
SetWmdow
AddDialogld
[SetEditTextControl Nameld address.person,
SetEditTextControl Cityld address.city,
SetEditTextControl Strtld address.street,
SetEditTextControl TelNrld address telNr]] 10
address
= addresses'dec selection
index
= y/itemHeight+1
ltemHeight
= 5*AddressBookStyle height
Select _ book 10 = (book, 10)
Add ·: *AddressBook *I0 -> (*AddressBook, 4 0 )
Add book 10
=
(book, OpenWindow add 10)
where
add = DialogWindow "Edit Address"
[ CompouiidControl [ TextControl Name·"
'
t),
TextControl ' City "
[left],
TextControl ' Street: [left],
TextControl ' Tel Nr.
[left]] look [],
CompoundControl
[EditControl "" 200 1 [Controlla Nameld],
EditControl "" 200 1 [Controlla Cityld, left],
EditControl "" 200 1 [Controlla Strtld, left],
EditControl "" 150 1 [Controlla TelNrld,left]] look [],
[Controlla addld, center,
ButtonControl "Add"
ControlFunction AddAddress]]
[Windowld
AddDialogld,
WindowClose (seqPIO [CloseWindow AddDialogld]]
WindowOk
addld]
left
= ControlPoe (Left, (0,0))
center
= ControlPoe (Center,(0,0))
addld
= 1+max [Nameld,Cityld,Strtld,TelNrld]
look
= []
AddAddress .: *AddressBook *IO -> (*AddressBook, *IO)
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AddAddress book=:{addresses,selection} io
=
SetPictureDomain AddressWindowId domain bookl iol
where
(_,window,iol)= GetWindow AddDialogld io
address
= {person = snd (GetEditTextControl Nameld window),
city
= snd (GetEditTextControl Cityld window),
street = snd (GetEditTextControl Strtld window),
telNr = snd (GetEditTextControl TelNrld window)}
addressesl = insert address addresses
domain
= calcPictureDomain addressesl
bookl
= {book & addresses=addressesl,saveChanges=True}
Delete :: *AddressBook *I0 -> (*AddressBook, *I0)
Delete book=:{selection,addresses} io
=
SetPictureDomain AddressWindowId domain bookl iol
where
addressesl = remove (selection-1) addresses
domain
= calcPictureDomain addressesl
bookl
= {book & addresses = addressesl,
selection = 0,
saveChanges= True}
iol
= DisableMenuItems [Deleteld] io
Quit :: *AddressBook *IO -> (*AddressBook, *I0)
Quit book=:(saveChanges) io
|
not saveChanges = quit book io
|
otherwise
= OpenModalWindow notice (book, io)
where
notice = DialogWindow ""
[TextControl
"Save changes to address file?"
[ControlPos
(Center, nul)],
ButtonControl "No" [ControlFunction quit,
ControlPos
(Left,(0,20))],
ButtonControl "Yes" [ControlFunction yes,
Controlla
yesld]]
[WindonOk yesld]
nul
= (0,0)
yesld
= 1
yes book=:{addresses, files) io
= quit {s & files=writeaddresses (addresses,files)} io
quit s io = (s, QuitIO io)

2.7

Structuring interactive programs

In many cases interactive programs can be decomposed into a number of distinct interactive
units. For instance, many applications offer users a facility to edit text. Instead of programming
these facilities over and over again for each new application, one would like to write a text editing module once, and include it in some way in various applications. In this section we will first
show how interactions can be used as interactive modules, and then proceed with individual abstract device elements.
In the Clean event I/O system, interactions can be combined sequentially, or nested. Interactions are sequentially combined by function application: the event stream result of an application of OpenIO is the argument of the second application of OpenlO. Figure 2.16 gives an
example of sequential interaction composition. The function seqIO when applied to two inter-
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action definitions A and B, first evaluates interaction A and then interaction В For notational
convenience, we introduce a synonym type IODef s == (IOSystem s, s, I n i t i o s) that
collects the interaction definition components
seqIO
(IODef s) (IODef t) »Events -> »Events
seqIO (systemA,progStateA,ioA) (systemB progStateB,loB) events
=
eventsВ
where
(_,eventsA) = OpenIO systemA progStateA ioA events
(_,eventsB) = OpenIO systemB progStateB loB eventsA
Figure 2.16

Sequential composition of interactions The _ symbol is a wild card which is a
convenient denotation for anonymous node identifiers

Interactions can be nested with the library function Nest IO Any interaction can start the evalu
ation of a new interaction during its own evaluation
NestIO
(IOSystem s) s (Initio s) *(IOState t) -> ( s,*IOState
NestIO system progState 10 lostate
=
(progStateN, iostate4)
where

t)

îostatel
= HidelO î o s t a t e
(events,
i o s t a t e 2 ) = getEvents î o s t a t e l
(progStateN,eventsl) = OpenIO system p r o g S t a t e ю events
iostate3
iostate4

= setEvents e v e n t s l
= ShowIO i o s t a t e 3

iostate2

The type of N e s t I O is similar to the type of OpenIO except for being applied to the I O S t a t e
environment of the running interaction rather than the event stream environment The type s of
the program state of a nested interaction is in general different from the type t of the program
state of the parent interaction that starts the nested interaction The nested interaction is com
pletely evaluated and only after its termination the parent interaction continues evaluation
N e s t I O takes care that before the nested interaction takes over from the parent interaction, the
parent is hidden (applying function HidelO) This means that all the visible graphical user inter
face elements of the parent interaction disappear from screen, and cannot be accessed by the
user After termination of the nested interaction, the parent interaction is shown again (applying
the function ShowIO) As a result, all interface elements of the parent interaction that had been
hidden from the user reappear Interactions can be nested arbitrarily deep and arbitrarily many
Figure 2 17 gives an example of a function e d i t L i n e that provides a nested text editing facili
ty
editLine
S t r i n g * ( I O S t a t e s) -> ( S t r i n g , »IOState
s)
editLine line ю
=
(getEditLine s i , ι ο ί )
where
( s l , i o l ) = NestIO SystemEdit ( I n i t E d i t S t a t e l i n e ) I m t l O E d i t
Figure 2.17

ю

A text editing interaction that can be used in arbitrary interactions

The previous two methods composed complete interactions Another way to structure interactive
programs is by the abstract device definitions of the Clean event I/O system Because abstract
device definitions are algebraic types, it is possible to define functions that create abstract device
definitions that can be parameterized The program in Figure 2 18 illustrates this idea The fune-
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tion simpleDraw creates a very simple drawing window. It is parameterized with an id and a
picture range. The interesting aspect of this window is that it can be applied to any interaction
because it is polymorphic in its program state. Access to the program state is provided by further
parameterization of three functions with type definitions :: Add s :== P o i n t s -» s to add a
point to the program state, :: Del s :== P o i n t s -» s to delete a point from the program state,
and :: Get s :== s -> (s, [Point]) to retrieve all points drawn sofar. For instance, if the pro
gram state is [Point], then examples of the three operations are:
add : : Point [Point] -> [Point]
add ρ ps = [p:ps]
del : : Point [Point] -> [Point]
del ρ [q:qs]
|
P==q = del ρ qs
= [q:del ρ qs]
del ρ [] = []
get :: [Point] -> ([Point], [Point])
get ps = (ps,ps)

The drawing functions DrawPoint and E r a s e P o i n t are both of type P o i n t * P i c t u r e ->
• P i c t u r e . The mouse event handler t r a c k erases a point if both the mouse button and the
option modifier key are pressed, and draws a point if the mouse is pressed (regardless of modi
fier keys). Figure 2.19 shows the drawing window in action.
simpleDraw:: Id PictureDoraain (Add .s) (Del .s) (Get .s) -> WindowDef .s
simpleDraw id dom add del get
=
Window "Picture" dom []
[Windowld
id,
WindowMouse Able (track id add del),
Windowupdate (update get) ,
WindowCursor CrossCursor]
update:: (Get .s) UpdateArea .s -> (.s,[*Picture -> *Picture])
update get _ s = (si, map DrawPoint drawnPoints)
where
(si, drawnPoints) = get s
track ::
->
track _
track id
=
(del
track id
=
(add
Figure 2.18

Id (Add .s) (Del .s) MouseState .s MIOState .s)
(.s, *IOState .s)
_ _
(_,ButtonUp,_)
s io = (s, io)
_ del (point,_,OptionOnly) s io
point s, DrawInWindow id [ErasePoint point] io)
add _ (point,_,_) s io
point s, DrawInWindow id [DrawPoint point] io)
A window definition for a very simple drawing program.
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Figure 2.19

2.8

The drawing window in action.

Implementation of the interface

The Clean event I/O system is given structure by the abstract device concept. The programmer
knows how to define abstract devices, and how to change them at run-time using abstract device
access functions. The abstract device concept also gives structure to the implementation of the
interface between the Clean event I/O system and concrete operating systems.
The interface between abstract devices and concrete devices boils down to five distinct
actions for each abstract device: (a) hide concrete interface elements, (b) map abstract device
definitions to concrete interface elements, (c) translate concrete events into abstract events and
evaluate corresponding abstract event handlers, (d) free the resources of concrete interface ele
ments, and (e) undo the hidden state of concrete interface elements. Each of these particular ac
tions is a particular function, and so the interface between abstract and concrete devices is a
structure of five abstract device interface functions (see Figure 2.20). The Boolean result of (c)
indicates whether the abstract device interface function successfully evaluated the event.
: : DeviceFunctions £ :== (HideFunction
OpenFunction
DoIOFunction
CloseFunction
ShowFunction
::
::
::
::
::

HideFunction
OpenFunction
DoIOFunction
CloseFunction
ShowFunction

Figure 2.20

s,
s,
s,
s,
s

)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

s
(lOState s) ->IOState
s == (DeviceSystem s) (lOState s) ->IOState
s == Event s
(lOState s) ->(Bool,s
s
(lOState s) ->IOState
s
(lOState s) ->IOState

s
s
lOState s)
s
s

The types of the abstract device interface functions.

The abstract device interface functions and the abstract device access functions provide the
Clean event I/O system with an abstract view of the operating system for each abstract device.
An important advantage of this approach is that porting the Clean event I/O system to other operating systems requires only the porting of these functions. Another advantage is that each operating system interface can exploit the underlying operating system in order to obtain efficient
implementa tions.
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Related work

As briefly discussed in the introduction, many solutions to deal with I/O in functional languages
exist. In this section we discuss three approaches in detail: dialogue combinatore (Dwelly, 1989),
monads (Peyton Jones and Wadler, 1993), and FUDGETS (Carlsson and Hallgren, 1993).
2.9.1 Dialogue combinators
One of the early reports on how functional languages can be used to program dynamic and
complex graphical user I/O is the paper on dialogue combinators by Dwelly (1989). Dialogue
combinators are a class of functions with well-defined properties such that programs constructed
by these functions behave in a predictable way. It is a discipline because programmers are not
forced to program in this style. The type of a dialogue combinator is Dig s = s -»[Inputs] ->
([Outputs], s, [Inputs]). A dialogue combinator when applied to some object that represents
the state of the program (the program state in our terminology) of type s, and a stream of user
input of type [ I n p u t s ] , produces a triple consisting of some output of type [Outputs], the new
program state, and the user input that has not been consumed.
Programs are constructed by dialogue combinators, such as N u l l D i a l o g u e , J o i n , and
Cond. N u l l D i a l o g u e : Dig s produces no output, and leaves the program state and user input
unchanged. The application of J o i n : Dig s -> Dig s -» Dig s to two dialogue combinators d l
and d2 produces the dialogue combinator that first evaluates d l and then d2, and concatenates
the output of d2 to the output of d l . Conditions are functions of type Cnd s = s -» [ I n p u t s ] -»
Boolean, which inspect the program state and the user input and yield a Boolean result. The
application of Cond: Cnd s -> Dig s -» Dig s -> Dig s to a condition с and two alternative di
alogue combinators d l and d2 produces the dialogue combinator that performs d l if с holds
andd2 if not.
In order to program dynamic interfaces one special dialogue combinator, TreeCase, is
provided. The basic idea behind this combinator is that dynamic interfaces can be defined by sets
oí condition-action pairs [(c,,ai)...(c„,a„)] or rules. The TreeCase combinator searches the first
condition c, of a rule i that is satisfied, and then applies the action a,. The action is provided with
the program state and the user input as usual, but also with the set of all current rules
[(c,,at)...(c„a„)]. The action may produce some output and change the program state as usual,
but it also yields a new set of rules [(c',,a',)...(c'ma'J]
which is recursively applied to
TreeCase. A rule has type O b j e c t t a g s = Obj t a g (Cnd s) ([Object t a g s] -> Dig s),
and T r e e C a s e is a function of type [Obj e c t t a g s] -» Dig s. By providing an initial set of
rules, the behaviour of TreeCase is determined if the user inputs are known.
Even though the dialogue combinator approach is stream based, our approach has remarkable similarities, as well as remarkable differences. The concepts on which the dialogue
combinator approach is based, namely those of dialogue combinators as program state transition
functions, sets of changing rules to program the behaviour of dynamic interfaces, and the
T r e e C a s e dialogue combinator to evaluate a dynamic interface can be retraced in our device
concept. The main differences of the Clean approach are the elimination of event stream handling, the formalisation of the behaviour of the graphical user interface by the devices, and the
modularisation of programs by allowing an arbitrary amount of interactions.
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2.9.2 Monads
One of the currently widely investigated approaches to incorporate I/O in functional languages is
the approach by Peyton Jones and Wadler (1993) based on monads (Moggi, 1989; Wadler, 1990b). Support for the IO monad was originally implemented in the Glasgow Haskell compiler. A
revised version of the specification is included in the definition of the latest version of Haskell
(Hudak et al, 1992). As we said in the introduction, this is an (implicit) environment based ap
proach. The environment basically models the state of the machine. Operations (or actions) on
the environment have a special type IO a which denotes "actions that, when performed, may do
some I/O and then return a value of type a". For example, the actions g e t c I O :: IO Char, and
p u t c I O :: Char -> IO () read a character from standard input and write a character to standard
output. The type () is a special type whose only proper element is the empty tuple, also written as

o.

A programmer composes actions with two combinators u n i t IO :: a -» IO a, and
b i n d I O : : I O a - > ( a - » IO b) -> IO b. The application u n i t I O χ denotes the action that only
returns χ and does no input nor output. The application b i n d I O m η (or using the Haskell infix
notation m N b i n d I O 4 n) for an action m :: IO a, and a function η :: a -> IO b, first does m,
which yields a value χ of type a, and then does η χ, which yields a value y of type b. These two
combinators actually form the monad. Two other combinators are derived from u n i t IO and
bindIO, namely donelO :: IO () and seqIO :: IO a -» IO b -> IO b. The combinator d o n e 10 simply does nothing. The application m N seqIO 4 η to two actions m :: IO a and η :: IO b
first does m and then does n, and yields the result of n.
If we compare the monad approach to our approach then there are some striking differ
ences. The environment that is manipulated in the monad approach is implicit and 'appears' only
in the 10 type. As a result, programming in the system creates one single spine of I/O operations
and therefore over determines order of evaluation (see the discussion in Section 4.2), and combi
nators need to be provided in order to compose actions. To our knowledge it is not possible to
define general combinators that combine arbitrary monads, but, using constructor classes, it is
possible to combine specific monads with arbitrary monads (see Jones, 1993; 1995). It is inter
esting to look at two extensions to the 10 monad that are used to create additional spines of I/O
operations but in an unsafe manner, and see how these can be defined in the explicit environment
style.
The first extension is the combinator d e l a y l O : : I O a ^ I O a by which a program can
spark an action that is evaluated interleaved with the main imperative spine. This is a dangerous
combinator because the result of the program may depend on the evaluation order between the
interleaved action and the main spine. It should only be used if the programmer proves that the
interleaved action cannot interfere with the spine. In the explicit multiple environment passing
style interleaved I/O is obtained because two spines of I/O can be defined on independent envi
ronments. There is no need for proof obligation because environments are independent by defini
tion.
The second extension is the combinator p e r f ormlO :: 10 a -» a by which a program
sparks an action that is not connected to the main spine at all. Again, the programmer has to
prove that the action cannot cause any side-effects in the program. This is clearly an example of
unhygienic programming (end of Section 4.2). In the Clean event I/O system this situation can
not occur because an interactive program needs to yield a result value of type * Wo r i d , which
can only be done by applying the composition rule to the event stream and file system environ
ments.
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2.9.3 FUDGETS

The FUDGETS system by Carlsson and Hallgren (1993) is a system developed recently in which
the stream based functional I/O approach is unified with graphical user interfaces (in particular,
the X Windows system). The basic concept of the approach is the fudget (/unctional widget). The
fudget is the basic instrument to receive and handle concrete events, and send commands to other
fudgets. Events and commands are communicated using streams. A fudget that accepts high level
events of type a, and that sends commands of type β, is a fudget of type F α β. The system pro
vides a set of primitive fudgets.
A program can create complex graphic interfaces by composing fudgets, and as usual a
number of combinatore are provided to do so. For instance, the combinator >+< puts two fudgets
fi and/2 of type F α, β, and F 0C2 β2, into a new fudget/of type F (α,+ο^) (βι+β2)· The notation
α+β is shorthand for the algebraic type E i t h e r α β with E i t h e r α β = Left α | Right β.
The new fudget ƒ is the parallel composition off, and f2. Any message of type a, is sent to ƒ,
which results in a response of type β,. Program code is connected in a fudget structure by defin
ing code as stream processing functions of predefined abstract data type SP α β. The operator
absF turns such a function of type SP α β into an abstract fudget of type F a ß . Because SP is
an abstract data type combinatore are provided to create stream processing functions, namely the
input combinator g e t S P :: (a -> SP α β) -> SP α β, and the output combinator p u t S P :: [a] ->
(SP α β) -> SP α β. The application getSP (\a -> sf) gets an incoming message of type a and
continues as the stream processor sf. The application p u t S P 1 sf outputs the messages in 1
and continues as the stream processor sf. Fudgets can be created and destroyed dynamically
using the d y n L i s t F combinator. Finally, to get an executable program, the fudget structure is
offered to a function which takes care of the stream handling with the operating system.
In contrast with the Clean event I/O system, the FUDGETS system has no concept of a
state that is accessible for the graphical user interface elements that are part of the interaction.
All state is local to a fudget. For both event handling and communication, the FUDGETS system
relies entirely on stream processing. Abstract fudgets are demanded to be written as stream pro
cessors, forcing a continuation style on the program.

2.10 Conclusions
In this chapter we have shown how file I/O and graphical user I/O have been incorporated in the
lazy functional programming language Clean. File I/O is defined entirely using the explicit mul
tiple environment passing method. This method allows explicit handling of resources from the
outside world, such as files, event streams, windows, and so on. The direct use of the resources is
safe due to the uniqueness types of Clean's typing system. In our experience, the restrictions that
are imposed by the uniqueness type system to the programmer do not seriously hamper the func
tional expressiveness of the language. By the environment hierarchy the outside world is given
structure, and multiple environments can be used in the same program independently. The com
plexity of programming graphical user interfaces is managed by introducing several stages of
abstraction. A program is structured by partitioning it into a number of independent interactions.
Each interaction can be considered on its own. An interaction is a dynamic state transition sys
tem which is constructed in a declarative style. An interaction is defined by an initial set of de
vices and an initial program state. The devices are defined by algebraic types which provide a
concise and clear notation of the interface elements. The use of algebraic types to specify ab-
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stract devices and interactions is a very flexible tool, as algebraic types can be manipulated easily in a functional language.
The Clean event I/O library provides portability to very different operating systems. We
have made implementations of the I/O library for the Sun under X Window system, using the
Open Look Interface Tool kit, and the Macintosh. We are currently working on an implementation on PC's under OS/2. This means that a Clean application created and tested on a Macintosh
only needs to be recompiled to run exactly the same on a X Window system. Still, the resulting
applications obey the different look-and-feels of these systems. The library has been used to
write several large applications (a full-feathered text editor, a relational database application, a
spreadsheet, a Turing machine programming environment, and many games). The runtime performances of these programs are competitive with imperative programs.
Finally, we hope to have shown not only by the extensive account of the Clean I/O system (and in particular the uniqueness typing) but also by the related work, that functional languages have very strong organisational, abstractive, and expressive power. It is important that an
VO system for a functional language retains these strengths.

2.11 Current and future work
Research on the Clean I/O system as presented in this chapter has concentrated mainly on how to
make I/O resources explicitly and safely available, and how to program graphical user I/O in a
high-level and portable way. A technical report on the operational semantics of the Clean I/O
system is in preparation (which will discuss the meaning of non-terminating interactive programs, and how to reason about interactive programs). Part of our current and future research focuses on making the I/O system more orthogonal. Concrete topics in this area are to what extent
the window and dialogue device can be unified, and the completion of the set of functions to
structure and combine interactive programs. The other main part of our research activities will be
to investigate how the explicit multiple environment passing scheme can form a base for distributed (or parallel) interactive programs. Topics in this area are the environment hierarchy of a
world that contains many other worlds, and the investigation of communication primitives between interactions.
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3
Interleaved Interactive
Functional Processes

In this chapter we present a functional interleaved event I/O system This system is a generalization of the
event I/O system as incorporated into the lazy, purely functional programming language Clean The interleaved event I/O system offers features that are more commonly found outside the functional scene
These features are dynamic process creation, and two well-known forms of inter-process communication
data sharing and message passing In our system both forms of communication are polymorphic and
type-safe Both forms of communication can use higher-order functions and arbitrarily complex algebraic
types Communication by data shanng is a restricted form of communication by global data structures
Nevertheless, the new system is still completely functional because the generalization is done within the
pure functional framework The interleaved event I/O system can be regarded as an executable operational semantics of a mini operating system for dynamic, interactive, functional processes The system
has been implemented and will become part of the new release of Clean
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3.1 Introduction
Research in the area of functional programming languages is experiencing an increasing attention to the incorporation of I/O into the functional programming paradigm (Henderson, 1982;
Dwelley, 1989; Turner, 1990; Thompson, 1990; Peyton Jones and Wadler, 1993; Carlsson and
Hallgren, 1993). In this chapter we present some recent results of the research conducted on the
incorporation of I/O into the lazy, purely functional programming language Clean (Bras et al.,
1987; Nöcker et al., 1991; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1993). The I/O system of Clean, the
event I/O system, enables programmers to have direct access to the file system, and to write
complex graphical user interface applications handling windows, menus, and dialogues, at a high
level of abstraction. At the start, the major part of the research has focused on basic issues such
as how at all to incorporate I/O into the pure functional paradigm. Clean has a special type system called uniqueness typing (Smetsers et al., 1993; Barendsen and Smetsers, 1993) that offers
the possibility to directly interface the pure functional world with the imperative world by guaranteeing single threaded use of destructible objects. How graphical user interfaces can be suitably programmed in such a functional language has been reported in Achten et al. (1993), and
Achten and Plasmeijer (1995α) - see Chapter 2.
The event I/O system is a one process at a time system. At all times during evaluation of
an event I/O program there is at most one interactive process running. This is not a satisfying sit
uation for a number of reasons: programs may want to spawn interactive processes that run at the
same time with the process that spawned them, and programs cannot be composed of interactive
processes to improve on the modular structure of the program.
The system we introduce in this chapter, the interleaved event I/O system, is used to
study how to construct programs that consist of many processes at a time, and what suitable in
ter-process communication methods are. These forms of communication are data sharing and
synchronous as well as asynchronous message passing. Both forms are type-safe and polymor
phic. It should be noted that we do not study concurrent processes in this chapter: the processes
will be evaluated in a deterministically and interleaved way.
The semantics of the interleaved event I/O system in this chapter is defined in Clean. The
reasons to use Clean as a specification language is that it has a well-defined syntax and seman
tics (Clean is based on term graph rewriting), it allows specifications to be type-checked, com
piled, and tested (as such specifications are readily executable) and last but not least, by con
struction, the specified system is purely functional such that the advantages of functional pro
gramming remain. In particular, interactive processes can communicate higher-order functions
and arbitrary data structures to other processes. The specification of the interleaved event I/O
system can be used as a framework for the actual implementation.
This chapter presents the interleaved event I/O system in a number of steps. Section 3.2
starts with an introduction to the basic event I/O system in terms of the interleaved framework.
Section 3.3 explains how to handle many processes at a time. Section 3.4 introduces inter-pro
cess communication by data sharing, and Section 3.5 introduces inter-process communication by
message passing. The Sections 3.2 upto 3.5 are divided in two subsections. In each case the first
subsection presents the topic from the programmer's point of view, and the second from the
system's point of view. Section 3.6 presents an example. Section 3.7 presents related work.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 3.8, and Section 3.9 concludes with current and future work.
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Clean (Bras et al., 1987; Nöcker et al., 1991; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1993) is a lazy functional programming language based on term graph rewriting (Barendregt et ai, 1987). The programs in this chapter are written in Clean 1.0 (Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1995). Most of the
language constructs used in Clean 1.0 are customary in other functional languages such as
Miranda and Haskell. Where appropriate, the text includes remarks on particular aspects of
Clean 1.0.
Interactive Clean programs are functions of type *World —» *Wor Id. The type World
is an environment. An environment is an abstract data type that encodes the state of a specific
part of the real world (such as the file system, files, menus, windows, or timers). The symbol ' *'
is a type attribute indicating that the world is unique. The type system of Clean guarantees that
any one function applied to an object of uniquely attributed type has access to this object such
that the object can be destructively updated without violating the functional semantics of the language (Smetsers et al, 1993; Barendsen and Smetsers, 1993).
The event I/O system provides programs with a hierarchy of environments that can be
used to do I/O (Figure 3.1). From the unique world environment the unique file system environment of type * F i l e s and the unique event stream environment of type * E v e n t s can be retrieved with the function openworld::*World—» ( * F i l e s , *Events). These environments
can create a new unique world environment with the function of reverse type c l o s e world:^ * F i l e s , *Events) —» *World. The file system environment contains the individual
file environments (of type F i l e ) for file I/O. Files can be opened for writing/reading (in which
case they obtain the uniqueness attribute and are of type * F i l e ) or for read-only. The event
stream environment is discussed in the next section.

Figure 3.1

The Clean environment hierarchy.

3.2.1 The programmer's view
Graphical user interface applications are event driven. The event stream environment contains all
the events that are generated at run-time by the user (using mouse and keyboard) and the operating system (for window updates). However, in Clean the programmer does not retrieve and handle events but instead uses high-level functions of the Clean I/O library that provide the programmer with an abstract view of the programming task. The event I/O system takes care of all
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low level I/O handling. In order to create a graphical user interface application, a programmer
has to:
(a)

define the abstract devices to be used,

(b)

define the abstract event handlers to handle the abstract events, and

(c)

initialize the event I/O system by applying the predefined function OpenIO to these defi
nitions. OpenIO maps the abstract device definitions to concrete graphical user interface
elements, and recursively handles events by calling the corresponding abstract event han
dlers.

(a)
Abstract devices provide Clean programmers with a high level view of graphical user in
terface elements. The Clean event I/O system has three abstract devices: the window (including
dialogues), menu, and timer device. Abstract interface elements are specified by expressions that
yield a value of predefined algebraic type (Figure 3.2). These algebraic types specify for each
kind of abstract device how the individual elements of that abstract device should be defined.
The abstract event handlers that are contained in the abstract device definitions are transition
functions of type ps —> p s of some process state of type p s (see later on). Therefore the type
definitions of abstract devices are parameterized with the type variable p s . Note that in Clean
the type definition of an n-ary fune tion with name ƒ and arguments of type τ,... %, and result type
Tisf::z, ...τ„ —»τrather than the more common notation/::τ, -»... —>τη—>τ. As an illustration of
an abstract device definition, Figure 3.3 gives a typical example of a menu definition. The pic
ture below the definition shows the concrete device in the case of the menu definition being
mapped to a Macintosh system.
MenuDef ρs
Menu Title
[MenuElement ps] [MenuAttribute ps]
MenuElement ps
SubMenuItem Title [MenuElement ps] [MenuAttribute ps]
Menultem
Title
[MenuAttribute ps]
MenuSeparator
MenuAttribute ps
Menuld
Id
MenuSelectState SelectState
KeyCode
MenuShortKey
MenuAltKey
Index
MenuMarkState
MarkState
(IOFunction
ps
MenuFunction
MenuModeFunction (ModsIOFunction ps
IOFunction
ps :==
ps -->
ModsIOFunction ρ 3 :== Modifiers ps -->
Figure 3.2

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Default:
no Id
menu (item) Able
no KeyCode
no AltKey
NoMark
no shortcut
no shortcut

ps
ps

Clean's predefined algebraic type MenuDef to define individual menus. Type
variables start in lowercase. Type [ a ] means a list of a. Symbols printed in
boldface are alternative data constructors of the algebraic type. Comments start
with //.

Menu "File" [
Menultem "New"
Menultem "Open..."

[HenuFunction new, MenuShortKey 'n'].
[HenuFunction open, MenuShortKey 'o']
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Menultem "Close"

[MenuFunction close.MenuShortKey 'w',
MenuSelectState
Unable],

MenuSeparator,
Menultem "Save"

[MenuFunction save, MenuShortKey 's',
MenuSelectState
Unable],
Menultem "Save As.. [MenuFunction saveAs,
MenuSelectState
Unable],
MenuSeparator,
Menultem "Quit"
[MenuFunction q u i t , MenuShortKey ' g ' ] ] Π
Figure 3.3

An example of a menu definition in Clean.

(b)
Abstract event handlers are higher-order function arguments of abstract device defini
tions. They define the response of the interactive process to a specific abstract event. An abstract
event is defined in the context of an abstract device. Consider for example the menu definition in
Figure 3.3. One abstract event defined in the context of this definition is the menu item named
Open... has been selected. The abstract event handler that corresponds with this abstract event is
the function open.
Abstract event handlers are functions that change the process state of the interactive pro
cess. The process state is the predefined parameterized record type P S t a t e 1 (Figure 3.4) and
consists of three components. The first component is the program state of arbitrary type 1 which
reflects the logical state of the interactive process. For notational conciseness the type variables
1 and m are used for the local type variable in (function) type definitions. The second component
is the file system environment. Finally, the most important component is the I O S t a t e environ
ment. This environment provides the interactive process with abstract access to the graphical
user interface elements. Each interactive process has a private I O S t a t e environment which
does not outlive the lifetime of the interactive process.
*PState

1 =

( pLocal
:: 1,
pFiles
: : *Files,
plOstate : : *IOState 1}

•IOState 1
Figure 3.4

The process state type and the i o s t a t e environment. The type i o s t a t e is an
abstract data type, which is indicated in Clean by giving only the left-hand-side
type definition.
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Because abstract event handlers define transitions of the process state of type ( P S t a t e 1) their
types are * ( P S t a t e 1) —» * ( P S t a t e 1). So the algebraic type definitions of abstract devices
are parameterized with * ( P S t a t e 1). Given the I O S t a t e environment, abstract event handlers
can change the state of the graphical user interface elements at run-time. For this purpose the
event I/O library has an extensive set of functions to manipulate windows, menus and timers.
Interface elements are identified by special identification values of abstract type Id. These val
ues are generated by the library function I O G e t l d s that yields a stream of fresh identification
values.
Finally, a note on record types in Clean. A record type is an algebraic type where selec
tion is done using field names instead of using position matching. For instance, let ps be an ex
pression of type P S t a t e . The expression ps= : { p F i l e s = f s} matches the variable f ε with
the field p F i l e s of p s . On the right-hand-side of a function, the expression p s . p F i l e s se
lects the p F i l e s field of ps. The arguments of a record are updated as follows: the expression
{ps & p F i l e s = f s} denotes a record equal to p s but the field p F i l e s has value f s.
(с)
Interactive processes are programmed as state transition systems. The state is the process
state of type P S t a t e 1, and the state transitions are the abstract event handlers of type
* ( P S t a t e 1) —» * ( P S t a t e 1). The evaluation of this state transition system is done by the li
brary function OpenIO (Figure 3.5). OpenIO is applied to an initial set of actions, an initial
value of the local program state, and the World environment. It evaluates the interactive process
until termination and then yields a new World value. An interactive process requests termina
tion by applying the library function Q u i t I O to its I O S t a t e environment.
: : I n i t i o p s :== [ps -> p s ]
The initial actions
OpenIO:: ( I n i t i o » ( P S t a t e .1))
Start the first interactive process

. 1 *World -> *World

Q u i t I O : : * ( I O S t a t e .1) -> * ( I O S t a t e .1)
Terminate evaluation of this process
Figure 3.5

The programmer's view of the event I/O system. To distinguish synonym type
definitions from algebraic type definitions with one alternative constructor, syn
onym type definitions use the : == symbol.

3.2.2 The system view
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, low-level event handling is done by the event I/O system, not by
the programmer. The programmer provides the system with abstract device definitions, contain
ing abstract event handlers, and requests the evaluation of the interactive process. The system in
its turn does the following:
(a)

map the abstract device definitions to the concrete devices,

(b)

store the concrete devices, and

(c)

evaluate the thus defined interactive process by handling concrete events and apply the
corresponding abstract event handlers.
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(a)
The abstract device definitions provide a platform independent definition of the elements
a programmer can use to construct interactive programs Eventually these definitions must be
mapped to concrete graphical user interface elements. The data type of the concrete elements
does not only contain platform dependent graphical user interface information, but also the abstract event handlers. D e v i c e S t a t e p s is the result type of mapping abstract devices to concrete devices It is parameterized with the process state type p s because it holds the abstract
event handlers of type ps -» ps.
(b)
Figure 3 6 presents the internal definition of the I O S t a t e environment. The main components of the I O S t a t e environment are the run-time states of the abstract devices and the
event stream environment. The I d field is used to generate fresh I d values, as mentioned in
Section 3.2.1(b) with the library function I O G e t l d s . Every I d value can be used as a seed to
generate new Id values with the function Genlds . *Id -» ([*Id], *Id). An initial I d value
is obtained by the function I n i t l d · * Id (both functions are not in scope of the programmer).
The implementation of IOGetlds is straightforward
IOGetlds : : *(IOState 1) -> ([*Id], «IOState
IOGetlds io
(ids, d o & i o I d = i d } )
where (ids, i d ) = Genlds io l o l d

1)

Finally, the initial actions of the interactive process are stored so they can be evaluated before the
first abstract event handler of the interactive process is evaluated.
•IOState 1

Figure 3.6

{ ïoDevices
loInitIO
lold
loEvents

[DeviceState MPState 1)],
Initio
MPState 1) ,
•Id,

*Events

}

The i o s t a t e environment

The P S t a t e record as used by the abstract event handlers actually contains the complete state of
a program. However, it reflects this state as seen by the programmer. Internally, this state information is restructured to make event handling and process administration easier. Internally, the
run-time state is represented by the record type ( G S t a t e 1) (see Figure 3 7) that contains the
global environments F i l e s and E v e n t s and the local process administration of type
(Process 1) The local process components are the program state, the initial actions, the runtime states of the abstract devices, and the identification value.
There is a straightforward correspondence between G S t a t e and P S t a t e data types.
The transformation from G S t a t e to P S t a t e and vice versa is given by the functions c o n n e c t
and d i s c o n n e c t . These mappings become more involved in the following sections.
•GState 1

•Process 1

{ gFiles
gEvents
gProcess
{ ppLocal
pld
plnitlO
pDevices

•Files,

•Events,
•Process 1
1,
•Id,

Initio
'(PState 1)
[DeviceState •(PState 1)] }

connect ·: •(GState 1) -> •(PState .1)
connect {gFiles,gEvents,gProcess={ppLocal,pInitIO,pDevices,pId}}
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=

{ pLocal
= ppLocal,
pFiles
= gFiles,
plOState = С ioDevices
ioInitIO
iold
ioEvents

=
=
=
=

pDevices,
plnitlO,
pld,
gEvents })

disconnect :: *(PState .1) -> *(GState .1)
disconnect {pLocal,pFiles,pIOState={ioDevices,ioInitIO,iold,ioEvents}}
=
{ gFiles
= pFiles,
gEvents = ioEvents,
gProcess = { ppLocal = pLocal,
plnitlO = ioInitIO,
pDevices = ioDevices,
pld
= iold
)}
Figure 3.7

The internal process administration types.

(c)
Figure 3.8 presents the complete definition of OpenlO. OpenIO first creates the proper
G S t a t e record and then evaluates the interactive process until termination.
OpenIO :: (Initio MPState .1)) .1 »World -> *World
OpenIO initio local world
=
closeworld (gsn-gFiles,gsn.gEvents)
where (fs,es) = openworld world
proc
= { ppLocal = local,
pld
= Initld,
plnitlO = initio,
pDevices = Π
}
gso
= { gFiles
= fs,
gEvents = es,
gProcess = proc }
gsn
= loop emptyGS nextGS gso
emptyGS gs=:{gProcess={pDevices=[])} = (True, gs)
emptyGS gs
= (False,gs)
nextGS gs
=
gs2
where (e, esl) = nextEvent gs.gEvents
gsl
= {gs & gsEvents=esl)
gs2
= dispatch e gsl
dispatch e gs
=
(disconnect о nextPState e о doInitIO о connect) gs
doInitIO ps=:{pIOState={ioInitIO}}
=
ps2
where psl = seq ioInitIO ps
ps2 = {psl & pIOState={psl.pIOState & ioInitIO=[]}}
loop :: (.x -> (Βοοί,.χ)) (.χ -> .χ) .χ -> .χ
loop final next χ
I
isfinal
= xl
|
otherwise = loop final next (next xl)
where
(isfinal, xl) = final χ
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QuitIO : : MIOState .1) -> * ( I O S t a t e
QuitIO io = {io &. ioDevices= [ ] }
Figure 3.8

.1)

The system view of the event I/O system (operator о is function composition).

The evaluation of the interactive process is done by an event loop, which is a simple recursive
function defined by l o o p . In each step the event loop retrieves a concrete event from the event
stream environment with n e x t E v e n t . It then transforms the G S t a t e record into the P S t a t e
record. The initial actions are evaluated only the first time by d o l n i t l O . Then n e x t P S t a t e
determines whether the concrete event should be interpreted as an abstract event, and applies the
corresponding abstract event handler to the current process state to obtain the new process state.
Obviously n e x t P S t a t e depends on the concrete kinds of events and device implementations.
The effect of this transition is paired with the concrete event that triggered the transition. Finally,
the new P S t a t e record is transformed into a G S t a t e record.
The event loop terminates as soon as the process state contains no more devices, and
therefore no more abstract event handlers. This state can be reached only if one of the abstract
event handlers has made the I O S t a t e environment empty with the Q u i t I O function or by
simply not opening any device in the initial actions of the process (in which case the event loop
terminates immediately). The result of OpenIO is a new unique world environment that contains
the new file system and event stream environments.
We conclude this section with a small example that illustrates what an interactive Clean
program looks like (Figure 3.9). The program monitors the keyhit-rate of a user for a period of
one minute. The initially disabled timer is used as a one-minute stopwatch. The local program
state of type L o c a l contains the text lines the user types during a session and the character
count. The initial action of the program is to create the window, menu and timer. A session is
started with the Run command, which sets the program state to its initial value, enables keyboard
handling of the window and enables the timer, and disables menu selection of itself. A session
terminates after one minute triggered by evaluation of the timer function end which disables the
keyboard handling of the window and disables the timer, enables selection of Run, and prints the
character count. During a session, handleKeys prints every key in the window and increments
the current count. Finally, Q u i t terminates the process.
Local = { lines : : [String],
count : : Int
}
Start : : 'World -> »World
Start world = OpenIO [initio] initLocal world
initLocal : : Local
initLocal = {lines=[],count=0)
initio :: *(PState Local) -> *(PState Local)
initio ps = seqPIO [OpenTimer timer,
OpenWindow window,
OperiMenu 0 menu] ps
where
([wld,mld,tld:_],io) = IOGetlds ps.pIOState
ids
= (wld,mld,tld)
window = Window "Type window" TypeDomain []
[WindowKeye
Able (handleKeys wld),
Windowld
wld,
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WindowTTpdate updatewindow]
= Manu "File"
[Henultem "Run" [Menuld
MenuSbortKey
MenuFunction
MenuSeparator,
Menultam "Quit" [MenuKey 'q',
timer = Timer minute
[TimerId
TimerSelect
TimerFunction
minute = 60*TicksPerSecond
menu

mid,
'r',
(run ids)],
MenuFunction quit]] []
tld,
Unable,
(end ids)]

run :: (Id,Id,Id) MPState Local) -> MPState Local)
run (wld,mld,tld) ps

=

updatewindow [TypeDomain]
{ps & pLocal
= ìnitLocal,
plOState = seq [DisableMenuItems [mid],
EnableTimers
[tld],
EnableKeys
[wld]] ps plOState }

q u i t :: MPState Local) -> MPState Local)
q u i t ps = seqPIO [QuitIO] ps
end :: (Id, Id, Id) TimerState MPState Local) -> MPState Local)
end (wld,mid,tld) _ ps=:{pLocal=l)
=
seqPIO [EnableMenuItems [mid],
DisableTimers
[tld],
DisableKeys
[wld],
DrawInWindow wld [DrawString ( t o S t r i n g l . c o u n t ) ] ] ps
handleKeys :: Id KeyState MPState Local) -> MPState Local)
handleKeys wld (key,KeyDown,_) ps= : {pLocal=D
=
seqPIO [DrawInWindow wld draw] (ps Ь pLocal={l & l i n e s = t e x t l ,
count=l count+1})
where
(textl,draw) = addCharToText key 1 . l i n e s
handleKeys _ _ ps = ps
Figure 3.9

3.3

A simple typist monitoring process Lists with head item χ and tail list xs are de
noted by [ x : x s ] . Anonymous variables can be denoted with the wildcard sym
bol _. T i c k s P e r s e c o n d is a system dependent constant for a time interval of
one second.

Dynamic process creation

In this section we describe how to handle dynamic creation of interactive processes. Every inter
active process can spawn interactive processes which will run interleaved with their parent pro
cess Every new interactive process runs independently of its parent process, i.e. termination of
the parent process has no consequences for the child process, and vice versa The interleaving of
interactive processes is such that abstract event handlers are atomic operations. At this stage in
teractive processes can communicate by means of file access.

3.3
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3.3.1 The programmer's view
In Section 3.2 we have described how interactive processes are defined by abstract device definitions and a program state. So interactive processes that spawn new interactive processes need to
provide the system with the abstract device definitions and program state of the new process. For
this purpose the function NewIO is provided (see Figure 3.10).
NewIO : : ( I n i t i o MPState .1)) .1 MIOState .m) -> *(IOState .m)
Figure 3.10

The type of the process creation function Newio.

The type of NewIO is very similar to the type of OpenlO. The difference is that during evaluation of interactive processes the system view of programs is given by P S t a t e environments
rather than the World environment which exists only outside interactive processes. NewIO creates the new interactive process and takes care that the new interactive process joins the evaluation of interactive processes in an interleaved way. The interleaving is such that event handlers
can be regarded as atomic operations. The type of NewIO expresses that the program state type 1
of the child process is allowed to differ from the program state type m of the parent process.
3.3.2 The system view
The system of Section 3.2 is now faced with two complications when handling an arbitrary number of interactive processes dynamically:
(a)

how to store processes of different type, and

(b)

how to share unique global environments between processes.

(a)
The type of NewIO allows the program states of interactive processes to be different.
Straightforward extension of the G S t a t e record with a list of processes of type [ P r o c e s s 1]
enforces every process to have a program state of the same type, so this is inadequate. In principle it is possible to unify these types in a functional language with a type system as Clean's but
this is a complicated solution (see Chapter 5).
An alternative solution is given by existential types (Mitchell and Plotkin, 1985; 1988).
In Figure 3.11 the type P r o c e s s E. 1 is an existential type of which the type variable 1 is existentially quantified. In Clean a type definition can hide a type variable from its context by prefixing the existential quantifier E. to the type variable. The scope of the type variable is limited to
the right-hand side of the type. The special type constructor Void is used as a type instance of
existentially quantified type parameters. As a result, the type [ P r o c e s s Void] is a list of processes that can have program states of different types. See Plasmeijer and van Eekelen (1995) for
a further account of existential types in the Clean type system. For reasons of event dispatching
explained below, the g P r o c e s s e s field, and the new i o P r o c e s s e s field in the I O S t a t e
implementation are a pair of lists (of synonym type RoundRobin), rather than one list of processes.
: : *GState
=
{ gFiles
: : *Files,
gEvents
:: *Events,
gProcesses :: RoundRobin (*Process Void) }
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'Process E.l
{ ppLocal
pld
plnitlO
pDevices
»IOState 1
{ loDevices
ïoInitIO
lold
loEvents
loProcesses··
RoundRobin χ
:== ([xl,[x])

1,
*Id,
Initio
*(PState 1 ) ,
[DeviceState *(PState 1)]

}

[DeviceState *(PState 1)],
Initio
»(PState 1 ) ,
*Id,
»Events,
RoundRobin (»Process Void) }

doneRR : : (RoundRobin .x) -> Bool
doneRR (_,todo) = todo==[]
setRR :
(RoundRobin .x) -> (RoundRobin
setRR
(done,todo)
|
todo==[] = (todo,done)
|
o t h e r w i s e = (done,todo)

x)

topRR : : (RoundRobin .x) -> (.x, RoundRobin
topRR ( d o n e , ( x : t o d o ] ) = (χ, (done,todo))
holdRR : : .χ (RoundRobin .χ) -> RoundRobin
holdRR χ (done,todo) = ( d o n e , [ χ : t o d o ] )

.x)
.χ

ínsertRR : : .χ (RoundRobin χ) -> RoundRobin
ínsertRR χ (done,todo) = (done++[χ],todo)
Figure 3.11

.χ

The process administration types, and five access operations on RoundRobin
data structures The elements that have been handled are collected in the first
list, and the other elements are collected in the second list The function doneRR
tests whether all elements have been handled, setRR swaps the lists in case all
elements have been handled, topRR yields the first element that needs to be
handled, holdRR keeps an element in the second list, and ínsertRR appends a
handled element to the first list

(b)
The state changed by interactive processes is the process state, and therefore their states
require the global environments F i l e s and Events. However, these environments are unique
and can therefore not be shared between interactive processes. The solution to this problem is to
pass around the unique environments in the event loop to every process for which we compute a
new process state This is actually already done in the event loop of Section 3 2.2(c) for one process by the functions c o n n e c t and d i s c o n n e c t . The new event loop, the interleaved event
loop, applies events to a list of processes rather than one process and also passes the global environments to each process. Terminated processes are removed from the list of processes. This is
taken care of by the new definition of d i s c o n n e c t As a result, the interleaved event loop terminates only if all interactive processes have terminated. (It should be observed that the type of
c o n n e c t , as presented in Figure 3 12, is not correct because of the occurrence of an existentially quantified variable in its result type (the field p L o c a l ) . This can be solved by placing the
function body of c o n n e c t into the function body of d i s p a t c h However, for reasons of presentation c o n n e c t is presented as a distinct function )
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connect
*GState -> MPState 1)
connect (gFiles,gEvents,gProcesses)
=
{ pLocal
= ppLocal,
pFiles
= gFiles,
plOState = { loDevices
= pDevices,
loInitIO
= plmtlO,
lold
= pld,
loEvents
= gEvents,
ïoProcesses = procs }}
where
({ppLocal,pinit10,pDevices,pld},procs)
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topRR gProcesses

disconnect
disconnect

MPState 1) -> *GState
{pLocal,pFiles,pIOState={loDevices,
loInitIO,
lold,
loEvents,
ïoProcesses}}
=
{ gFiles
= pFiles
gEvents
= loEvents,
gProcesses
= procs
where
procs
|
ioDevices==[]
ïoProcesses
|
otherwise
insertRR ρ ïoProcesses
ρ
= { ppLocal
pLocal,
plmtlO
loInitIO,
pDevices
loDevices,
pld
lold
}
OpenIO
(Initio MPState 1)) 1 *World -> *World
OpenIO initio local world
=
closeworld (gsn gFiles,gsn gEvents)
where (fs, es) = openworld world
= { ppLocal
proc
= local.
pld
= Initld,
plmtlO
= initio.
pDevices
= []
= { gFiles
= fs.
gsrj
gEvents
= es,
gProcesses = ([], [pr
loop emptyGS nextGS gsQ
gsn
emptyGS gs= {gProcesses=([],[])} = (True gs)
emptyGS gs
= (False,gs)
nextGS gs
=
loop allprocessesdone (dispatch e) gs2
where (e, esl) = nextEvent gs gEvents
gsl
= (gs & gsEvents=esl)
gs2
= (gsl & gProcesses=setRR gsl gProcesses)
allprocessesdone gs= (gProcesses=(_,[])) = (True, gs)
allprocessesdone gs
= (False,gs)
Figure 3.12

The interleaved event loop The definition of d i s p a t c h does not change
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The interleaved event loop is an interleaved state transition system For each event retrieved
from the event stream environment, the interactive processes are scheduled in round-robin order
to compute the new value of their process state The new value is given by one of its abstract
event handlers Which abstract event handler of the process should be applied to the process state
depends on the actual value of the event So the interleaving of interactive processes is determin
istic.
Finally, Figure 3 13 shows the definition of NewIO. NewIO creates the process record
and inserts it into the process list of its I O S t a t e argument, so that next time the new process is
scheduled for evaluation.
NewIO :: (Initio *(PState 1)) .1 *(IOState m) -> *(IOState .m)
NewIO initio local ю
io2
where ([newid:_],ιοί) = IOGetlds 10
proc - {ppLocal=local, pld=newid, pInitIO=imtIO, pDevices=[]}
io2 = {ιοί & ioProcesses=msertRR proc ιοί loProcesses}
Figure 3.13

3.4

The definition of Newio

Data sharing

The idea of sharing the file system and event stream environments between interactive processes
can be generalized to sharing an arbitrary data structure between a group of interactive processes.
Analogous to inter-process communication with file I/O on the file system environment, interac
tive processes that share a data structure can communicate by writing and reading the shared data
structure Therefore this kind of inter-process communication is called data sharing Because
abstract event handlers are atomic operations access to the shared data structure is also atomic.
3.4.1 The programmer's view
Every interactive process defines a public component of arbitrary type in its process state that is
used as the shared data structure (Figure 3 14). So the process state of every interactive process
consists of a local component and a public component. For the public component we use the
type variables ρ and q in (function) type definitions. The types of the functions OpenIO and
NewIO change in a non-essential way.
::
=

*PState 1 ρ
{ pLocal
: : 1,
pPublic
. · p,
pFiles
.: *Files,
plOState :. * (IOState 1 p) }

OpenIO :: (Initio MPState 1 -P) ) (.l,.p) »World -> *World
NewIO -: (Initio MPState .1 .p) ) (.l,.p) * (IOState .m .q)
-> *(IOState .m .q)
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SharelO::(Initio *(PState .1 .ρ)) .1
Figure 3.14

MIOState .m • Ρ)
MIOState .m • Ρ)

The programmer's view.

An interactive process can spawn a so called shared interactive process with the function
SharelO. Analogous to NewlO the shared interactive process runs interleaved with all other in
teractive processes. The difference is that the types of the public components of the process
states of the parent and child process must be equal. The public component will be shared during
evaluation of both processes. Every shared interactive process that is spawned by any interactive
process shares the public component of its parent process. These processes form a group of inter
active processes. It should be observed that SharelO does not need to define an initial value of
type ρ for the public component because this value already exists.
3.4.2 The system view
The extension of the system with data sharing complicates only the implementation of the inter
leaved event loop. The basic difference between the data sharing interleaved event loop and the
interleaved event loop is that the new event loop does not traverse a list of processes but a list of
groups of processes. A group of processes is a record of the shared public data structure and the
list of processes that share this structure.
Figure 3.15 presents the internal data type definitions, and Figure 3.16 presents the new
definitions of c o n n e c t , d i s c o n n e c t , and OpenIO which constitute the data sharing inter
leaved event loop. The same proviso with respect to the type of c o n n e c t in Section 3.3.2(b)
holds here as well. The definition of S h a r e l O is the same as NewlO in Section 3.3 except that
the newly created P r o c e s s record is added to the ioGroup field of the I O S t a t e argument.
The new definition of NewlO adds a Group record to the ioGroups field of the I O S t a t e .
»GState
{ gFiles
•Files,
gEvents
»Events,
gGroups
RoundRobin *(Group
Void) }
*Group
E.p
{ gPublic
: PgProcesses: RoundRobin '(Process Void p)}
»Process E.l Ρ?
{ ppLocal
1,
pld
*Id,
plnitlO
Initio
MPState 1 ρ) ,
pDevices
[DeviceState MPState 1 p) ] )
»IOState 1 Ρ
{ ioDevices
[DeviceState MPState 1 p) ] ,
Initio
MPState 1 ρ) ,
ioInitIO
iold
»Id,
ioEvents
»Events,
RoundRobin »(Process Void ρ ) ,
ioGroup
ioGroups
RoundRobin *(Group
Void) }
Figure 3.15

The data sharing administration types.
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connect :: *GState -> M P S t a t e .1 • P)
connect {gFiles,gEvents,gGroups)
=
{ pLocal
= ppLocal,
pPublic
= gPublic,
pFiles
= gFiles,
plOState = { ioDevices = pDevices,
ioInitIO
= plnitlO,
iold
= pld,
ioEvents
= gEvents,
ioGroup
= ps,
ioGroups
= gs })
where
({gPublic,gProcesses),gs)
= topRR gGroups
({ppLocal,pld,pini110,pDevices) ,ps) = topRR gProcesses
disconnect
disconnect

:: M P S t a t e .1 .p) -> *GState
{pLocal,pPublic,pFiles,plOState={ioDevices,
ioInitIO,
iold,
ioEvents,
ioGroup,
ioGroups))
{ gFiles = pFiles,
gEvents = ioEvents,
}
gGroups = groups
where
proc = { ppLocal
= pLocal,
plnitlO
= ioInitIO,
pDevices
= ioDevices
pld
= iold
procs
I
ioDevices==[] = ioGroup
I
otherwise
= insertRR ρ ioGroup
groups
|
procs== ([],[]) = ioGroups
I
doneRR procs
= insertRR {gPublic
pPublic,
gProcesses
setRR procs) ioGroups
= holdRR
{gPublic
|
otherwise
pPublic,
gProcesses
procs
} ioGroups
OpenIO :: (Initio M P S t a t e .1 .p) )
l,.p) *World -> *World
OpenIO initio (local,public) world
=
closeworld (gs n .gFiles,gs n .gEvents)
where (fs,es) = openworld world
proc
{ ppLocal
local,
pld
Initld,
plnitlO
initio,
pDevices
[]
{ gPublic
group
public,
gProcesses
([],[proc])
{ gFiles
fs,
gso
gEvents
es,
gGroups
( [] , [group])
= loop emptyGS nextGS gso
gsn
emptyGS gs=:{gGroups=([],[])) = (True, gs)
emptyGS gs
= (False, gs)
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nextGS gs
=
loop allgroupsdone (dispatch e) gs2
where (e, e s l ) = nextEvent gs.gEvents
gsl
= {gs & gsEvents=esl}
gs2
= {gsl & gProcesses=setRR gsl.gGroups}
allgroupsdone

gs=:{gGroups=(_,[{gProcesses=(_,[])}])}
= (True, gs)
allgroupsdone gs=:{gGroups=(_,[])} = (True, gs)
allgroupsdone gs
= (False,gs)
Figure 3.16

3.5

The data sharing interleaved event loop. The definition of d i s p a t c h does not
change.

Message passing

In this section we introduce the message passing mechanism of the interleaved event I/O system.
Interactive processes can send messages to any other interactive process by either synchronous
or asynchronous message passing. In our system messages are considered to be abstract events.
To conform with the event I/O paradigm of abstract event handling by abstract devices, message
events are dealt with by a new abstract device, the receiver device. Receivers can be created and
disposed of dynamically. Message passing is polymorphic: the content of a message can be any
typeable expression. The type system is applied to enforce type-safe message passing: it is impossible for a correctly typed interactive program to send messages of the wrong type.
3.5.1 The programmer's view
Figure 3.17 presents the definition of the abstract receiver device. Analogous to the definition of
abstract devices in the I/O system, the receiver device is defined by an algebraic data type, Rec e i v e r D e f . The abstract event handler that should be evaluated in case a message event arrives for the receiver is the receiver function. The receiver function accepts messages of a given
polymorphic type m.
ReceiverDef
m ps
Receiver (ReceiverFunction m ps) [ReceiverAttribute ps]
ReceiverFunction m ps
m ps -> ps
ReceiverAttribute ps
// Default:
ReceiverSelect SelectState // Able
Rid m
OpenReceiver :: (ReceiverDef m MPState .1 .p)) MIOState .1 .p)
-> (Rid m, * IOState .1 .p)
CloseReceiver: : (Rid m) MIOState -1 -p) -> *IOState .1 .p
ASyncSend
SyncSend
Figure 3.17

:: (Rid m) m MPState .1 .p) -> * PState .1 .p
:: (Rid m) m MPState .1 .p) -> * PState .1 .p
The programmer's view of the receiver device.
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Interactive processes can dynamically open and close an arbitrary number of receivers with the
functions OpenReceiver and C l o s e R e c e i v e r In order to identify the addressee of a mes
sage uniquely, OpenReceiver generates a fresh, abstract identification value of type Rid m for
each receiver in the same sense as IOGetlds generates fresh identification values for general
purposes The crucial difference with values of type I d is that receiver identifications are param
eterized with the message type of the corresponding receiver function It should be observed that
interactive processes can create receivers of different message type
Interactive processes can send messages to arbitrary interactive processes by asyn
chronous and synchronous message passing (with ASyncSend and Sync Send respectively)
Both functions require the identification value of type Rid m of the receiver and a message of
corresponding type m Neither function has an effect in case the receiver does not exist anymore
ASyncSend is purely asynchronous Using SyncSend the sending interactive process blocks
until the indicated receiver accepts the message
3.5.2 The system view
In this section we will show how the extended system handles receivers of arbitrary message
types dynamically and asynchronous and synchronous message passing respectively Finally, we
show how type-safe message passing is handled
3.5.2.1

Receiver administration

Figure 3 18 gives the administration types needed to accomodate the new abstract device Recall
that the run-time administration of devices is of type D e v i c e S t a t e environment The run-time
state of a receiver is the record type R S t a t e , which consists of a local message queue (initially
empty), a receiver function, and the current S e l e c t S t a t e (initially Able m case no R e c e i v e r S e l e c t attnbute is given)
DeviceState ps
ReceiverState [HiddenRState] |
=

RState m ps
{ rMessQ
rFunction
rSelect

[m],
m -> ps -> ps,
SelectState)

rOpen
(ReceiverDef m ρε) -> RState m ps
rOpen (Receiver £ [])
=
{rMessQ=[], rFunction=f, rSelect=Able)
rOpen (Receiver f [ReceiverSelect s
_])
=
{rMessQ=[], rFunction=f, rSelect=s)
rAddMessage
m (RState m ps) -> RState m ps
rAddMessage m rState = {rState & rMessQ=rState rMessQ++[m]}
rGetFunction
(RState m ps) -> ReceiverFunction m
rGetFunction {rSelect=Able, rFunction=f} = f
rGetFunction _
=1
Figure 3.18

ps

The receiver device administration and receiver state access operations Func
tion ++ is list concatenation, and ι is the identity function
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It should be noted that it is not adequate for D e v i c e S t a t e to administrate its receivers as
[RState m ps] because this forces different receivers to act on the same type of message. We
delay the discussion how OpenReceiver actually stores receivers until Section 3.5.2.4. From
Figure 3.18 one can conclude that the D e v i c e S t a t e type not only hides the message type of its
receivers but also the process state type, as it is defined on [HiddenRState].
3.5.2.2

Asynchronous message passing

In order to obtain asynchronous message passing, it is sufficient for ASyncSend to add the message to the local message queue of the proper receiver. This can be done because the P S t a t e
record argument of ASyncSend contains all currently existing processes. So, basically ASyncSend locates the proper R S t a t e record in the existing processes, and adds the message to the
record by applying rAddMessage (Figure 3.18). If the record is not found then ASyncSend
has no effect.
As a result, sending a message to a receiver that is still open at the time the message is
being sent, adds the message to its message queue (regardless whether the receiver is in enabled
or disabled state). Furthermore, messages are handled in the same order as they are sent.
The receiver device, when evaluated (which is some time after evaluation of ASyncSend), retrieves the message m from its local message queue and applies its receiver function f
to the message and the current process state p s , so the response is f m p s .
3.5.2.3

Synchronous message passing

In a synchronous message passing scheme the sending process blocks evaluation until the receiver has actually accepted the message. Sending a message occurs in the course of evaluation
of an abstract event handler. Consequently the event handler cannot be completely evaluated because the receiver must first accept the message. In our scheme accepting a message means evaluation of the corresponding receiver function. So we must evaluate the proper receiver function.
Because this function must be applied to the process state of the receiving process (which is in
general different from the sending process) SyncSend needs to do a temporary context switch.
Figure 3.19 shows how S y n c S e n d performs the context switch. First the current
P S t a t e record is mapped to the G S t a t e record with d i s c o n n e c t (Section 3.2.2). From the
G S t a t e record l o c a t e R determines which interactive process contains the receiver to which
the message should be sent. The corresponding P S t a t e record of that process is created with
connect. From the P S t a t e record g e t R e c e i v e r F retrieves the receiver function. Basically,
g e t R e c e i v e r F applies r G e t F u n c t i o n (Figure 3.18) to the specific R S t a t e record of its
P S t a t e argument identified by the Rid argument. The receiver function it has retrieved is then
applied to the message and the P S t a t e record. The new P S t a t e record is then disconnected
and transformed back into the original P S t a t e record after which evaluation of the blocked abstract event handler continues. It should be noted that in this scheme synchronous message handling can overtake asynchronous message handling.
SyncSend :: (Rid m) m "(PState .1 .p) -> »(PState .1 ,p)
SyncSend rid message pState
=
connect (i, gStatel)
where
(i,gState) = disconnect pState
pStatel
= connect (locateR rid gState)
(f,pState2) = getReceiverF rid pStatel
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pState3
= f message pState2
(_,gStatel) = disconnect pState3
Figure 3.19

3.5.2.4

Synchronous message passing.

Type security

In Section 3.5.2.1 we argued that in order to accomodate receivers of different message types
polymorphic types are inadequate. In Section 3.3.2 we have shown how existential types can be
used to hide such type information. However, existential types limit all access to an existential ly
quantified type within the scope of the existential quantification. But this is to restrictive in the
case of asynchronous message passing (updates the receivers message queue) and in case of syn
chronous message passing (reads the receiver function).
In this section we introduce a special abstract type, Hidden, that will be used as a black
box in which arbitrary data structures can be hidden. One other special abstract type, Hiddenld
x, is introduced that will be used to access data structures of type χ in a Hidden object. We
show how we can break the type abstraction created by existential types and obtain a type-safe
update and type-safe read operation. Then we show how receivers can be stored and accessed
safely as a special case of this scheme.
Figure 3.20 gives the definition of the abstract type Hidden. The only way instances of
type Hidden and H i d d e n l d are created is by h i d e , which hides any object of some type x.
The unique I d argument value is used to generate a fresh H i d d e n l d χ value. So the HiddenI d value unambiguously identifies the Hidden object created by h i d e . This value is the key
used by the two access functions w r i t e H i d d e n and readHidden to open the type abstraction
enforced by the existential quantification.
Let write::x—»x be a function that updates a value of type x. Then, given this function
and a H i d d e n l d χ value, w r i t e H i d d e n updates a Hidden value only if the H i d d e n l d val
ues coincide, in which case the Hidden record is known to contain a data structure of type x.
Let read::x—»y be a function that reads a value of type χ as a value of type y. Then,
given this function and a H i d d e n l d χ value, r e a d H i d d e n reads a Hidden value only if the
H i d d e n l d values coincide, in which case the Hidden record is known to contain a data struc
ture of type x.
Both access functions are still ill-typed. However, because of abstract types and the gen
eration of fresh identification values it can be shown that assuming these types are correct every
well-typed program has type-safe access to Hidden objects. So the type checker can safely as
sume the given types of w r i t e H i d d e n and readHidden. Because Clean programmers work
in a strongly typed system, they use a well-typed library. Internally, type verification is disabled
locally for these two specific operations only.
Hidden
:== Hidden' Void
Hidden' E.x =
{ hiddenld :: Hiddenld x,
hidden
: : x)
Hiddenld χ :== Id
Optional χ =
On· χ | None
hide :: *Id χ -> (*Id, Hiddenld x, Hidden)
hide id χ
(id',xld,hide_it)
where
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( [xld:_] ,і(Г) = Genlds id
hide_it
= {hiddenld=xld, hidden=x)
writeHidden : : (x -> x) (Hiddenld x) Hidden -> Optional Hidden
writeHidden write id hide
I
id == hide.hiddenld = One {hide & hidden=write hide.hidden}
|
otherwise
= Nona
readHidden : : (x -> y) (Hiddenld x) Hidden -> Optional y
readHidden read id hide
| id == hide.hiddenld = One (read hide.hidden)
| otherwise
= Nona
The abstract type Hidden for type guarded access to hidden data structures.

Figure 3.20

It is easy to see how this scheme can be applied to hide arbitrary R S t a t e records. First, the type
H i d d e n R S t a t e is a synonym type of Hidden. OpenReceiver applies h i d e to a R S t a t e
record created by rOpen and adds it to the list of receivers. ASyncSend applies guarded update
access with rAddMessage in order to add the message to the message queue of the indicated
receiver. Finally, SyncSend applies guarded read access with r G e t F u n c t i o n in order to re
trieve the receiver function.

3.6

Example

In this section we present an example of how an interactive graphical user interface program can
be constructed with the primitives that have been discussed in the previous sections. It is an ex
tended version of the program presented at the end of Section 3.2 (Figure 3.9). In this version the
program is constructed of two distinct interactive processes: the typist process and the monitor
process. There is a one-directional asynchronous message passing communication from the typ
ist process to the monitor process. Some minor functions and constants have been omitted in the
program code for reasons of clarity. Figure 3.21 gives a snapshot of the application running on a
Macintosh system.
r
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The monitor process (Figure 3.22) draws during a session in its window the progress of the user.
The monitor process shares no data, so its public process state type is a type variable. The local
process state is the record type Local. The field c o u n t holds the number of key hits per sec
ond, c o u n t s holds the list of counts so far, and t i m e holds the elapsed time of the session. The
monitor process is the initial interactive process created by the program. At start it creates its
timer, window, and receiver. Then it creates the typist process parameterized with the monitor
receiver address. The monitor process is controlled by the messages of type Message it receives
from the typist process. This is shown clearly by the receiver function r e c e i v e . If it receives
the S t a r t message, it sets the local process state to its initial value and enables the timer. It dis
ables the timer if it receives End. For each KeyHit it increments count. Finally, on acceptence
of Quit it quits the monitor process. The timer event handler drawKeyHits, when enabled, is
evaluated once every second. It appends the current c o u n t to c o u n t s , resets c o u n t to zero,
increments t i m e , and draws the current c o u n t in its window.
Message
Local

::

=
=

Start | End | KeyHit | Quit
Int,
{ count
[Int],
counts
time
: : Int }
MState ρ :== PState Local ρ

Start : : *World -> *World
Start world = OpenIO [initio] (initLocal, Nil) world
initLocal : : Local
initLocal = {count=0, counts=[], time=0)
initio :: *(MState .p) -> *MState .p
initio ps
=
openTypist talkTo {ps Ь pIOState=iol}
where
([wld,tld:_],io ) = IOGetlds ps.pIOState
(talkTo,
iol) = OpenReceiver
receiver (
OpenWindow
window
(
OpenTimer
timer)) io
receiver = Receiver [ReceiverFunction (receive (wld,tld))]
window
= Window "Monitor" MonitorDomain []
[Windowld
wld,
Windowupdate updatemonitor]
timer
= Timer Second
[Timerld
tld,
TimerFunction (drawKeyHits wld)
TimerSelect
Unable]
receive :: (Id,Id) Message *(MState .p) -> *MState .p
receive (wld,tld) Start ps=:{pIOState=io}
=
updatemonitor [MonitorDomain]
(seqPIO [EnableTimers [tld]] {ps 6 pLocal=initLocal))
receive _ KeyHit ps=:{pLocal=local}
=
{ps & pLocal={local & count=local.count+1))
receive (_, tld) End ps
=
seqPIO [DisableTimers [tld]] ps
receive _ Quit ps
=
seqPIO [QuitIO] ps
drawKeyHits :: Id TimerState *(MState ,p) -> *MState .p
drawKeyHits wld _ ps=:{pLocal ={count=c,counts=cs,time=t),
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pIOState=io)
{ps & pLocal
= {count=0,counts=append с e s , t i m e = t + l } ,
plOState = DrawInWindow wld [drawCount t e] i o )

=

Figure 3.22

The mam code of the monitor process

The typist process is almost identical to the process presented at the end of Section 3 2 (Figure
3 9) The difference is that it does not count key hits but instead controls the monitor process
Therefore the c o u n t field of the local program state record L o c a l is obsolete Because it is not
the initial interactive process, the function o p e n T y p i s t , which spawns the typist process, re
places the OpenIO call with NewIO In addition to its previous actions Run sends the S t a r t
message to the monitor process The timer function end sends End to the monitor process Dur
ing a session, h a n d l e K e y s sends KeyHit to the monitor process for every key that has been
pressed Q u i t sends Quit to the monitor process and terminates the typist process The changes
to the code of Figure 3 9 are listed in Figure 3 23
Local
TState ρ

== { l i n e s
[String]
== PState Local ρ

}

openTypist
(Rid Message) * ( P S t a t e 1 p) -> * ( P S t a t e 1
openTypist m o n i t o r i d ps
seqPIO [NewIO [ i n i t i o monitorid] ( i n i t L o c a l , N l l ) ] ps

p)

initio
(Rid Message) * ( T S t a t e p) -> * ( T S t a t e p)
i n i t i o m o n i t o r i d ps = seqPIO [OpenTimer timer
OpenWmdow window,
OpenMenu 0 menu] ps
where
window = Window Type window" TypeDomain []
[WindowKeys Able (handleKeys m o n i t o r i d w l d ) , ]
menu
= Menu ' F i l e "
[Menultem "Run" [ ,HenuFunction (run m o n i t o r i d i d s ) ] ,
MenuSeparator,
Menultem Quit' [ ,HenuFunction ( q u i t m o n i t o r i d ) ] ] []
timer = Timer minute
[ ,TimerFunction (end m o n i t o r i d i d s ) ]
run
run
quit
quit
end
end 1

(Rid Message) ( I d , I d , I d ) * ( T S t a t e p) -> * ( T S t a t e p)
m o n i t o r i d i d s ps = ASyncSend monitorid Start (run i d s ps)
(Rid Message) »(TState p) -> * ( T S t a t e p)
m o n i t o r i d ps = ASyncSend monitorid Quit ( q u i t ps)
(Rid Message) ( I d , I d , I d ) TimerState * ( T S t a t e p)
-> * ( T S t a t e p)
m o n i t o r i d i d s t ps = ASyncSend monitorid End (end i d s t ps)

handleKeys'
(Rid Message) Id KeyState * ( T S t a t e p) -> * ( T S t a t e
handleKeys m o n i t o r i d wld (key,KeyDown,_) ps= {pLocal=l)
= seqPIO [ASyncSend m o n i t o r i a KeyHit,
DrawInWindow wld draw] (ps & pLocal={l & l i n e s = t e x t l } }
where
(textl.draw)
= addCharToText key 1 l i n e s
handleKeys _ _ _ ps = ps
Figure 3.23

The changes required for the program code of Figure 3 9
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Finally, both processes can be restructured easily to communicate by data sharing rather than
message passing Let c o u n t be the shared data structure The typist process increments the
shared c o u n t for every key hit instead of sending the KeyHit message The monitor process
reads and sets the shared count, and removes count from its local process state The KeyHit
message can also be removed

3.7

Related work

The research described in this chapter stems from research on functional I/O systems, and more
specifically the incorporation of graphical user I/O into a functional language Early work in this
area is the work on dialogue combinators by Dwelly (1989) Recent work is the FUDGETS system by Carlsson and Hallgren (1993) The issue of dynamic process creation has not been considered in the dialogue combinator system, and m the FUDGETS system dynamic process creation
is very limited A comparison between the FUDGETS system and the Clean event I/O system is
given by Noble and Runciman (1994)
The area of functional operating systems offers more closely related work with respect to
dynamic process creation and inter-process communication One particular system is the Kent
Applicative Operating System (KAOS) project (Turner, 1990) The system is based on earlier
work by Stoye (1984) Both systems allow dynamic creation of functional processes The interprocess communication by message passing is based on the sorting office concept introduced by
Stoye Essentially, the sorting office implements a non-deterministic merge of all messages outside the language The idea of type-safe message passing by means of type parameterized receiver identification val ues was inspired by the KAOS approach

3.8

Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented an interleaved state transition system (the interleaved event I/O
system) that is dynamically composed of single state transition systems (interactive processes)
We have defined two forms of inter-process communication in this system, namely data sharing,
and asynchronous and synchronous message passing Both forms of communication are typesafe and polymorphic The construction is done entirely in a pure functional framework The interleaved event I/O system can be regarded as an operational semantics of a mini operating system allowing dynamic interleaved interactive functional processes
We have gained some programming experience with the interleaved event I/O system
Some of the programs we have written are simulations of parallel systems Another class of programs that can be suitably dealt with in this framework are process control applications we have
written a program that controls the temperature and water level of a simulated water tank

3.9

Current and future work

As stated in the introduction the interleaved event I/O system has not been introduced to study
concurrent interactive processes Our ultimate interest however is an event I/O system in which
one can program distributed graphical user I/O programs Currently, we are studying how to set
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up the system that will allow interactive processes to be evaluated concurrently and distributed
over a network of processors.
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4
Concurrent Interactive
Functional Processes

In this chapter we present an operational semantics for concurrent interactive processes in the purely
functional programming language Clean An interactive process is in essence a state transition system
which apart from its logical state can also access the state of the file system, do high-level graphical user
I/O, and do inter-process communication via synchronous and asynchronous message passing and data
sharing Inter-process communication is type-safe and polymorphic The semantics of the system is
based on earlier work on the interleaved event I/O system In this chapter we identify limitations of the interleaved model in the context of concurrent processes and propose a new process semantics that does
allow a concurrent implementation The method basically introduces a remote procedure call communication scheme and demonstrates how to apply this scheme to obtain a concurrent process semantics
The resulting system is the concurrent event I/O system The operational semantics is given in Clean itself As a result the concurrency system is completely functional because the construction is done within
the pure functional framework
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4.1

Introduction

This chapter reports part of a research project conducted on the practical application of pure
functional programming languages. Some of the research topics are destructive updates of data
structures, graphical user interface programming, parallel process creation and management,
forms of inter-process communication, and efficient implementations. In this chapter we discuss
how to obtain concurrent processes that themselves engage in graphical user interface and file
I/O in a pure functional framework.
The lazy, purely functional programming language Clean offers a library (written entirely
in Clean), the event I/O system, to program complex graphical user interface applications on a
high level of abstraction (Chapter 2, and Achten et al, 1993). In essence an event I/O program is
a structured set of higher-order functions (called abstract event handlers) that define what
graphical user interface elements the program uses (such as menus, windows, dialogues, and
timers) and also the response of the program to abstract events (such as selection of menu items,
mouse and keyboard actions). The set of functions is structured by means of algebraic data types
which are abstract definitions of graphical user interface elements. For more details see Chapter
2. Abstract event handlers are state transition f unctions. The state of an event I/O program can
be of arbitrary type. The semantics of the event I/O system is a state transition semantics. Given
the initial state of an event I/O program and an initial set of abstract event handlers (both pro
vided by the programmer), the system evaluates for each new abstract event the corresponding
abstract event handler. This yields a new state value. This is repeated until termination of the
program.
The interleaved event I/O system is the extension of the event I/O system with interactive
processes (Chapter 3). Interactive processes are the conceptual units by which Clean program
mers can construct more complex interactive programs from simpler interactive programs. The
main difference with the event I/O system is that these processes coexist in an interleaved fash
ion, hence the name of the system. Interactive processes can be created and destroyed dynami
cally. In the interleaved event I/O system interactive processes are defined in the same way as in
teractive programs are in the event I/O system; by means of structured sets of abstract event han
dlers. Each interactive process has a private state of arbitrary type. Inter-process communication
primitives that have been defined in the interleaved system are data sharing and (a)synchronous
message passing. These methods of communication are polymorphic and type-safe. The major
semantic challenge of the interleaved event I/O system was to solve how independent interactive
processes can use the same file system, share global data, and use message passing in a pure
functional framework. In essence the semantics of the interleaved event I/O system is based on
the atomic, interleaved evaluation of process state transition functions. This process state con
sists of a local part, containing the private state information of the process, and a global part,
containing the file system and global information. Section 4.2 gives a more detailed overview
how this is accomplished.
The interactive process concept in the interleaved event I/O system is well-suited to ex
plain the behaviour of a program that is dynamically composed of interactive processes. Howev
er, the semantics cannot without modification be used to explain the semantics of true parallel
evaluation of interactive processes. We are interested in such a concurrency model because we
intend to program real distributed interactive applications using the graphical user interface tools
from the event I/O system.
To illustrate the limitations of the interleaved model with respect to concurrency consider
the following case. Let program Ρ consist of the interactive processes A and B. Let/ ; and f2 de
note initially closed files. A and В both have the same state transition function that can be evalu-
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ated repeatedly. This function does the following: subsequently open/, and/; if either operation
fails because the file was already open then terminate A and B, otherwise close/, and/2.
In the interleaved semantics Ρ does not terminate. Consider the base case in whichfilesƒ,
and/ are closed and that either one of the transition functions of A and В is chosen. Because in
the interleaved model transition function are evaluated completely both files have been opened
and closed successfully after evaluation of the transition function. Consequently after evaluation
of either function we have the base case again. So Ρ never terminates.
If one interprets this case from a concurrent point of view in which transition functions
are evaluated in parallel rather than atomically, then Ρ can terminate. One of the scenarios in
which this occurs is that either А от В has just opened ƒ,, after which the other process also tries
to open/,. For the latter process the operation fails, so both processes are terminated. The interleaved semantics does not catch the situation which might arise in a parallel setting simply because the granularity of interleaving is unrealistically coarse.
In a real distributed implementation interactive processes are implemented as concurrent
reduction processes. Implementations of interactive processes with interleaving semantics based
on reduction processes with concurrency semantics give rise to some problems. For instance, in
order to prevent processes from opening the same file concurrently one needs to lock the complete file system. This causes unacceptable sequentialization of processes that might well be
evaluated concurrently if they operate on disjoint sets of files.
In this chapter we show how to obtain a concurrency model, the concurrent event I/O
system, from the interleaved event I/O system that allows interactive processes to be evaluated in
parallel. The main reason for the interleaved event I/O system to obstruct parallel evaluation of
interactive processes is the sequentialization of process state transition functions caused by data
dependency created by data sharing. So in essence the solution is to eliminate data sharing. This
is done for the data shared file system. Data sharing of arbitrary data structures between processes is not eliminated but is restricted per processor.
The semantics of the concurrent event I/O system in this chapter is defined in Clean. The
reasons to use Clean as a specification language is that it has a well-defined syntax and semantics (Clean is based on term graph rewriting), and last but not least it allows specifications to be
type-checked, compiled, and tested (as such specifications are readily executable). The specification of the concurrent event I/O system can be used as a framework for the actual implementation.
The concepts that are studied in this chapter are not new: remote procedure calls,
(a)synchronous message passing, dynamic process management, and so on are relatively wellknown concepts. In this chapter we show that these concepts can be defined in a pure functional
framework, maintaining the advantages of functional programming, and increasing expressiveness of these concepts by polymorphism and strong type systems.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 gives a brief overview of the interleaved
event I/O system. Section 4.3 gives some motivations of how to derive the concurrent event I/O
system from the interleaved event I/O system. The technical details are worked out in Sections
4.4 and 4.5. Section 4.4 extends the interleaved system with a new communication primitive for
Remote Procedure Calling and remote procedure server processes. These are applied in Section
4.5 to obtain a new definition of the file system. Section 4.6 reconsiders our case example with
the new semantics. Section 4.7 gives some implementation considerations of the concurrent system. Related work is presented in Section 4.8 and conclusions are.drawn in Section 4.9. Finally
we give some leads to current and future work in Section 4.10. Appendix В contains the opera
tional semantics as discussed in this chapter.
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The interleaved event I/O system

In this section we give a very brief overview of the interleaved event I/O system of Clean. This
exposition is basically an extended abstract of Chapter 3.
Clean (Brus et ai, 1987; Nöcker et al, 1991; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1993) is a lazy
functional programming language based on term graph rewriting (Barendregt et ai, 1987). The
programs in this chapter are written in Clean 1.0 (Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1995). Most of the
language constructs used in Clean 1.0 are customary in other functional languages such as
Miranda and Haskell. Where appropriate, the text includes remarks on particular aspects of
Clean 1.0.
Clean programs are functions of type *World —» *World. The type World is an environment. An environment is an abstract data type that encodes the state of a specific part of the
real world (such as the file system, files, menus, windows, or timers). The symbol ' * ' is a type
attribute indicating that the world is unique. The type system of Clean guarantees that any one
function applied to an object of uniquely attributed type has access to this object such that the
object can be destructively updated without violating the functional semantics of the language.
See Smetsers et al. (1993), Barendsen and Smetsers (1993) for a detailed treatment of the
uniqueness type system of Clean.
The interleaved event I/O system provides programs with a hierarchy of environments
that can be used to do I/O (Figure 4.1). Environments are independent: operations on one environment do not affect other environments. From the unique world environment the unique file
system environment of type * F i l e s and the unique event stream environment of type *Events
can be retrieved with the function openworld :: *World —» (*Files,*Events). These environments can create a new unique world environment with the function of reverse type c l o s e w o r l d :: ( * F i l e s , *Events) —> *World. The file system environment contains the individual file environments (of type F i l e ) for file I/O. Files can be opened for writing/reading (in
which case they obtain the uniqueness attribute and are of type * F i l e ) or for read only (see
Figure 4.2). The event stream environment is discussed later.

Figure 4.1

The Clean environment hierarchy.

Graphical user interface programs are constructed out of modular components called interactive
processes. An interactive process basically is a structured set oí process state transition functions. So if the process state is of type p s then the process state transition functions are of type
ps -» p s .
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fopen
sfopen
freopen
fclose
stdio

String Int *Files -> (Bool, *File,
String Int *Files -> (Bool, File,
*File Int »Files -> (Bool, *File,
*File
»Files -> (Bool,
*Files -> (»File,

*Files)
*Files)
*Files)
*Files)
»Files)

freadc :: *File -> (Bool, Char, *File)
fwritec:: Char »File -> *File
.. and other basic types (Int, Real, String)
Figure 4.2

The file system operations and some file operations The Boolean
result reports whether the function has successfully opened a file. If
not then the ( * ) F i l e result is a dummy.

The process state is the predefined parameterized record type ( P S t a t e 1 p) (Figure 4.3) and
consists of four components. The first component is the local process state of arbitrary type 1
which reflects the logical state of the interactive process. The second component is the public
process state of arbitrary type ρ which reflects the logical state of the interactive process. For
conciseness we use the type variables 1 and m for the local type variable and the type variables ρ
and q for the public type variable in (function) type definitions The third component is the file
system environ ment. Finally, the most important component is the i O S t a t e environment. This
environment provides the interactive process with abstract access to the graphical user interface
elements. Each interactive process has a private I O S t a t e environment which does not outlive
the lifetime of the interactive process.
::
=

::
:==

*PState 1 ρ
{ pLocal
·: 1,
pPublic : : p,
pFiles
: : *Files,
plOState.: *IOState 1 Ρ
Initio ps
[ps -> ps]

)

:: (Initio *(PState
1 • Ρ)) (.1, p) *World ->
·: (Initio *(PState .1 • Ρ)) (.1, .ρ) *(IOState
-> »IOState
*(IOState
SharelO:: (Initio *(PState .1 • Ρ)) .1
-> «IOState
QuitIO : :
*(IOState .1 •Ρ)
-> »IOState

OpenIO
NewIO

Figure 4.3

•World
.m .q)

.m
.m
.m
.1

.q
.p)
.p
.p

The process combmators of the interleaved event I/O system. Type definitions
are preceded by .. Synonym types are distinguished from other type definitions
by the == symbol The type list of a is denoted by [a] The type function from a to
b is denoted by a->b Type symbols start with a capital, (type) variables always
start in lowercase, function names start in either case. Function definitions are
optionally preceded by their type definition. An n-ary function named f with argu
ments of type τ,.. τ η , and result type τ has a type definition f.: τ, 1^.. τ„ -» τ.

In Clean, a record type is a tuple-like algebraic type with the advantage that selection is done by
field names instead of position matching Let p s be an expression of type P S t a t e . On a patternmatch position the expression p s = : { p F i l e s = f s } matches the variable f s with the field
p F i l e s of p s . On the right-hand-side of a function the expression p s . p F i l e s selects the
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p F i l e s field of p s . The arguments of a record are updated as follows: the expression {ps &
p F i l e s = f s } is a record equal tops but the field p F i l e s has value fs.
The evaluation of interactive processes is done by the library function OpenIO (Figure
4.3). OpenIO is applied to an initial set of actions (of type I n i t i o ) , initial values of the local
and public process state components, and the World environment. It creates the I O S t a t e envi
ronment of the process and evaluates the initial actions in head-to-tail order. These functions can
be used by the programmer to open windows, menus, dialogues, timers, and receivers. The pro
cess is evaluated until termination and OpenIO yields a new World value. An interactive pro
cess requests termination by applying the library function Q u i t I O to its I O S t a t e environment
Every interactive process can spawn an arbitrary number of new interactive processes.
This is done with the process combinatore NewIO and Share IO.
NewIO creates the new interactive process and takes care that the new interactive process
joins the evaluation of interactive processes in an interleaved way. The type of NewIO expresses
that both local and public process state component types 1 and ρ of the child process are allowed
to differ from the corresponding component types m and q of the parent process.
An interactive process can spawn a so called shared interactive process with the function
SharelO. Analogous to NewIO the shared interactive process runs interleaved with all other in
teractive processes. The difference is that the types of the public components of the process
states of the parent and child process must be equal. The public component will be shared during
evaluation of both processes. Every shared interactive process that is spawned by any interactive
process shares the public component of its parent process. These processes form a process
group. It should be observed that S h a r e l O does not need to define an initial value of type ρ for
the public component because this value already exists.
Figure 4.4 gives a schematic representation of the structure of an interactive program at
run-time. The program is represented by the outer box. Circles represent data structures. The
F i l e s environment is shared by all process groups. A program consists of a number of process
groups each of which shares a common data structure of some type p. The process groups are
represented by a pile of boxes, which are evaluated interleaved. Each process in a process group
has a private process state component of some type 1. Again, processes are represented by a pile
of boxes indicating that they are evaluated interleaved.

(

'Files

J

(

*share

J

(

«local

)

process

process group

Figure 4.4

Schematic representation of the structure of the interleaved event I/O system.

As mentioned above, interactive processes are structured sets of process state transition func
tions. Each event retrieved from the event stream environment is dispatched to every interactive
process in round-robin order. Every event triggers the evaluation of a well-defined subset of the
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process's transition functions which are evaluated one-by-one and completely. So process state
transition functions are evaluated interleaved and atomically. To evaluate a process state transi
tion function it must be applied to its process state which has to be constructed by the evaluation
mechanism. The creation of this process state, and undoing after evaluation, is actually a contextswitch.
Finally, interactive processes can send messages to any other interactive process by either
synchronous ( S y n c S e n d ) от asynchronous (ASyncSend) message passing (Figure 4.5).
ASyncSend is purely asynchronous. SyncSend performs a context-switch to the process with
the indicated receiver, handles the message, and performs the context-switch back. Receivers can
be created and disposed of dynamically. Creation of a receiver (with O p e n R e c e i v e r ) yields a
type parameterized identification value of type Rid m. Message passing is polymorphic: the con
tent of a message can be any typeable expression. Messages can contain in particular higher-or
der functions, algebraic expressions, and so on. The type system is applied to enforce type-safe
message passing: it is impossible for a correctly typed interactive program to send messages of
the wrong type.
::
::

ReceiverDef m ps :== m ps -> ps
Rid m

OpenReceiver

::
->
CloseReceiver: :
->
ASyncSend
SyncSend
Figure 4.5

(ReceiverDef m * ( P S t a t e .1 .p)) * ( I O S t a t e .1 .p)
(Rid m, * IOState .1 .p)
(Rid m) MIOState .1 .p)
*IOState .1 .p

: : (Rid m) m M P S t a t e .1 .p) -> *PState .1 .p
: : (Rid m) m M P S t a t e .1 .p) -> *PState .1 .p
Principal type definitions and functions for message passing of the interleaved
event I/O system. Type definitions with a left-hand side only (:: R i d m) are ab
stract type definitions. Their actual implementation is hidden from the program
mer.

We conclude this section with an example of a program that defines a small window based talk
application (Figure 4.6). The program consists of two identical interactive processes. Each pro
cess has a window and a receiver. We introduce a synonym type T a l k S t a t e for the process
states of the two processes. The local process state is a record consisting of two fields that repre
sent the texts that have been typed by both processes. For simplicity we assume that this is some
abstract type T e x t with an operation addChar to add a new character to the current text. The
function a d d C h a r yields the new text and a list of drawing functions to give the proper feed
back in the display window. The processes do not use data sharing, and therefore the public pro
cess state component is a type variable.
Associated with the window is the abstract event handler sendKeys which is parameter
ized with the receiver identification of the other talk process. For each key hit, sendKeys adds
the hit key to its local process state, draws the hit key in its display window, and asynchronously
sends the key to the other talk process. The receiver function of both processes on receiving a
new character, adds the character to its local process state, and draws the new key in its display
window.
:: TalkState ρ :== PState Local ρ
: : Local
=
( myText
: : Text,
yourText : : Text }
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sendKeys : : (Rid Char) KeyState (TalkState .p) -> TalkState .p
sendKeys _ (_,KeyUp,_) ps = ps
sendKeys otherTalkProcess (c,_,_) ps=:(pLocal,pIOState}
=
ASyncSend otherTalkProcess с (ps & pLocal=locall, pIOState=iol)
where
(drawFs, textl) = addChar с pLocal.myText
locali
= {pLocal & myText=textl)
iol
= DrawInActiveWindow drawFs plOState
receiveKeys : : Char (TalkState .p) -> TalkState .p
receiveKeys с ps=:{pLocal,plOState}
=
{ps & pLocal=locall, pIOState=iol)
where
(drawFs, textl) = addChar с pLocal.yourText
locali
= {pLocal & yourText=textl}
iol
= DrawInActiveWindow drawFs plOState
Figure 4.6

4.3

A program creating two identical processes that communicate by message pass
ing. For clarity of presentation alternative data constructors of algebraic types are
printed in boldface. The _ symbol is a wildcard for anonymous expressions that
are not applied in a function. The where clause contains the local definitions that
are used in the function. In particular these can also be function definitions.

Towards the concurrent event I/O system

In Section 4.2 we have seen that the global character of the file system environment is modelled
as a shared data structure between all interactive process groups. Because data sharing creates
data dependency the interleaved event I/O system is in essence an interleaved system. In order to
arrive at a concurrent system we need tofinda model for the file system environment that elimi
nates data dependency. We propose to eliminate data dependency as follows. The file system
environment is not shared by every interactive process but becomes the local process state com
ponent of a new, globally known, special interactive process, the/ï/e server process. Interactive
processes can request file system services of this process by message passing. This situation is
sketched in Figure 4.7. If we compare this scheme to the scheme given in Figure 4.4 we can observe that the file system environment has been moved to the local process state component of
the new file server process. In this way data sharing of process groups on the file system has
been eliminated. The pile of process group boxes has been replaced by process groups placed in
juxtaposition, indicating that these are to be evaluated concurrently.
It is our goal that the file system operations as available to the programmer in the interleaved event I/O system (these have been presented in Figure 4.2) are available still (but for a
small change of type) in the concurrent event I/O system even though these may involve interprocess communication. So we have the following requirements the new definitions of the file
system functions should meet:
(a)

Function call blocks the calling interactive process.

(b)

Function call does not block other interactive processes.

Requirement (a) is needed to be able to regard a file system operation as an ordinary function
call which yields a result after evaluation. Requirement (b) takes care that although communica-
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tion with the file server is synchronous it takes time for the communication to be handled. Dura
tion of time is defined as the evaluation of other interactive processes during communication.

Θ
(

-Files
flies

Figure 4.7

)

server

Schematic representation of the structure of the concurrent event I/O system

One of the more generally known communication schemes that satisfies these requirements is the
remote procedure call. We define this mechanism in our functional framework m Section 4.4.
Section 4.5 describes how the file server process is defined and how interactive processes use its
services. Given these two extensions we have defined the concurrent event I/O system. Before
we continue we make the following remarks.
We intend to obtain a concurrent system by elimination of data sharing of the file system.
However, inside process groups we still have a level of data sharing left. We do not eliminate
this data sharing because of two reasons- firstly the use of data sharing is, for some problems, the
most intuitive solution, and secondly programmers can transform data sharing into a remote pro
cedure call scheme themselves by application of the technique as discussed in the next section.
Finally, it should be observed that individual files belong to the local or public compo
nents of interactive processes, so once a process obtains a file this does not cause further sequentialization because environments are by definition independent.

4.4

Remote procedure call processes

In this section we introduce a special kind of interactive process, the remote procedure call pro
cess (RPC process), and its corresponding communication mechanism, the remote procedure
call RPC processes are defined by the parameterized record type RPCDef i n o u t p s , stating
that it is an interactive process that for every message of type i n generates one message of type
o u t (see Figure 4.8). RPC processes are opened with two new process combinatore. A new RPC
process is either a new process group (NewRPC) or a member of the parent process group
(ShareRPC). Analogous to opening a receiver, the creation of an RPC process yields an identi
fication value which is type parameterized with the message types i n and o u t . Figure 4.9 gives
the definition of NewRPC (the definition of ShareRPC is given in Appendix B.l).
RPCDef in out ps
{ rpcFunction :: (in,ps) -> (out.ps),
rpcInitIO
: : Initio ps }
RPCId in out
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NewRPC

.:
->

ShareRPC
->
SendRPC ::
->
Figure 4.8

(RPCDef i n o u t
*( P S t a t e
(l,p)
MIOState
(RPCId in out,
* IOState
(RPCDef in out
*( PState
1
*(IOState
(RPCId in out,
* IOState
(RPCId m out) in *( PState
(SuccessOrFail out,* PState

.1
.m
.m
.1
.m
m
.1
.1

.p))
q)
.q)
.p))
p)
.ρ)
.p)
p)

The RPC process combinatore

NewRPC :· (RPCDef in out *( PState .1 .p)) (.l,.p) *(IOState .m
-> (RPCId in out,* IOState .m q)
NewRPC {rpcFunction=f,rpcImtIO=initIO} (l,p) io= .{loGroups}
=
(rpcld, {io & ioGroups=[group.loGroups]})
where
group
= { gPublic
= p,
gProcesses= [process]}
process = { ppLocal
= 1,
plmtlO
= [ ìnitRPC: mitlO] ,
pDevices = []}
(rpcld, lnitRPC) = openRPC f
Figure 4.9

q)

The definition of NewRPC A list with head elements ax a n and tail list a is denoted by [a 1# , a n : a ] .

The main functions of the definition of SendRPC are given in Figure 4 10 The full definition
can be found in Appendix В 2-6 For reasons of space we do not repeat the process management
data types and operations (these can be found in Chapter 3) and introduce them informally in
stead' the data type G S t a t e (global state) contains the complete process structure of an interac
tive program Given the process identification of some interactive process c o n t e x t S w i t c h l n
transforms a given global state into the required process state Given an arbitrary process state
c o n t e x t S w i t c h O u t transforms the process state back into the global state.
The process administration data type is extended with the R u n t i m e S t a t e data type
(see Appendix В 6). This type reflects the fact that an interactive process is either running (the
alternative constructor Running) or blocked while waiting for a remote procedure call to be
handled (the alternative constructor Blocked). This alternative is parameterized with the actual
remote procedure call request.
Communication with RPC processes is bi-directional and synchronous. Once the con
nection is established the message is sent and the sender waits for the reply of the RPC process.
This reply is sent when the RPC process is ready to reply. As long as this is not the case the
sender is blocked. In this wait state the system evaluates an arbitrary number of non-blocked in
teractive processes. This is necessary because the RPC process itself might be blocked waiting
for some other interactive process to become unblocked.
How can we model the non-determinism required by the wait loop in a pure functional
framework7 Recall that every Clean program is a function of type *World —» *World and that
this environment is comprised of other environments (Figure 4.1). In our hierarchy of environ
ments we can add a new environment of abstract type Random to the World environment. The
Random environment contains a stream of random Boolean values. The only operation available
on Random is getRandomBool " Random —» (Bool, Random) defined by getRandomBool
[x:xs] = (x,xs) The types of o p e n w o r l d and c l o s e w o r l d change to include the Random
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environment. The Random environment is retrieved from the world, together with the F i l e s
and E v e n t s environments, and placed in the G S t a t e process administration by OpenlO. The
operation gsGetRandomBool (Appendix B.4) applies getRandomBool to the Random envi
ronment stored in the G S t a t e record. It should be observed that the condition of the wait loop
gsCond waits atleast until the request has been granted and then an arbitrary number of steps.
The function switchToSomeProcess which does a context-switch to an arbitrary interactive
process of all available processes (and yields its process identification) can use the random
stream from the global state analogously.
SendRPC :: (RPCId in out) in MPState .1 .p)
-> (SuccessOrFail out, *PState .1 .p)
SendRPC rpcld in ps=:{procId=id}
|
not (isSuccessful oid)
=
(Fail,psUnblockThisProcess (contextSwitchln (id,gsl)))
|
otherwise
=
(out, psUnblockThisProcess (contextSwitchln (id,gs3)))
where
psl
= psBlockThisProcess rpcld ps
gs
= contextSwitchOut psl
(oid,gsl)= gsLocateRPC rpcld gs
idi
= getSuccessValue oid
gs2
= while (gsCond id) gsEval gsl
(rs,gs3) = gsGetRuntimeState id gs2
out
= rsGetGrant rs
gsCond :: Procld GState -> (Bool,GState)
gsCond pld gs
|
not (rsIsGranted rs) = (True, gsl)
|
otherwise
= gsGetRandomBool gsl
where
(rs.gsl) = gsGetRuntimeState pld gs
gsEval : : GState -> GState
gsEval gs
|
rsIsRunning rs
= contextSwitchOut psl*
I
rsIsGranted rs
= contextSwitchOut psl
I
not (isSuccessful oid) = contextSwitchOut ps2'
|
rsIsBlocked rs* Ь& not (rsIsGranted rs')
= contextSwitchOut ps3
|
otherwise
= contextSwitchOut ps5
where
(id,ps) = switchToSomeProcess gs
(rs,psl) = psGetRuntimeState ps
psl'
= psEval psl
req
= rsGetRPCReq rs
rpcld
= req.rpcRReceiver
(oid,ps2)= psLocateRPC rpcld psl
idi
= getSuccessValue oid
reql
= {req & rpcROut
= Fail,
rpcRGranted = True)
ps2'
= psSetRuntimeState (Blocked reql) ps2
(rs',ps3)= psGetOtherRuntimeState idi ps2
(out,ps4)= psCommunicate req id idi ps3
req2
= (req & rpcROut
= Success out,
rpcRGranted = True)
ps5
= psSetRuntimeState (Blocked req2) ps4
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psCommunicate :: (RPCReq in out) Procld Procld (PState .1 .p)
-> (out, PState .1 .p)
psCommunicate req psld pld ps
=
(out, ps4)
where
gs
= contextSwitchOut ps
psi
= contextSwitchln (pld.gs)
(f,ps2) = psGetRPC req.rpcRReceiver psi
(out,ps3)= f (req.rpcRIn,ps2)
gsl
= contextSwitchOut ps3
ps4
= contextSwitchln psld gsl
Figure 4.10

The definition of SendRPC.

The essential component of the definition of SendRPC is the wait loop which takes care that an
arbitrary number of other interactive processes are evaluated before the information exchange is
actually dealt with. In comparison with the interleaved event I/O system which applies a deter
ministic, round-robin interleaving order of interactive processes (see Chapter 3) the system de
scribed here is essentially non-deterministic. This has a number of consequences when reasoning
about the evaluation of interactive processes. Let A be the interactive process that applies
SendRPC and В the RPC process. Then we have the following cases:
(a)
(b)

(c)

In case interactive processes of A's group are evaluated or the receiver belongs to A's
group then the value of the public process state component can be changed after termina
tion of SendRPC.
Assume some interactive process, say C, does SendRPC to A (so A is an RPC process). С
detects that A is blocked. Consequently С blocks and enters the evaluation loop recur
sively. As soon as A has been granted its message from В, С is allowed to apply the RPC
function of A, even before the complete receiver function of A has been evaluated. So, as
in (a), the value of the public process state component of A may have changed but now
also the value of the local process state.
Assume some interactive process, say C, does SendRPC to B. If В is blocked we have
case (b) for the situation that ß is involved in the evaluation of SendRPC to yet another
RPC process. If В is not blocked a number of other processes are evaluated. Either A or С
is granted the reply from В first.

Summarising: programmers must be aware that SendRPC involves a context-switch. In case of
common interactive processes when performing SendRPC the result value of the public process
state component may differ from the argument value. In case of RPC processes the result value
of their local and public process state component value may change.

4.5

Files as global process

In this section the global character of the file system is defined by applying the notion of RPC
process introduced in the previous section. Section 4.5.1 describes how RPC processes are ap
plied to localise the file system environment and Section 4.5.2 presents the new definitions of the
files operations.
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4.5.1 The file server
In this section we present an alternative model of the global character of the file system by introducing one exclusive RPC process, the file server process (or file server) that handles all file system operations. The local process state component of the file server is the file system environment F i l e s , the public process state component is the single constructor type N i l . The file system operations of the interleaved event I/O system will be applied only in the file server, albeit
with a different name.
The file server is an RPC process of type FSIn to FSOut (see Figure 4.11). Each FSIn
and FSOut message type alternative holds the arguments of its corresponding F i l e s operation
(except for the F i l e s argument). The RPC function of the file server is f i l e S e r v e r (see Figure 4.12). For each FSfopenln message f i l e S e r v e r replies with an FSf openOut message
parameterized with the results of f s f open applied to the given arguments and the file server's
file system.
fsfopen
fssfopen
fsfreopen
fsfclose
fsstdio
FSIn

FSOut

Figure 4.11

fileServer
fileServer
=
where
fileServer
=
where
fileServer
=
where
fileServer
=
where
fileServer
where
Figure 4.12

String Int *Files -> ( Bool,»File,
String Int *Files -> ( Bool, File,
»File Int *Files -> ( Bool,*File,
*File
»Files -> ( Bool,
»Files -> (*File,
FSfopenln
FSsfopenln
FSfraopenln
FSfclosaln
FSstdioIn
FSfopenOut
FSsfopenOut
FSfreopenOut
FSfcloseOut
FSatdioOut

»Files)
*Files)
»Files)
*Files)
*Files)

String Int
String Int
*File Int
•File
Bool *File
Bool File
Bool *File
Bool
»File

The renamed F i l e s operations of the file server.

:: (FSIn,FSState) -> (FSOut,FSState)
(FSfopenln name mode, ps)
(FSfopenOut b f,
{ps & pLocal=fsl})
(b,f, fsl) = fsfopen name mode ps.pLocal
(FSafopenln name mode.ps)
(FSefopenOut b f,
{ps & pLocal=fsl})
(b,f, fsl) = fssfopen name mode ps.pLocal
(FSfreopenln f mode, ps)
(FSfreopenOut b fl, {ps & pLocal=fsl})
(b,fl,fsl) = fsfreopen f mode ps.pLocal
(FSfcloseln f,
ps)
(FSfcloseOut b,
{ps & pLocal=fsl})
(b,
fsl) = fsfclose f ps.pLocal
(FSstdioIn,
ps)
(FSstdioOut f,
{ps & pLocal=fsl})
(f,
fsl) = fsstdio ps.pLocal
The file server definition.
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4.5.2 Files I/O as remote procedure calls
In this section we show how interactive processes can use the services of the file server. The first
major change is that the process state type P S t a t e looses its p F i l e s field because the file sys
tem has now been moved exclusively to the file server. The id of the file server process is stored
in the new field i o F S I d of the I O S t a t e environment. So we have the following type of pro
cess state:
*PState

1 ρ = { pLocal
pPublic
plOState
•IOState 1 ρ = { ioFSId
Figure 4.13

1,
P.
•IOState 1 ρ }
RPCId FSIn FSOut,

The new definition of the process state type.

The files operations are redefined as remote procedure calls with the file server. Figure 4.14
gives the definition of f open, other cases proceed analogously. The type of f open changes be
cause the files environment is not available anymore but should be applied to a process state in
stead.
fopen :: String Int *(PState .1 .p) -> (Bool, *File, *PState .1 .p)
fopen name mode ps = (b,f,psl)
where (FSfopenOut b f,psl)
= SendRPC ps.pIOState.ioFSId (FSfopenOut name mode) ps
Figure 4.14

4.6

RPC implementation of files operations.

Concurrent processes

Does the new semantics of file system operations fit the intuition one expects from concurrent
processes? Reconsider the case given in the introduction. Processes A and В have two process
state transition functions: the first, g, opens and closes thefilesf, and f2, and terminates the pro
cess (and the other process by sending it a message) if there is a failure. The second, r, is a re
ceiver function which on acceptance of some message terminates its interactive process.
g : :
g ps
|
|
where

(PState .1 .p) -> PState .1 .p
openl && open2
=
otherwise
=
(openl, filei, psl) =
(open2, file2. ps2) =
ps3) =
(_,
ps4) =
(_,
=
ps2'

ps4
seqPIO [QuitIO] ps2*
fopen fl mode ps
fopen f2 mode psl
fclose filei
ps2
fclose file2
ps3
ASyncSend otherld Ni

r :: X (PState .1 .p) -> PState
r _ ps = seqPIO [QuitIO] ps
Figure 4.15

The state transition functions of process A and B.
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One scenario that will cause termination of this program is the following. Choose process A for
evaluation. The call to f open results in a call to SendRPC which blocks A until the file server
responds. Now В is evaluated which also calls f open, which subsequently calls SendRPC with
the same arguments. So В is also blocked until the file server responds. Now we have case (c)
given in the end of Section 4.4. So either A or В is granted the result of opening the requested file
first. Assume that this occurs forvi. Then Л obtains the file/,. Now В is granted the result which
contains a False Boolean and an empty file. В leaves the wait loop and so does A. Whatever the
results are for opening the second file, В has a False guard and will therefore terminate A and B.
This program does not terminate only if at every time one process is granted to open ƒ,
the last granted files operation of the other process was to close f2. It should be noted that the interleaved semantics is a special case of this scheme.

4.7

Concurrent implementation

The operational semantics of the system as given in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 is Clean code and therefore executable. So we have an implementation that sequentially simulates concurrent processes.
In this section we consider how to obtain an implementation of the concurrent event I/O system
that allows for concurrent processes using the concurrency primitives of Concurrent Clean
(Concurrent Clean is the parallel extension to Clean, see Nöcker et al. (1992)). With the concurrency primitives of Concurrent Clean a programmer can create new reduction processes that either are evaluated on the current processor (using the {I} annotation), or on another processor
(using the {P} annotation). These reduction processes evaluate the annotated functional expression to root-normal-form. Inter-reduction process communication is demand driven: only if a
function requires (part of) the result of the parallel computation then this part is copied to the
demanding reduction process.
The inter-process communication as discussed in this chapter is not demand driven and
requires a different approach. Section 4.7.1 discusses the concurrent event I/O system without
RPC processes and SendRPC, and implements the file system operations without these primitives. Section 4.7.2 adds RPC processes and SendRPC to the implementation.
4.7.1 Concurrent process groups
Inter-process communication in the concurrent event I/O system without message passing is exclusively through file I/O and data sharing. Data sharing imposes sequentialization of evaluation
of interactive processes within one process group due to data dependencies. It is not easy to see
how we can create concurrent reduction processes for individual processes, so we focus on process groups instead. Interactive processes from disjoint process groups can interact only via file
I/O. Semantically, the computation of a process group is to pair effects to the events of its argument event stream. We have defined this by one loop which for each event accumulates the effects of this event. The same value can be obtained by passing copies of the event stream environment to the process groups which themselves define the event loop for their interactive processes. These results are merged by the system to obtain a new World environment value as
soon as all process groups have terminated. In this way each process group event loop can be
evaluated concurrently.
In a concrete implementation it is not necessary to actually create copies of the event
stream nor merge the results because the actual event stream value is never in scope of the program. Instead, we can interface directly with the operating system and access its event queue. An
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alternative implementation scheme is to create for each new process group one reduction process
(using the {I} or {P} process annotations). The reduction process evaluates the interactive processes of the process group. The reduction process yields a value only at termination. Which
value is not important, say an Integer. OpenIO checks termination of all process groups simply
by matching the values returned by each process group. In this way the termination properties
still hold for the implementation. In this scheme it is also not necessary to implement the file
system operations by some synchronisation mechanism but instead implement these as operating
system calls.
4.7.2 RPC processes and SendRPC

The implementation of RPC processes and RPC communication involves three aspects:
(a)

Creation of RPC processes

(b)

Implementation of RPC processes

(c)

Implementation of SendRPC

(a)
RPC processes are special interactive processes that reply to messages of some type i n
with a response of type o u t . We provide the RPC process with a request queue of type
[RPCReq i n o u t ] . Because we implement interactive processes (or rather their process groups)
as independent reduction processes, we need to provide a global context to enable reduction processes to locate RPC processes. This can be done by providing the system with a globally accessible table, the RPC table, that contains for each RPC process an entry with its P r o c l d and the
next free entry to its request queue. Creation of an RPC process (with NewRPC or ShareRPC)
adds a new entry to the RPC table.
(b)
Given a non-empty request queue the i n o u t RPC process takes the first entry and computes the o u t result. It then destructively updates the entry with the o u t result and sets the grant
flag to True. The RPC request is removed from the request queue. Like ordinary interactive processes RPC processes request termination by applying Q u i t l O . When applied, Q u i t I O removes the RPC process entry of the process from the RPC table. It can be the case that there still
are pending RPC requests of other processes. Therefor each remaining request entry in the request queue is destructively updated with result F a i l and the grant flag is set to True.
(c)
SendRPC first checks in the RPC table whether the RPC process is still present. If not,
then the result of the call is F a i l . Otherwise, an RPC request entry with False grant flag is
added to the RPC request queue of the RPC process and the interactive process that applied
SendRPC is blocked. Then the wait loop is entered which evaluates interactive processes from
the process group until the request is granted by the RPC process. Observe that this is done by
inspection of the same request entry! Once the request is granted the result is redirected to the
sending process which is then unblocked.

4.8
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Related work

The area of functional operating systems offers some related work with respect to dynamic process creation and inter-process communication. One particular system is the Kent Applicative
Operating System project (Turner, 1990). The system is based on earlier work by Stoye (1984).
Both systems allow dynamic creation of functional processes. Processes are in essence stream
processors, functions that transform an ingoing stream to an outgoing stream. Process scheduling
is based on evaluation on demand of the outgoing stream and withholding further input. Interprocess communication by message passing is based on the sorting office concept introduced by
Stoye. Essentially, the sorting office implements a non-deterministic merge of all messages outside the language.
A different direction is taken in the Facile language (Thomsen et al., 1993). Facile ¿s
based on the SML/NJ version (SML, 1993) of Standard ML (Milner et al., 1993) and extends it
with higher-order concurrent processes based on CCS (Milner, 1989). It should be noted that
Facile is not a pure functional language as it is based on Standard ML. Facile allows the creation
of processes defined by arbitrary functions. Inter-process communication is done by means of
channels which can contain messages of arbitrary type in a type-safe way. One distinct feature of
Facile is the ability for separately created processes to communicate using a sort of type library.
Type security is checked dynamically, but it is not entirely safe.

4.9

Conclusions

In this chapter we have demonstrated how an interleaved state transition system (the interleaved
event I/O system) that is dynamically composed of single state transition systems (interactive
processes) can be transformed into a concurrent state transition system (the concurrent event I/O
system). We have defined a well-known communication primitive in the framework, the remote
procedure call and shown how data dependency by data snaring can be eliminated by application
of this primitive. The construction is done entirely on the functional level. This provides us with
an executable system which simulates concurrency. We have given some implementation considerations to reach truly concurrently evaluated interactive processes. The concurrent event I/O
system can be regarded as an operational semantics of a mini operating system allowing dynamic, interactive, concurrent functional processes.

4.10 Current and future work
As stated in the introduction our final goal are real distributed interactive applications written in
a pure functional language. This may require some sophistication of the concurrency model. On
the implementation part the granularity of concurrency is now on the level of process groups. We
need to consider how to decrease the concurrency granularity to the level of individual interactive processes. Topics related to this problem are making access to shared data into critical sections.

5
Data Abstraction

Data abstraction mechanisms in programming languages are important tools in the process of producing
reliable software One well-known data abstraction mechanism is the abstract data type Abstract data
types either provide an abstraction of one implementation per program (single implementation), or allow
the abstraction of arbitrary many implementations per program (multiple implementation) Two well-known
approaches to multiple implementation abstract data types are data encapsulation and procedural encapsulation Data encapsulation relies on a type system with existential types Procedural encapsulation can
be applied in a polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type system with algebraic types In this chapter we investigate the incorporation of these multiple implementation abstract data types in the lazy, pure functional
programming language Clean (version 1 0) The type system of Clean is based on a polymorphic
Milner/Mycroft type system with algebraic types and existential types One special feature of its type system is that it has a special linear type like type system called uniqueness types The encorporation of the
two encapsulation methods is straightforward if uniqueness types are not taken into account However,
the uniqueness type system causes complications with respect to procedural encapsulation We present
a semantically equivalent procedural encapsulation method that alleviates these complications Finally,
we compare the runtime performance of the two multiple implementation abstract data types with the
standard single implementation abstract data type mechanism of Clean
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5.1

Introduction

Data abstraction is a useful and important technique in the development of reliable software
(Fairley, 1985; Radin, 1992). The term data abstraction covers the area of software engineering
methods that in one way or another hide implementation details of data structures. One wellknown and widely used data abstraction technique is the abstract data type mechanism, that is
incorporated in many programming languages.
The approaches to abstract data types in programming languages can be divided into two
categories. In the first category, the single implementation, we find those abstraction mechanisms
that simply encapsulate one specific implementation of the intended abstract data type. In the
second category, the multiple implementation, we find mechanisms that offer a generic method
of defining different implementations of one abstract type. For instance, introduce in either cate
gory an abstract data type for complex numbers implemented as pairs of real numbers (x,y), such
that (x,y) = χ + iy. In the single implementation category this will then be the only possible im
plementation of complex numbers in the same program. In the multiple implementation category
we can introduce another implementation of complex numbers based on, say polar notation, in
the same program. In this way programs can take advantage of different internal implementa
tions in terms of run-time efficiency or space efficiency. A disadvantage of this approach is that
coercions between different implementations are sometimes necessary. Single implementation
abstract data types do not have this problem.
In this chapter we address multiple implementation data abstraction in a functional lan
guage. The way we regard abstract data types is rather conventional (following Mitchell and
Plotkin (1985; 1988) and Pierce and Turner (1994)). Abstract data types are represented by ab
stract object signatures, which are structures of the following format: they consist of a value S,
called the abstract object state (which is of some concrete type σ), and a fixed number of opera
tions f ι.. .fN on values of that type, the abstract object operations. The type of the abstract object
operations is the type Ops χ = (f ,,...,fN). In this chapter, the notation f is a shorthand notation for
the type of f. The type of an abstract object signature is the type Sig χ = (χ, Ops χ). Given such a
structure (S, (f,,...,fN)) of type Sig σ we want to obtain an equivalent structure, the abstract
structure, that hides the actual implementation S. The type of the abstract structure, the abstract
data type, hides the type σ of S. The only access to the implementation should be by the opera
tions. Because the encapsulation method must allow multiple implementations, the abstract data
type should be such that any two structures (S, (f,,.. .,fN)) and (T, (g,,... ,gN)) with S of type σ and
Τ of type τ, are of equal abstract data type if the type of each operation f¡ modulo σ equals the
type of g¡ modulo τ.
Being able to represent abstract structures that have abstract data types as values in a
functional language has as advantage that they arefirst-classcitizens: they can be used as func
tion arguments, and also be created by functions.
Solutions to multiple implementation methods can be divided into data encapsulation
and procedural encapsulation approaches (Reynolds, 1978).
With data encapsulation both the implementation and the operations are given explicitly
in the abstract structure, but the type and value of the implementation are hidden. Solutions in
this direction have been taken by Mitchell and Plotkin (1985; 1988) who propose to use existen
tial types to model abstract data types, and similarly Pierce and Turner (1994) who use existen
tial types to model object-oriented data abstraction. So the way to proceed to obtain an abstract
structure given a concrete structure (S, (f,,...,fN)), is by giving it the abstract data type
Τ = Ξχ.(χ, Ops χ). The rules for existential types hide all external access to the implementation.
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For instance, define the type Τ = Зх.(хд-)х-)х), and the function new::Int -*Ί with
new i = (i, (+)). Correctly typed expressions are: new (3+5) and X(i,f) = (fi i, f). Incorrectly
typed expressions are: (i+5, f) where (i,f) = new 3 and swap (i,/,) (i2J2) = ((і,£)· (hfi))·
With procedural encapsulation the implementation of an abstract structure is encapsulat
ed within the local data structures of the operations on the abstract value. To discuss procedural
encapsulation, we require that the abstract object operations are well-formed. An abstract object
operation f, is well-formed if f, has one of the following forms:
(1)
(2)
(3)

£ = s-»T„.. . - » Τ - » 8
£ = s->T„.·· ~~* Т —> T.d^)
£ = s-»T,,.• - - » ^ - » ( β , Τ , , , ^ ) )
4

1Пі

The type variable s does not occur in any of the types T u , and for any i, n,>0. An abstract object
operation is a function that accesses the abstract object state. The three forms correspond with
the three kinds of possible access: an abstract object operation either updates the object state (1),
or retrieves information from the object state without changing it (2), or updates the object state
and retrieves information (3).
Let (S, (f|,.. .,fN)) be an abstract object signature of type Sig σ with well-formed abstract
object operations for which we derive an abstract type using procedural encapsulation. First we
introduce function types f', such that £,=σ—»f ',. The abstract type is defined by the recursive type
Τ = (f ι,...,f Ν) [σ:=Τ] (the type obtained by substitution of all occurrences of σ by Τ in each f ,)·
As we have defined the abstract object state of an abstract structure to be some value S, we can
encapsulate the abstract object state by curried application of the operations with S.
Figure 5.1 sketches how procedural encapsulation works. Consider the abstract object
signature Sig χ = (χ, Ops χ) with Ops χ = (χ—>Int-»x, χ-»Int—»(Bool.x)). The encapsulated ab
stract type of this signature is Τ = (Int—»Τ, Int-»(Bool,T)). The function i n t r o , given a signa
ture, yields an abstract structure of type Τ as follows:
::
::

Τ
= (
I n t -> Τ,
I n t -> ( B o o l , Τ ) )
Ops χ = (χ -> I n t -> χ , χ -> I n t -> ( B o o l , χ ) )

i n t r o : : ( χ . Ops χ) -> Τ
i n t r o (χ, ( f l r f 2 ) )
=
(clef! χ , def 2 χ )
where
defj
x i
=
( d é f i χ 4 , def 2 x v )
where χ '
= ιχ χ i
def 2 x i
where ( b , x ' )
Figure 5.1

= (о, (def x x \ def 2 к " ) )
= f2 χ i

Straightforward procedural encapsulation.

The type systems of most functional programming languages, such as Miranda and Haskell, are
based on polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type systems, and do not have existential types. The ab
stract data type mechanisms supported in these languages are usually single implementation
mechanisms. This implies that in these languages one needs to use the procedural encapsulation
method sketched above to introduce a multiple implementation mechanism. It is unclear however
what the effect will be on efficiency if this path is taken.
The lazy, pure functional programming language Clean (Brus et al, 1987; Nöcker et ai,
1991; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1993) has a polymorphic Milner-Mycroft type system, and
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supports single implementation abstract data types. Recently, its type system has been extended
with existential types (going from version 0.8 to 1.0). The reason for this decision was caused by
a practical need to have multiple implementation in the implementation and modelling of interactive processes (see Chapter 3)). This made the question on the consequences of efficiency
more urgent, as a non-efficient implementation would be likely to deteriorate the performance of
interactive programs. The type system of Clean extended with existential types enables us to investigate the performance of both encapsulation approaches in a state-of-the-art compiler.
Based on the conventional type system the type system of Clean has a linear kind of type
system called uniqueness types (Smetsers et al., 1993; Barendsen and Smetsers, I993a-b, 1995,
Barendsen, 1995). In Clean, conventional types of arbitrary data structures, functions, and recently also existential types, can be attributed with uniqueness information. The type checking
algorithm will verify that functions that require a uniquely attributed argument have private access to these values. Uniqueness types have important applications in the area of incorporating
I/O in pure functional languages (Chapter 2, and Achten et al., 1993), but also for optimizations
of memory usage (Smetsers et ai, 1993).
The data encapsulation method, using existential types, complies well with respect to
uniqueness information, and gives the results we would expect. Briefly, it allows concrete implementations of abstract structures to be single threaded. However, the procedural encapsulation
method in the form as sketched above does not allow this. In this chapter we present a semantically equivalent procedural encapsulation method that behaves equally well with respect to
uniqueness information as the data encapsulation method.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 we give a brief account of those aspects of uniqueness types that are relevant to this chapter. In Section 5.3 we explain the effect of
uniqueness types on the encapsulation methods as sketched above, and show that the data encapsulation method is appropriate and the procedural encapsulation method is inappropriate with respect to uniqueness information. We continue in Section 5.4 by presenting a semantically equivalent procedural encapsulation method that has the same uniqueness properties as the data encapsulation method. We compare and analyze the runtime performances of abstract objects as obtained by the two methods in Section 5.5. In order to compare their 'absolute' efficiency we also
compare them with the single implementation abstract data type mechanism of Clean. Related
work is presented in Section 5.6 and Section 5.7 concludes.

5.2

Uniqueness types

In this section we give a brief introduction to the uniqueness type system of Clean. Clean is a
term graph rewriting language (Barendregt et al., 1987). While writing programs in Clean one
does not need to be aware of the fact that these programs are actually computation graphs, that
data types correspond with graph constructors, and that functions are graph transformations, also
called rewrite rules. In the graph rewriting world we have the notion of reference count of a
value which gives the number of references to the top node of that value. In Clean, functions can
require values that have, at the moment of rewriting, reference count one. This means effectively
that a function can request private access to arbitrary data structures. This request is indicated by
annotating the corresponding type with the uniqueness attribute, the symbol ' *'.
Uniqueness and the techniques to derive or enforce uniqueness are fundamental tools to
solutions of important problems in functional programming languages. Using uniqueness types,
it is possible to write programs that use memory efficiently because uniquely attributed data
structures can be updated destructively rather than by copying (in Smetsers et al. (1993) an ex-
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ample is given of a functional quicksort algorithm that in-situ sorts a list of elements) Unique
ness types are crucial when operations are incorporated like file I/O and graphical user I/O (see
Chapter 2, and Achten et al, 1993)
Uniqueness types are discussed extensively elsewhere the first paper on uniqueness is
Smetsers et al (1993), thorough discussions on the framework are Barendsen and Smetsers
(1993α,ί>) and Barendsen (1995) Type inference in Clean is discussed in Barendsen and
Smetsers (1995a), and a presentation using a natural deduction style can be found m Barendsen
and Smetsers (1995 b) Relevant to this chapter is how conventional types are attributed in a con
sistent way with uniqueness information We will illustrate this by an example from Barendsen
and Smetsers (1993fc) For any conventional type a, *a is the type a with the uniqueness at
tribute * We first consider the recursive, polymorphic, algebraic type List, defined as List χ =
Cons χ (List x) I Nil Assignment of attributes must be done uniformly over type constructors
(List), alternative constructors (Cons and Nil), and type variables (x) There are four possible
uniform uniqueness attribute assignments for List, which are shown in Figure 5 2
Cons=( x, List( x))-> List( x)
Cons = ( x,*List( x))->*List( x)
Cons=(*x. Lis,t(*x))-> Lisl(*x)
Cons = ( *x,*List( *x)) -• *List(*x)
Figure 5.2

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Uniqueness attribution in data types

(1) Defines ordinary lists, (2) defines spine unique lists, (3) defines spine shared lists containing
unique elements, and (4) defines totally unique lists It should be noted that variant (3) cannot
guarantee the uniqueness property to hold for its elements because the spine of the list can be
shared, leading to multiple access by pattern-matching The rule that rejects variation (3) is
called the uniqueness propagation rule if one of the argument types of a constructor has the
uniqueness attribute, then the constructor also obtains the uniqueness attribute This is taken into
account in the type of Cons The only legal types for Cons are the versions (1), (2), and (4)
For the function type constructor —> there is no such propagation So for the type
F a b = a—»b, then either a or b or both can be attributed with * without F becoming unique as
well In a sense, one can say that —» 'stops' uniqueness propagation When using currying, the
following holds Consider f *σ, σ2—»τ, and an expression Μ *σ. Now the anonymous function
(f M) obtains the uniqueness attribute and therefore has type σ 2 *-»τ (This is explained in more
detail in Barendsen and Smetsers (1995a-b))

5.3

The effect of uniqueness types

In this section we show the effect of the uniqueness type system on the encapsulation methods
described in the introduction First we consider data encapsulation method in Section 5 3 1, and
then procedural encapsulation method in Section 5 3 2
5.3.1 Uniqueness and data encapsulation
Before we discuss the effect of the uniqueness type system on the data encapsulation method we
introduce how existential types have been incorporated in Clean In the introduction we pre
sented the type Τ = 3x (x, Ops x) However, in Clean all type variables of type constructors must
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be introduced on the left-hand side of the specification of the type constructor. Consequently, existentially quantified type variables also have to be quantified on the left-hand side, which devi
ates from regular notation. So the type Τ given above defined in Clean is: Τ E.x = (x, Ops x).
Another consequence of this approach is that we need to give an instance to an existentially
quantified type constructor. For this purpose the special type constructor Void is introduced. So,
if we want to have a list of T, then this is defined as [T Void].
The purpose of introducing type variables only on the left-hand side of type constructors
is that it enables us to determine all uniqueness information of the type variables used in the type
constructor by inspecting the left-hand side only. For instance, a list of Τ of unique elements is
defined as [T *Void].
As usual, multiple occurrences of type variables on theright-handside of a type enforce
type equality. So if we have the type definition Τ E.x = Τ χ χ, then (Τ 5 3) is a legal instance,
while (T 5 3.0) is rejected because 5 and 3.0 are of different basic type. This can be applied as
well for recursive types. Consider for instance the following definition of a list of existentially
quantified elements: List E.x = Cons χ (List Void) I Nil. Then (Cons 5 (Cons 3.0 Nil)) is of type
List Void, because of the recursive occurrence of List. This is different from the more regular
type List = Эх.(List4 x) with Lisf χ = Cons χ (List" x) I Nil in which (Cons 5 (Cons 3.0 Nil)) is
an illegal expression.
Existential types limit the access and use of existentially quantified values to existential
scopes because in general it is not known what the actual instance type is: it is not legal to define
a function that yields an existentially quantified value. For instance, the function hd that takes
the head of a List Void argument, defined as hd (Cons χ _) = x, is rejected by the type system
because χ is existentially quantified.
We can now consider how the uniqueness type system has its effect on the data encapsu
lation method. The Clean solution to the data encapsulation method in the extended type system
with existential types is Τ E.x = (x, Ops x). If the abstract object state is attributed to be unique,
then by uniqueness propagation the outermost constructor becomes unique as well. However,
although the types of the operations depend on x, due to the function type constructor -» unique
ness propagation stops. So the functions themselves do not become unique. So the attribution we
obtain when χ is unique is: *TE. *x= *(*x, Ops *x). This fully attributed type can also be ab
breviated as *T E. *x = (x, Ops x). It should be observed that although χ has the uniqueness at
tribute, this does not propagate to *Ops *x.

5.3.2 Uniqueness and procedural encapsulation
In Figure 5.1 we gave a straightforward solution to do procedural encapsulation. We defined the
function i n t r o , which generates an abstract structure of type Τ given an abstract object signa
ture of type (x, Ops x). When applied to a unique abstract object state, i n t r o has argument type
(*x, Ops *x). It is easy to see that the introduction function can not yield an abstract structure
that has a single threaded abstract object state because each of the operations shares the abstract
object state explicitly:
intro (д:, (fι,f2)) = (def, χ, def2 χ).
So, because of this definition, χ can not be unique. This is in conflict with the argument type
which demands a uniquely attributed x. In the next section we present an alternative solution to
the procedural encapsulation method that will allow us to create abstract structures with single
threaded implementations.
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In this section we present an alternative solution to the procedural encapsulation method in Sec
tion 5.4.1. We then show in Section 5.4.2 that the new approach allows the encapsulation of
single threaded abstract object states.
5.4.1

The new procedural encapsulation method

To illustrate how the method works we use an adapted version of an example by Pierce and
Turner (1994). In this example an object Point is introduced to create 'movable, one-dimensional
point objects'. There are three operations on points, namely GetX, SetX, and RangeX.
GetX::Point—»Int, returns the integer value of a point. SetX::Point Int-»Point, sets the current
value of a point to a new integer value. Given a range of two values,
RangeX::Point (Int, Int)—»(Bool, Point), sets the point to the closest point in range if the point
was out of range, otherwise the point is not changed. The Boolean result indicates whether the
point was out of range.
The only language constructions we use in this method are higher-order functions, curry
ing, and algebraic types. In the presentation below we use record types instead of algebraic types
for convenience. However, in Clean record types are considered to be algebraic types with exact
ly one alternative constructor. So the presentation holds also for algebraic types.
We intend to construct an abstract data type Ρ for some object. We will do this by some
transformation steps. In the course of the transformation we introduce new type constructors.
Their names are formed by extending the name Ρ with a SMALL CAPS extension. The abstract ob
ject signature of this object is a parameterized record type PSIG χ = {state::x, ops::Pops χ), with
POPS Χ = {г,::^,...^·,^::^}, with r, the name off, starting in lowercase. (In Clean, record types are
given between '{' and '}', having at least one field. A field is given by a name, followed by a
type definition.) The abstract object operations f],...,fN must be well-formed. The abstract object
signature of our point example type Point is:
PointsiG X =

{

state : : x,
ops
: : Pointops χ

)
Pointops χ =

{

getX : : x->Int,
setX : : χ Int->x,
rangeX:: χ (Int,Int)->(χ,Bool)

}

So GetX = x-»Int, SetX = χ Int-»x, and RangeX = χ (Int,Int)-»(x,Bool). Note that all these op
erations are well-formed, and that of each form one operation is present.
The basic idea of the encapsulation method is that the abstract object operations can also
be represented by one single function. Any set of functions f,.. .fN with f,=A—»B¡, which is a
structure of type (Ai-»B,) x...x(AN—»BN) can be embedded (<) in one function with tagged arguments (Α, Θ...ΘΑ Ν ) and tagged results (В, Θ . . . Φ B N ), of type (Α, Θ...ΘΑ Ν ) -»
(Β, θ . . . θ ΒΝ). So, we have:
(A,->B,)x...x(A N -»B N )<(A, Θ...ΘΑ Ν )-»(Β, Θ...ΘΒΝ)
For this function, the arguments and results of the abstract object operations are reordered. Of
each operation, the argument types T,j are tagged, and the result types are tagged. The new fune-
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tion has two arguments: the first argument is a concrete implementation and the second argument
is a tagged argument type structure. Given the tag, the function knows which abstract operation
from the concrete implementation to apply to the object state of the concrete implementation.
The result of this application is provided with the proper tag. The essential step is that the new
abstract object is the curried application of this function with the new abstract object state. So an
abstract object is an anonymous function which type does not depend on the type variable x. The
remaining part of this section presents the encapsulation method which consists of three steps.
Step 1

Reordering types and tagging

The abstract type Ρ is a function type, defined as Ρ : = PIN —» Роит. The algebraic types PIN and
POUT are tagged collections of the input arguments and output results of the abstract object oper
ations respectively. For each abstract object operation f, with f, = χ ^ . . . T ^ —» T, PIN has an al
ternative constructor tag that indicates the name of f, and contains the arguments of type
T,i...Tmi. Similarly, for each f„ Роит has an alternative constructor tag that indicates the name of
f„ and contains the result of type T[x:=P]. Figure 5.3 gives the results for our abstract type Point.
: : Point
:
PointIN
: : PointOUT

Figure 5.3

:== PointIN -> PointOUT
=
OetXIN
|
SetXIN
Int
i
Rangez» (Int, Int)
=
GetXODT
Int
|
SetXOOT
Point
|
RangeXOOT (Point,Bool)

The point abstract object type.

Furthermore, we define for each abstract object operation f, two additional functions Tagf, and
Untagf,. Let f, = χ Τ,,... Т^—»Т. The function Tagf, creates the algebraic type alternative of PIN
that corresponds with f,. So we have Tagf, =T,,...T ln] -»PIN. The function Untagf, extracts the op
eration result that is the argument of the Роит constructor that corresponds with f,. So Un
tagf, = Роит—»T[x:=P]. Figure 5.4 gives the tagging and untagging functions of Point.
TagGetX
TagGetX

: : PointIN
= Oetxiu

TagSetX
TagSetX

: : Int -> PointIN
η = SetXIN η

TagRangeX
TagRangeX

:: (Int,Int) -> PointIN
η = ScaleXXN η

UntagGetX
UntagGetX

: : PointOUT -> Int
(GatXOUT η) = η

UntagSetX
UntagSetX

: : PointOUT -> Point
(SatXODT η) = η

UntagRangeX : : PointOUT -> (Point,Bool)
UntagRangeX (RangeXOUT η) = η
Figure 5.4

The tagging and untagging functions of the point example.
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The object definition function

The object definition function PDEF is the function that relates concrete implementations of type
PSIG χ with tagged inputs PIN and tagged outputs Pour. The type of the object definition function
is (PSIGX)-»PIN-»POUT (which is equivalent to the type (PSIG x)-»P). For each abstract object
operation the object definition function has a corresponding function alternative. Figure 5.5 gives
the PointDEF function. (In Clean, record patterns are given between *{', and '}'. Variable names
can be bound to the record value (like r=:{...}), or by giving the field name (like {state,...}).
Given a record reference r, its field χ can be selected by 'r.x'. Given a record reference r, its field
χ can be updated resulting in the new record {r & x=...}.)
PointDEF : : (PointsiG x) PointIN -> PointOUT
PointDEF x=:{state,ops} GetXIN
=
GetXOUT (ops.getX state)
PointDEF x=:{state,ops) (SetXIN n)
=
SatXOUT (PointDEF {x & state=ops.setX state n})
PointDEF x=:{state,ops} (RangeXiH n)
=
RangaXOUT (PointDEF {x & state=statel), b)
where
( s t a t e l . b ) = ops.rangeX s t a t e η
Figure 5.5

Step 3

The object definition function of the point example.

Abstract object introduction and abstract operations

In the previous step we have defined the object definition function. From this function we derive
abstract objects. They are created by parametrization of the object definition function with a con
crete implementation. This is done by an abstract object introduction function. Figure 5.6 gives
the definition of the abstract object introduction function for points.
PointlNTRO : : (PointSIG x) -> Point
PointlNTRO impl = PointDEF impl
Figure 5.6

The abstract object introduction function of the point example.

Finally we introduce for each abstract object operation f, a corresponding abstract operation F,
with Ei = £[x:=P]· Each abstract operation F, basically has the form F, pt 1 ...t„ | = Untagf,
(p (Tagf, ti.. .t„ )). Figure 5.7 gives the abstract operations on points.
GetX : : Point -> Int
GetX point = UntagGetX (point TagGetX)
SetX : : Point Int -> Point
SetX point η = UntagSetX (point (TagSetX n))
RangeX :: Point Real -> (Point, Bool)
RangeX point r = UntagRangeX (point (TagRangeX r))
Figure 5.7

The abstract operations on points.
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The abstract object introduction function and the abstract operations are functional sugar. They
can be defined entirely in terms of the object definition function. But this function presents some
problems. The first problem is that the relation between arguments and result is not clear from
the type of the object definition function. For instance, it cannot be determined from the type of
PointDEF that GetXlN will always result in (GetXouT n), for some integer n. Another problem is
that applications of PointDEF always need to untag the result of PointDEF, which results in a
clumsy programming style. Finally, the implementation of the object definition function cannot
be hidden by some an abstract data type mechanism, because one loses the information that ab
stract objects are functions. These problems are solved by the abstract operations and the abstract
object introduction function.
5.4.2 Procedural encapsulation hides unique data
We will now consider the effect of adding uniqueness information to abstract objects. The new
procedural encapsulation method is applied to well-formed signatures of type PSIG x. This signa
ture can be attributed with uniqueness information in three ways:
(1)

The object state χ is unique

(2)

Some operation arguments are unique

(3)

Some operation results are unique

Any combination of these assignments is permitted. The effect of a combination of these assign
ments on the encapsulation method is the accumulation of the effects of (1), (2), and (3) individ
ually. So we can study the effects of each assignment individually.
(1)

(2)

(3)

The well-attributed signature of an abstract object with a unique object state is *PsiG *x
which results in the fully attributed type *PSIG *X = *{state::*x, ops::Pops *x). The ab
stract type Ρ is also unique because it is the parametrization of a function of type PDEF
with the signature value of unique type *PsiG *x. Note that POPS is not unique, because it
contains function types only.
The signature type PSIG Χ is not changed if some of the arguments of the operations are
unique because uniqueness propagation stops at the function type constructor. Of the ele
mentary types derived in the first step of the encapsulation method, only the PIN type be
comes unique because of the uniqueness propagation rule. Therefore the type of the ab
stract object function PDEF is (PSIGX) *PIN-»POUT. SO the abstract object Ρ has type
*PIN—»POUT, but is not unique itself (again, the uniqueness propagation rule blocks at the
function type constructor).
The signature type PSIG Χ is not changed if some of the results of its operations are unique
because uniqueness propagation stops at the function type constructor. Of the elementary
types derived in the first step of the encapsulation method, now the Роит type becomes
unique because it depends on the Роит type. The type Роит is unique because it depends
on the result types of the operations. So the type of the abstract object function PDEF is
(PSIG X) PIN-»*POUT, and the abstract object Ρ has type PIN-»*POUT, but again, is not

unique itself.
From these cases we can conclude that assigning uniqueness attributes to an abstract object sig
nature yields the types we expect: the abstract data type Ρ is unique if and only if the concrete
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implementation is unique There are no restrictions on the uniqueness of the types of the opera
tions So the new procedural encapsulation method has the same uniqueness properties as the
data encapsulation method

5.5

Efficiency

In this section we compare the runtime efficiency of the programs that result from the two ab
straction methods The abstract objects we consider in the tests are complex numbers, given by
the abstract type С Its signature is given in Figure 5 8
CSIG

x

=

{

state
ops

COPS

Figure 5.8

Χ = { get
sq

x,
COPE

Χ

}

x -> ( ' R e a l , ' R e a l ) ,
x -> x
}

The abstract object signature of complex numbers

The abstract operation get retrieves the two Real components from a complex number as in the
interpretation m Section 5 1 The operation sq simply takes the square of itself Finally, the in
troduction function z 0 yields the zero complex number
As a standard measure, Figure 5 9a gives an implementation of complex numbers using
the standard Clean abstract data type mechanism to compare the runtime performances It uses a
strict tuple implementation, and the abstract operations Get and Sq are also strict (annotated in
the type with the ' · ' symbol) in their arguments In general, adding strictness information gives a
considerable increase in runtime performance (Nocker and Smetsers, 1990, 1993, Smetsers et
al, 1991, Nocker, 1993, 1994)
Figure 5 9b-c gives the resulting program using procedural and data encapsulation re
spectively For presentational reasons we have introduced the (un)tagging functions and the ob
ject definition function as local function definitions of the abstract operations and abstract object
introduction function respectively There are two further changes to the program codes
Firstly, the types CSIG and COPS have been replaced by algebraic types rather than record
types First tests showed that algebraic types were more efficient than record types The first
method using record types ran for 0 36 seconds, while the second method with records ran for
0 25 seconds So with algebraic types tests ran 116% and 120% faster
Secondly, we have annotated types and functions with strictness information If we
would not have done this, the comparison would very obviously give bad results for the encapsu
lation methods compared with the very efficient version of Figure 5 9a This is because the en
capsulation methods both generate lazy contexts where the strict tuple version generates strict
contexts To neutralize this effect, we have annotated the types and functions of the encapsultation methods m the corresponding places So the final measurements will be affected only by the
true overhead costs of both methods

(a) Implementation of complex numbers based on strict tuples:
::

С :== (¡Real, ¡Real)

z0
z0

: : Complex
= (0.0,0.0)

Get
Get

:: !C -> (¡Real,¡Real)
с =с

Sq
Sq

: : !C -> С
(cl,c2) = (cl*cl+c2*cl,cl*c2+c2*c2)

(b) Complex numbers with procedural encapsulation:
: :

CSIG

χ

::
: :
:
::

COPS
С
CIN
Соит

Χ =
:==
=
=

z0

:: С

z0

= CDEF

(CSIO

=

Csio

χ

(COPS X )

COPS ( X - > ( ¡ R e a l , ¡ R e a l ) ) ( x - > x )
CIN - > Соит
GetiN
| SqiN
Getour ! ( ! R e a l , ¡ R e a l )
j Sqour !C

(0.0,0.0)

(COPS g e t

sq) )

where

get :: !(¡Real,¡Real) -> (¡Real,¡Real)
get с = с
sq :: !(¡Real,¡Real) -> (¡Real,¡Real)
sq (cl,c2) = (Cl*cl+c2*cl,cl*c2+c2*c2)
::

CDEF

(CSIO С o p s = : (COPS g e t

=
CDEF
=

! (CSIG

Getour

C)

¡CIN

->

Соит

CDEF

(CSIO С o p s = : (COPS g e t
SqoDT

sq)

)

G e t IN

( g e t c)
(CDEF

(CSIO

(sq

sq) )
c)

SqiH

ops))

Get : : ¡С -> (¡Real, ¡Real)
Get с = Untagget (c Tagget)
where
Tagget
: : CIN
Tagget
= Getitj
U n t a g g e t : : ¡Соит -> ( ¡ R e a l , ¡Real)
U n t a g g e t (GetooT r) = r
Sq : : ¡С -> С
Sq с = Untagsq (c Tagsq)
where
Tagsq
: : CIN
Tagsq
= Sq™
Untagsq :: ¡Соит -> С
Untagsq (Sqour с) = с
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(с) Complex numbers with data encapsulation:
: :

CSIG

::
: :

COPS
С

E.x

=

Ceio

χ

(COPS X )

Χ =
COPS ( X - > ( ¡ R e a l , ¡ R e a l ) )
: == CSIG V o i d

z0 : : С
z 0 = Caio
where

(0.0,0.0)

(x - > x)

(Cope g e t s q ) )

get :: !(¡Real,¡Real) -> (¡Real,¡Real)
get с = с
sq :: !(¡Real,¡Real) -> (¡Real,¡Real)
sq (cl,c2) с = (cl*cl+c2*cl,cl*c2+c2*c2)
Get :: !C -> (¡Real,¡Real)
(CSIQ с ops= : (COPS get sq)

Get
Sq

::

Sq

(CSIQ

get

с

¡С -> С
С o p s = : (COPS g e t

Figure 5.9

sq) )

= Csio

(sq

c)

ops

The three implementations of complex numbers.

Figure 5.10 gives the test program which calculates Zioooo w ' t n z0=0, and ζΜ=ζ,2. We take zero
values because we are only interested in the overhead costs.
S t a r t = i t e r a t e 10000 z 0
where
i t e r a t e : : ¡ I n t !C - > ( ¡ R e a l , ¡ R e a l )
iterate i с
I
i == 0
= Get с
I
otherwise = iterate (i-1) (Sq c)
Figure 5.10

The test program.

The programs have been compiled using the Clean 1.0.2 distribution version on a Macintosh llfx.
For all applications stack checks and index checks were generated. Each generated application
has been supplied with sufficient heap space to prevent interfering garbage collections, and suf
ficient stack space to prevent stack overflow. Timings were obtained by setting the application
option 'Show Execution Time', and taking the average of ten runs.
heap
stack
time
Figure 5.11

strict tuples
710 Kb
75 b
0.15 s.

procedural encapsulation
1820 Kb
160 Kb
0.30 s.

data encapsulation
1185 Kb
160 Kb
0.21 s.

The test programs and evaluation times.

In terms of execution time, the abstract objects generated by the procedural encapsulation
method take 200% of the standard implementation, and objects generated by the data encapsula
tion method takes 140%. Both methods produce slower code, but this should be expected be
cause the standard implementation associates abstract operations with the abstract state at com
pile time, so it has no runtime overhead costs. The encapsulation methods generate data strac-
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tures in which the abstract operations are included, so there is heap consumption and heap
traversal necessary to locate the operations.
The latter reason also explains the differences m heap use In the first method, objects
consume 256% of the standard implemented objects, and of the second method objects use
167% The most dramatic difference between the encapsulation methods and the standard imple
mentation is their stack consumption The cause of this is largely determined by the fact that m
both cases the data structures put the computation of the new abstract state in a lazy context,
rather than a strict context Figure 5.12 gives the remedy to these cases.
(a) The new local definition of CDEF of Figure 5 9b.
CDEF
CDEF

··
' (CSIG c)
'CIN -> Соит
(CSIO С ops=-(Cops g e t
sq)

let'
in
where
CDEF (Ceie
let1
in
where

)

Get m

cl
Getoor c l
cl = get с
с ops=-(Cops g e t sq) ) Sqro
cl
SqoüT
(CDEF (Ceie c l ops) )
c l = sq с

(b) The new definition of Sq of Figure 5 9 a
Sq : · 'С -> С
Sq (Caie с o p s = · (Сом g e t sq) )
let' cl
in
Caie c l ops
where
c l = sq с

Figure 5.12

The two changes to the encapsulation methods

Figure 5.13 gives the new performances of the annotated programs.
heap
stack
time
Figure 5.13

procedural encapsulation
1580 Kb
150 b
0.28 s.

data encapsulation
950 Kb
150 b
0.20 s

The new performance figures after adding eager evaluation annotations.

The heap usage of the two programs has modestly decreased by 30% to 226% and 134% respec
tively, as well as the execution times to 187% and 133%, when compared with the standard im
plementation. However, the stack consumption has decreased dramatically'

5.6

Related work

This work was motivated from a practical need to create data structures that contain objects of
the same signature, but with arbitrary (and irrelevant) internal representations in the settings of a
functional programming language with a polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type system. We have
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shown one way to solve this problem by extending the type system with existential types. This
direction has been taken by Mitchell and Plotkin (1985; 1988) who assign existential types to
abstract data types. Other work in this direction is done by Pierce and Turner (1994) who explore
the use of existential types to formalize object-oriented concepts. Their approach has been inspiring to both encapsulation methods presented in this chapter. From a type theoretical angle,
Coquand and Paulin-Mohring (1988) have shown that existential types can be represented by inductively defined types. The relationship between their approach and the approach presented in
this chapter requires further investigation. It should be mentioned however that our method is
neither intended nor sufficiently general to be used as an 'implementation' of existential types in
a polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type system with algebraic types. As an example, the following
type does not fit into our procedural encapsulation method. This example is due to Sjaak
Smetsers, a similar definition was given by Läufer and Odersky (1994).
::
Ι

F Ε.γ α β
Fune (α -> β)
Comp (F Void α γ)

(F Void γ β)

This type expresses that 'a function' from α—»β is either a 'real function' from α-»β, or a com
position of 'a function' from α-»γ and 'a function' from γ-»β.

5.7

Conclusions

In this chapter two multiple implementation data abstraction methods have been presented. The
first method uses higher-order functions and currying to hide implementation details of data
structures and can be applied in any functional language with a polymorphic Milner-Mycroft
type system with algebraic data types. The second method requires an extended type system with
existential types. The abstract objects that are created can have different internal implementa
tions. In both methods abstract objects are first-class citizens. The abstraction method derives
properly typed abstract objects if uniqueness types are involved. The emphasis of the first
method is to demonstrate that in a functional language with a 'conventional' polymorphic
Milner/Mycroft type system with algebraic types it is in principle possible to implement a flexi
ble data abstraction. It gives a good account on the expressive power of functional programming
languages. The emphasis of the second method is on readability, and it gives a more straightfor
ward approach to data abstraction based on extending the type system.
Although the performance figures of abstract objects generated by the first method are
roughly twice as high as the standard Clean abstract types, they can be a good alternative in a
language with a type system without existential types. For efficiency reasons we included exis
tential types in the type system of Clean. The test cases show that existential types indeed im
prove with respect to execution time and heap space. The stack consumption is equally high.
Other reasons to incorporate existential types are that they have more expressive power, as the
example in Section 5.6 shows, and they are easier to use. Both methods are less efficient than the
standard Clean single implementation abstract type approach, but they are also more expressive.
Still, for efficiency reasons one should combine both approaches in the language. We have seen
that records are implemented less efficient than algebraic types. Further investigations are
needed to see if the abstraction methods can be improved by program transformation techniques
such as deforestation (Wadler, 1988), and partial evaluation of term graph rewriting programs
(Koopman, 1992).
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6
Object Structures

Objects in the object-oriented programming paradigm consist of a state and a number of methods Objects interact by calling methods The method of an object A, when applied, updates the state of A and
may reply to its caller Although the interaction between two objects is local, it has a global effect all objects that had A in scope before the interaction, now should have A with a changed state in scope In this
chapter we present a small framework in a pure, strongly typed, functional language in which we can define objects of arbitrary state and objects that consist of objects of arbitrary state The objects in these
structures can interact locally Because we work in a functional frame work, we need to define this local interaction between any two objects in an arbitrary object structure on a global level This meaning is defined by an interpretation function on the global object structure level We show that it is not possible to
define a well-typed interpretation function in a standard polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type system, but instead need to strengthen the type system with type classes and constructor classes The importance of
this class of structures is illustrated by two applications of the framework we obtain a model of composable, communicating, state based processes, and show how to build composable graphical user interfaces with local state
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6.1

Introduction

The effort of constructing software in a given programming language or programming system
can be eased greatly if the system has tools to construct software components in isolation and
compose these components afterwards to obtain new software components. Reasoning about the
behaviour of software components constructed in this way is enhanced if it can be defined in
such a system to what extent the internal state of a component is protected from external access.
The object-oriented programming paradigm is a successful exponent of this approach.
There are many object-oriented languages, such as Smalltalk (Goldberg and Robson,
1983; Goldberg, 1992), Eiffel (Meyer, 1992), and C++ (Stroustrup, 1991). The object-oriented
paradigm has been studied in functional languages as well. Some recent studies that also contain
many pointers to other research in this area are Abadi (1994), Bruce (1994), and Pierce and
Turner (1994). The main emphasis in these studies has been to unify the whole of the object-oriented paradigm, including concepts such as objects, classes, inheritance, and so on, within a
functional framework.
In this chapter, we concentrate on the construction of objects and compositions of objects
in the style of the object-oriented paradigm. We present a small, strongly typed framework in a
pure functional language in which we can define objects in isolation and compose objects from
objects. In our framework we study two kinds of objects: context-independent and context-dependent objects. Context-independent objects consist of a local state and one state transition
function. Context-dependent objects have a local state as well, but their state transition function
can also change a context of fixed type. In both cases this state transition function defines the
behaviour of that object. Composition in this framework is obtained by allowing objects to contain other objects in their local state. The resulting object structures can have arbitrary type, and
can be arbitrarily deeply nested. The behaviour of an object structure is defined with a special
interpretation function.
Objects in our object structures interact by applying the method of an arbitrary object that
is in their scope. The method of an object A, when applied, updates the state of A and may respond to its caller with an answer. The update of the state models a truly destructive update: to
all objects that had A in their scope before the interaction now have A in their scope with a
changed state. If we proceed in a similar way to define local interaction between any two objects
in an object structure in a functional style, we will not obtain the desired meaning. Due to the
functional semantics, the object interaction results in a new instance of A that is only in the
scope of the calling object. Consequently, if we want to model this in a pure functional framework, then a local interaction (changing the state of some object) has a global effect (all objects
now refer to the new object with the changed state). Basically we need to define an interpretation
function on the global level as a function from object structure to object structure.
The type system of the functional language in this account must be sufficiently flexible
not to restrict the types of the local state of objects, but also be sufficiently powerful to result in a
strongly typed system. In this chapter we show that the standard polymorphic Milner/Mycroft
type system (Milner, 1978; Mycroft, 1984), that forms the basis of the type systems of many
functional programming languages, is not powerful enough to define a well-typed interpretation
function. We show that to define the interpretation function of context-independent objects we
need to resort to type classes as in Haskell (Hudak et al., 1992), and in case of context-dependent
objects to constructor classes (Jones, 1993; 1995).
The functional language we use in this chapter is Clean (Brus et al., 1987; Nöcker et al.,
1991; Plasmeijer and van Eekclen, 1993). The type system of Clean is based on a polymorphic
Milner/Mycroft type system. Clean version 1.0 (Plasmeijer and van Eekelen, 1994) has been ex-
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tended with overloading based on type classes and constructor classes. One other extension of
Clean that we use in this chapter are records.
The layout of this chapter is as follows. In Section 6.2 we introduce our framework of objects and also show why it is not possible to define the interpretation functions in a polymorphic
Milner/Mycroft type system. Section 6.3 introduces type classes and constructor classes as incorporated in the type system of Clean. Given this type system we reconstruct the interpretation
functions. This is shown in Section 6.4. The object structures represent an important class of programming problems and can be applied in a wide range of areas. In Section 6.5 we give two applications of this framework. We develop a small framework of compositional state based processes, and a framework of compositional graphical user interface programs. We discuss related
work in Section 6.6, and present conclusions in Section 6.7. Finally, we give some leads to current and future work in Section 6.8.

6.2

A framework of objects

6.2.1 Context-independent objects
In our framework context-independent objects are structured pairs of a state value and a function
that, given this state value, computes a next state value of the same type. The polymorphic record
type:
: : Object s
=
{
state : : s,
change:: s -> s
}

defines the type of an object with a local state of type s and a state transition function of type
S—ÏS. Every value of type Object s is a context-independent object. (In Clean, type constructors
and type variables are denoted by character sequences starting with a capital and lowercase respectively. Type definitions start with the '::' symbol. Record types are between '{' and ' } ' and
consist of at least one field definition. A field definition consists of a field name, followed by a
type definition. Field definitions are separated by ','. The type of a function with arguments of
typea,,..^ and result type ais denoted by 'a,...a„->a'.)
Composition in our framework is obtained by the observation that, due to polymorphism,
the local state of an object can contain any type able expression. In particular it can be a value
that contains, or is, an object value. In this way we can compose arbitrarily deeply nested structures of objects of arbitrary local state type. Because values of type Object can contain nested
occurrences of objects we call such values object structures.
The meaning associated with an object value is that whenever the object 'needs to act',
its action depends on its local state and is defined by its state transition function. The operational
behaviour of an object structure is defined by an interpretation function interpret,
interp r e t , when applied to an object, applies the state transition function of the object to the local
state of the object, and then continues recursively with all object elements in the new local state
value. When applied to something else i n t e r p r e t simply yields its argument and terminates.
Figure 6.1 gives the recursive equations that define i n t e r p r e t . (In Clean variables are
character sequences starting in lowercase. Inside a record pattern, the expression 'y=x' binds the
variable χ to the value of the field named y. An update of this field in a record г with a new value
E is denoted by '{r & y=E}'. The expression 'x=:E' binds the variable χ to the value denoted by
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E.) Function alternatives are checked in textual order, and matched for patterns. So i n t e r 
p r e t e first alternative matches object values, and its second alternative matches all other argu
ments.
i n t e r p r e t obj=:{state=s,change=f} = {obj & s t a t e = s l }
where
s i = i n t e r p r e t (f s)
interpret χ = χ
Figure 6.1

The recursive equations of i n t e r p r e t .

Because we work in a strongly typed polymorphic Milner/Mycroft system, let's see if we can
derive the type of i n t e r p r e t . Consider the first alternative. From the argument pattern we de
rive that obj:: ( Object x). So we can assume interpret::(Object x)—>y for ν to be fixed during
type derivation. Because obj ::( Object x), we have that s::x, and/::*—)x. LelM=(fs). Then M::x.
The application interpret::((Objectx)-*y)
M::x has a type conflict, because there is no uni
fier for the type terms (Object x) and *.
The type conflict is due to the fact that the argument type of i n t e r p r e t is limited to
object values. We can modify the scheme by tagging the alternatives that constitute an object
structure. The type constructor Object is an algebraic data type. Its alternatives define that it is
either an object (Obj) or something else (Else). (In Clean alternative constructors of algebraic
data types are separated by T. By convention of presentation we print alternative constructors in
boldface.)
::

|

Object s
Obj
(Object s)
Elee s

interpret
interpret

((Object s)->(Object

s))

(Obj s f) = Obj
( i n t e r p r e t (f s ) ) f
(Else χ ) = Else χ

We can now derive that i n t e r p r e t has type (Object x)—^(Object x), but unfortunately this type
restricts all leaf states to be of the same type x. There is no escape from this problem in
Milner/Mycroft. In Section 6.4 we show that to assign a type to i n t e r p r e t , and use the origi
nal definition of Object, we need to resort to type classes.
6.2.2 Context-dependent objects
In our framework context-dependent objects have a local state of polymorphic type s and a state
transition function that not only changes the local state value but also a global context value of
polymorphic type с that is fixed for all objects. So the type of this transition function is
(s,c)—>(s,c). Let the type of such kind of object structures be the record type:
: : CObject s с
=
{
state : : s,
change:: (s,с) -> (s,с)

>

Every value of type (CObject s с) is a context-dependent object. If the local state of an object of
type (CObject s с) contains an object structure of type (CObject t c) then this is a legal composi
tion of context-dependent object structures.
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The interpretation function for context-dependent object structures is ein terpre t.
Analogous to i n t e r p r e t , c i n t e r p r e t when applied to the pair of an object structure of type
(CObject s с) and a context value of type c, applies the state transition of the object to the pair of
its local state and context value, and then continues recursively with all object structures in the
pair formed by the new local state and context value, c i n t e r p r e t , when applied to something
else, leaves its argument unchanged and terminates. Figure 6.2 gives the recursive equations that
define c i n t e r p r e t .
cinterpret (obj=:{state=s,change=f),c) = ({obj & state=sl},cl)
where
(sl,cl) = cinterpret (f (s,c))
cinterpret χ = χ
Figure 6.2

The recursive equations of c i n t e r p r e t .

As with i n t e r p r e t we cannot assign a type to c i n t e r p r e t in a polymorphic
Milner/Mycroft type system. In Section 6.4 we show that it is also not possible to assign a type
in a system extended with type classes. The additional typing power we need is obtained by con
structor classes. But first we introduce type classes and constructor classes of the Clean type
system in the next section.

6.3

Type and constructor classes in Clean

In this section we introduce the type and constructor classes of Clean 1.0 (Plasmeijer and van
Eekelen, 1995). Type classes have been introduced in Haskell (Hudak et al., 1992). Constructor
classes introduced in Gofer (Jones, 1993; 1995), are a generalisation of type classes. Clean's type
classes and constructor classes do not differ essentially from those of Haskell and Gofer. In con
trast with Gofer, overloaded type and function definitions can be defined, applied, exported and
imported in the module systems of Clean and Haskell in the same way as other language con
structs can. This allows a programmer in the course of software development to add new in
stances to existing overloaded schemes. Below we give some examples of overloading in Clean.
In Clean 1.0 type classes identify collections of overloaded functions. Consider for in
stance the class Eq consisting of two overloaded, infix, operators == and <.
class Eq χ
where (==) infix 2 : : χ χ -> Bool
(<) infix 2 : : χ X -> Bool

A class declaration specifies a (number of) type scheme(s). The type variable after the class
name specifies in which positions the function types are overloaded. Defining an instance of an
overloaded function is done by uniform substitution of this type variable with a flat type defini
tion. A type definition is flat if it is of the form Τ ai...a„ with Τ a type constructor of arity n, a¡ a
type variable, and a^aj for i*j. Synonym types are not legal type instances. The type variables in
the substitution type are taken disjoint from the type variables in the type scheme. So given the
singleton class declaration class g χ :: (x,y) x—>(x,y) taking the instance (x,y) does not result in
the type ((x,y),y) (x,y) —> ((x,y),y) but in the type ((v,w),y) (v,w) —> (v,w). This is important when
we try to solve the local state problem in the next section. Observe that the result type of taking
an instance is always a legal type.
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Besides flat type instances, one can also define a generic instance. A generic instance has
the same type as the type scheme of the overloaded function definition. So the concrete generic
function has a polymorphic type. For instance, for the class Eq generic instances can be defined
as:
instance Eq
where (==) infix
(==)
=
(<) infix
(<)
=

2 : : χ χ -> Bool
False
2 : : χ χ -> Bool
False

Function definitions that use overloaded functions become overloaded themselves only if the
Clean system is not able to infer a restricted context of application of such a function. Consider
the following two functions:
eqnultuple
eqtuple

(a,b)
(a,b)

= a==0 && b==0
( c , d ) = a==c Ь& b==d

Although e q n u l t u p l e uses the overloaded == it can be inferred that an Integer instance is
used due to the constant 0. So we obtain the derived type (Int, Int) —» Bool. However, this cannot
be inferred in case of e q t u p l e . In its type definition one needs to add the type classes of the
overloaded functions, hence the type is (x,y) (x,y) —» Bool I Eq χ & Eq y.
Using type classes one specifies polymorphic type schemes of functions in which the
type variables can be instantiated with different types. Constructor classes take a further step in
this direction. The type scheme in a constructor class system allows type variables on type con
structor positions. This permits a programmer to define function and type schemes that offers a
restricted form of polymorphism in their type constructors.
Defining an instance of a function overloaded in a constructor position is also done by
uniform substitution of this type variable with a partial flat type. A type definition is partial flat
if it is a flat type of the form Τ a¡.. .a^ with Τ a type constructor of arity η and 0<k<n. After sub
stitution the resulting type must be a legal polymorphic type definition. Note that in contrast with
type classes this is not always the case.
An illustration of constructor classes is the ubiquitous map example below. Given a
function f::a —>b, map applies ƒ to all elements of some object of type с of a in order to obtain
an object of type с of b. The example defines overloaded instances of/for lists and trees.
class map с : : (a->b) (c a) -> с b
::
::

List χ =
|
Tree χ =
|

Cons χ (List x)
Nil
Node (Tree x) (Tree x)
Leaf χ

instance map List
map f (Cons χ xs) = Cone (f x) (map f xs)
map _ Nil
= Nil
instance map Tree
map f (Node 1 r) = Node (map f 1) (map f r)
map f (Leaf x)
= Leaf (f x)

In the next section there are more examples of the use of constructor classes. For a wide range of
examples see Jones (1993,1995).
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The type of the interpretation functions

In this section we reconstruct the interpretation functions i n t e r p r e t and с i n t e r p r e t intro
duced in Section 6.2. We start with i n t e r p r e t . First we introduce its class Obj .
class Obj χ
where
interpret : : χ -> χ

From Figure 6.1 we can derive that the type instances for which i n t e r p r e t should be over
loaded are (Object s) and 'something else'. So we need to define one instance of i n t e r p r e t
for (Object s), and one instance for 'something else'. In case of an (Object s) argument, i n t e r 
p r e t should be applied recursively to the s t a t e component of type * of its argument. There
fore the (Object s) instance needs to be restricted to the type class of i n t e r p r e t , Obj. When
i n t e r p r e t is applied to 'something else', it is simply the identity function. This is the generic
instance of Obj. The straightforward definition of i n t e r p r e t then becomes:
instance Obj (Object s)
| Obj s
where
interpret : : (Object s) -> Object s | Obj s
interpret obj=:{state=s,change=f} = {obj & state=sl)
where
si = interpret (f s)
instance Obj
where
interpret : : χ -> χ
interpret χ = χ

Observe the similarity between this definition of the instances of i n t e r p r e t with the recursive
equations given in Figure 6.1.
Before we continue with context-dependent objects, we add a small refinement to object
structures. Due to the restriction of the local state type constructor to be of class Obj the type
system enforces the local state of an object structure to be another object structure. Consequent
ly, an object is either an Object value which local state is an object, or 'something else'. Of
course the local state should also be used to store additional local information of the object. For
this purpose we introduce two type constructor combinatore:
::
::

List
Pair

s
= List
s t = Pair

[s]
s t

List combines an arbitrary number of objects of the same type and Pair combines two objects of
different type. Finally, we collect these type instances and definitions into one definition module,
given in Figure 6.3.
d e f i n i t i o n module
: :
: :

objects

Pair
s t = Pair s t
List
s
= List
[s]
Object s
= {
state
change

instance Obj (Pair

s t)

s,
s -> s }
| Obj s & Obj t
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s)
instance Obj (List
instance Obj (Object s)
instance Obj
Figure 6.3

| Obj s
| Obj s

The framework of context-independent objects.

We will now reconstruct c i n t e r p r e t , the interpretation function for context-dependent ob
jects. As a first attempt we simply follow the scheme we used for i n t e r p r e t : first we define
its type class, and define one instance of c i n t e r p r e t for (CObject s с) and one generic in
stance for 'something else' values. If we instantiate χ with (CObject s с) then, as explained in
Section 6.3, the substitution mechanism introduces a fresh variable name for с So the type in
stances of c i n t e r p r e t we end up with are:
class CObj χ
where
cinterpret :: (x,c) -> (x,c)
instance CObj (CObject s с)
where
cinterpret : : (CObject s d, c) -> (CObject s d, c)
instance CObj
where
cinterpret :: (x,c) -> (x,c)

These type instances violate the desired property of legal compositions of context-dependent ob
jects that the context of the composite structure is of the same type as the context we started
with. In the type class system we cannot enforce type equality between the с type variable of the
scheme and the с type variable of a type instance. However, this can be done if we use construc
tor classes and the following alternative type scheme of c i n t e r p r e t :
class CObj χ
where
cinterpret :: (x c,c) -> (x c,c)

This scheme expresses that c i n t e r p r e t must be applied to a type constructor χ that depends
on the type variable с The corresponding new definition of CObject is CObject s с = {state::s c,
change::(s c,c)—>(s c,c)j. If we substitute the partial type (CObject s) for χ in the type scheme
then we obtain the required type (CObject s с). Although it is legal to substitute the type con
structor List for χ this results in the type (List c). This type is inappropriate because it means that
the type of the list elements of an object equal the type of the context. The definition of List (and
analogously Pair) can be changed as follows to undo this:
List
Pair

s
с = List
s t с = Pair

[s c]
(s c) (t c)

So now we can instantiate χ with (CObject s), (List s), and (Pair s t). We also add the constructor
class restrictions and obtain the following instance definitions of c i n t e r p r e t .
instance CObj (CObject s)
| CObj s
where
cinterpret : : (CObject s с, с) -> (CObject s с, с) | CObj s
cinterpret (obj=:{state=s,change=f},с) = ({obj & state=sl},cl)
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The type of the interpretation functions
where
(sl,cl) = cinterpret (f (s,c))
instance CObj
where
cinterpret : : (x с, c) -> (x с, c)
cinterpret χ = χ

Again, observe the similarity between this definition of the instances of c i n t e r p r e t with the
recursive equations of Figure 6.2. Figure 6.4 gives the collection of the definitions of context-de
pendent object structures.
definition module cobjects
Pair
s t с = Pair ( s e ) (te)
List
s
с = List [s с]
CObject s
с = {
state :: s с,
change:: (s с,с) -> (s с,с) )
instance
instance
instance
instance
Figure 6.4

6.5

CObj (Pair
s t)
CObj (List
s)
CObj (CObject s)
CObj

CObj s & CObj t
CObj s
CObj s

The framework of context-dependent objects.

Applications of the framework

In this section we discuss two applications of the object framework. In the first example we
show how to construct a framework of communicating, compositional processes, and in the sec
ond example we show how to construct graphical user interface programs. The examples are in
spired by earlier work on the development of a concept of interactive process (Chapter 2, and
Achten et al., 1993; Achten and Plasmeijer, 1993) and their composition in a functional frame
work (Chapter 3). In this section we will consider simplified versions of these systems.
6.5.1 Building process structures communicating by data sharing
In this section we consider how to obtain a small framework of compositional, state based pro
cesses. A process is basically a context-independent object: it is a structured pair of a local state
and a state transition function. The semantics of a process is the subsequent application of the
interpretation function i n t e r p r e t . We do not consider termination (processes evaluate in
finitely) nor are we specific about the state transition function. Instead we concentrate on the
composition of processes and inter-process communication based on shared global state.
Defining simplified processes as context-independent objects, we can apply the scheme
developed in Section 6.4 and obtain a framework of composable processes. We define a new
module p r o c e s s e s that imports the module obj e c t s (Figure 6.3), and add the synonym type
definition Process s :== Objects. The process structures that can be defined now are completely
equivalent with context-independent object structures.
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definition module processes
import objects
::

Process s :== Object s

Processes need to communicate. One inter-process communication primitive is data sharing
(Chapter 3). Communication by data sharing is based on the fact that processes are state transition systems. In essence, an arbitrary number of processes P, can communicate by data sharing if
their states s, are of the form s,=(l, ,s). So the states have a common substructure s and state transition functions of type $-«,. Such a set of processes form a process group. In our framework
we can identify such processes as context-dependent objects. The type:
: : Group s share
=
{
share
: : share,
processes : : [s share]
}

defines a process group as a structured pair of a shared value of type share and a list of s structures that depend on share. For Í we intend to substitute process types. It appears that there are
three sorts of process types that make sense to be substituted for s:
(1)

Substitution with the type Process gives a process of type (Object share). This process
depends exclusively on the shared state.

(2)

Substitution with the type (CProcess I) (with CProcess local share :== CObject local
share) gives a process of type (CObject I share). This process has a local and shared state.

(3)

Substitution with the type (SProcess I) (with SProcess local share :== Object local) gives
a process of type (Object I). This process has a local state but ignores the shared state.

The fourth logical process that has neither a local nor a shared state is not considered to be a process because it has no state at all.
If we add the collection of new process definitions to the module p r o c e s s e s defined
above we obtain the following framework of composable processes. Observe that because synonym types are not legal type instances, the type SProcess has been defined as an algebraic type.
The type instance Object is imported from obj e c t s . The other type instances and Pair and List
are imported from cobj e c t s .
definition module processes
from objects import Object, Obj, interpret
from cobjects import CObject,CObj,cinterpret,Pair,List
::
::
::
::

Process
s
CProcess 1 s
SProcess I s
Group s share

:==
:==
=
=

Object s
CObject 1 s
SObject (Object 1)
{
share
: : share,
processes : : [s share]

instance Obj (Group s share)

| Obj s

}
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Figure 6.5
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| Obj

s

A framework of compositional processes including data sharing.

6.5.2 Building graphical user interfaces
One way to look at the construction of functional programs with graphical user interfaces is to
regard them as state transition systems. This point of view has been explored extensively in the
Clean event I/O project (Chapter 2, and Achten et al., 1993; Achten and Plasmeijer, 1993). In
this system it seemed to be difficult to define local state. In this section we show how we can
apply the object framework to solve this issue.
Figure 6.6 gives a simplified version of the event I/O system. In this version we ignore
the issue of how a program provides visual feedback to the user. The simplified system consists
of a tagged set of state transition functions that change the same state of polymorphic type s. The
tagged functions are values of type GUI s. A value of this type defines that a graphical user inter
face element is either a button element with a name and a state transition function that defines its
meaning, or a text field with a function that defines its content, or a window that contains further
graphical user interface elements. Composition of GUI objects occurs by allowing the state of a
GUI object to contain other GUI objects. So we must enforce composite GUI objects to change
the same state s. So GUI composition is context-dependent object composition. For this purpose
we introduce the disguised CObject type CGUI s с.
A graphical user interface program is a graphical user interface structure which is some
type constructor gui depending on some state s. A program is evaluated by the function d o P r o gram. This function basically repeatedly applies the interpretation function с i n t e r p r e t to its
argument. Again, we do not consider termination. The class restriction of doProgram defines
the type instances that we allow, and therefore the graphical user interface object structures.
These are the type instances Pair, List, and the generic instance of the constructor class CObj
(imported from c o b j e c t s ) , and the type instances GUI and CGUIs.
definition module guis
from cobjects import CObj, Pair, List
::
=

CGUI s с
{
guistate:: s с,
guidef : : GUI (s с,с)
}
: : GUI s
=
Button String (s->s)
|
Text
(s->String)
|
Window [GUI s]
instance CObj GUI
instance CObj (CGUI s) | CObj s

doProgram : : (gui state) -> gui state | CObj gui
Figure 6.6

A compositional graphical user interface system.
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Figure 6.7 presents an example of a graphical user interface program that is a compositional in
crement-decrement counter with reset button. The function c o u n t e r is a composite control,
consisting of a text field displaying the current integer local state, and two buttons, labelled '+'
and '-' that increment and decrement the counter value respectively when selected. The local
state of the counter is the current integer value. It should be observed that the local state can be
of type Integer because of the generic instance of the constructor class CObj. The function r e 
s e t has in its local state the counter, and adds a button, labelled 'reset'. When selected, the reset
button sets the local counter state back to zero.
module counter
import guis, StdString, Stdlnt
Start

= doProgram reset

counter = { guistate = 0,
guidef
= Window [ Text
display.
Button "+" (set 1),
Button "-" (set (-1)] )
where
set dx (count,с) = (count+dx,c)
display (count,c) = toString count
reset

= { guistate = counter,
guidef
= Button "reset" reset }

where
reset (counter,c)= ((counterL·guistate=0},c)

Figure 6.7

6.6

A compositional counter with reset button.

Related work

As we stated in the introduction, a lot of research has been conducted on object-oriented pro
gramming in functional languages, we mentioned the studies by Abadi (1994), Bruce (1994), and
Pierce and Turner (1994). In this chapter we have concentrated on the issue of constructing ob
jects and compositions of objects from objects. In the other studies objects exist on a global level
only, and they are not concerned with object compositions.
Our approach of defining objects has been inspired by the work of Pierce and Turner
(1994). In their scheme, objects are given essentially by the same record structure as our Object
type, but the state is hidden using existential types. Expressed in Clean, their Object type is:
::
=

Object E.s
{
state : : s,
change:: s -> s

)

(In Clean all type variables of a type constructor must be introduced on its left-hand-side defini
tion. Prefixing a type variable with Έ . ' indicates existential quantification.) With this type of
Object one can define recursive data structures that contain objects each having a different type
of the state field. Take for example [{state=3, change-l], [state-True, change-l]] (with I χ =
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χ) which is a list of objects and has type [Object Void]. (In a type instance the special type con
structor Void must be substituted for existentially quantified type arguments.)
Defining objects in this way, and object composition as in our framework simplifies the
task of typing i n t e r p r e t and с i n t e r p r e t . We have i n t e r p r e t : : (Object Void) —> (Object
Void) and cinterpret::(0fc/ecf Void с, c) —> (Object Void с, c). But in this framework parent
objects no longer have access to the state of their child objects. To solve this problem nested ob
jects can allow access only via the change function. Consequently, objects are no longer of simi
lar structure. Overloading can help to introduce new objects, but the problem remains that it is
not possible to define an interpretation function that can be overloaded for all cases without recompilation.

6.7

Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented a functional, type-safe framework of compositional state based
objects. The concept of state transition systems is general and can be applied in many ways. The
framework demonstrates that state transition systems can be composed flexibly and uniformly. It
should be observed that the composite structures that are defined in the framework do not require
the additional overloading typing power of type classes and constructor classes. The additional
typing power is necessary only to construct the interpretation functions. These interpretation
functions define the operational semantics of composite object structures. In a well designed sys
tem they are not in scope of the programmer. We think that this account gives an interesting and
useful application of the use of type and constructor classes in functional programming.

6.8

Current and future work

Currently we are evaluating in what way the framework as defined in this chapter can be incor
porated in the Clean event I/O system and enhance its design. We have paid attention in Section
6.5 to how we can build process structures in this framework. In the same way we can incorpo
rate the framework to build graphical user interface structures. The resulting system will remedy
the main flaws of the simple, basic event I/O system which also have been observed by Noble
and Runciman (1994).
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7
Conclusions

This chapter concludes the PhD Thesis We give a brief summary of the mam results of the chapters 2
upto 6, and then discuss a number of interesting aspects of this research We highlight the role of the
type system and the benefits of having worked in a graph rewnting language We discuss the universality
of the world-as-value paradigm with respect to evaluation strategies, the use of interactive processes as
modular building blocks, consider some portability issues, and briefly consider efficiency aspects. Finally,
we give some leads to future work
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7.1

Summary

Chapter 2 lays the foundations of the research project, and presents the basic concepts and ideas.
First of all, we discuss how in a graph rewriting language one can add special basic values, environments, that are encodings of real-world resources such as files, file systems, screens, and so
on. Functions are defined that relate these values with each other. Finally, for each environment
type, a number of primitive functions are given that represent the operations available to programmers. Local order of evaluation is obtained by data dependency. The uniqueness type system guarantees that updateable environment values uniquely represent unique resources. In this
chapter we introduce two classes of I/O, namely file I/O and graphical user interface I/O. File
I/O (and teletype I/O) can be incorporated in the language as a special case of the world-as-value
paradigm. Graphical user interfaces are programmed as specifications of responses of a program
in the context of some state of the program and abstract specification of the event. The corresponding semantics is that of a state transition system. This semantics can be given straightforwardly by a simple set of functions.
We can regard state transition systems as specifications of processes. An important consequence of this point of view is that we can separate the state of a process from its behaviour.
The state of a process is just another, complex, data structure. This opens the possibility to store
arbitrary processes in, say, lists. However, here we get into conflict with the polymorphic type
system which demands that all elements of a list need to have the same type. In Chapter 5 we
show how we can define data structures that contain objects of arbitrary type, but still have the
same type. This discussion is based on currying and the use of higher-order functions. As one
can imagine this solution is inefficient. It is shown that a more efficient solution is obtained by
extending the type system of the language with existential types.
Based on the idea that processes are completely represented by data structures that can be
assembled in recursive data structures, Chapter 3 shows how we can extend the functional framework to obtain interactive applications that consist of arbitrary many processes. The framework
employs a round-robin scheme to compute the state transitions of the processes. We introduce
two classes of inter-process communication, namely data sharing and message passing. Data
sharing corresponds roughly with processes that communicate by means of some global data
structure. The difference is that access to the shared data structure is atomic. We show how we
can define both asynchronous as well as synchronous message passing directly in the model. We
do not need to extend the model with a concept of channels, but rather can view messages as abstract events. Analogous to graphical user interface elements, messages are dealt with by a new
kind of state transition function, collected in receivers. Message passing is polymorphic and
type-safe. Receivers can be created and disposed of dynamically by processes.
The framework given in Chapter 3 gives a model of interactive processes that communicate by the file system, data sharing, and message passing. However, it is essentially a sequential
system. In Chapter 4 we show how we can obtain, by a local modification of the model, a sequential system that can be evaluated in parallel. In the model of Chapter 3, the global character
of the file system is modelled by data sharing. Data sharing introduces data dependency, which
in its tum introduces sequentialization. We show that by introducing one special persistent process which manages the file system, and that is globally known to all processes, we can remove
this level of data dependency. The new model is ofcourse still sequential. However, because we
do not have data dependency, we can in principle compute the state transitions of the processes
in parallel. This is an analogous situation as parallelization of the well-known map function.
The final contribution of Chapter 6 is to show that state transition systems can be extended orthogonally and compositionally with local state. Compositions of state transition systems
are in fact obtained straightforwardly, but it is shown that in a polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type
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system we can not construct well-typed general interpretation functions of these structures. We
show that one needs to include type constructor classes in the type system of the language to
construct well-typed interpretation functions. The scope of this issue is wider than that related to
our specific approach of defining interactive programs. The problem is related with the construction of objects in the object-oriented paradigm.

7.2

The role of the type system

Clean is a strongly typed language. Types are invaluable as they provide a means for partial program correctness that can be determined statically. In the type systems of most functional languages complex data structures can be built easily, using algebraic types and the type constructors for lists, tuples, and functions and given suitable names, using synonym types. Types are a
concise way of specifying the interface of functions, stating the types of the arguments and the
results.
In Clean the type system has also been used to define functions and data types that influence the way they will be evaluated. These are partially strict data types (Nöcker and Smetsers,
1990; 1993) and strictness annotations for function types. This information is used in the strictness analysis phase of the compiler (Nöcker, 1993; 1994) to derive strictness and generate efficient code (Smetsers et al., 1991).
The uniqueness type system has in the same style been added to the type system of
Clean. In the uniqueness type system one can annotate uniqueness properties to types. The reference count analysis phase of the compiler derives the proper uniqueness information and checks
whether the applications are correct with respect to uniqueness.
Working in a strongly typed system has the advantage that programs that are accepted by
the compiler 'can't go wrong'. However, in this thesis we have encountered many examples of
programs that did not belong to the class of typeable programs in the Milner/Mycroft type system, but also don't go wrong (see chapters 3, 5, and 6). It is interesting to observe that these typing problems occur in cases where programming flexibility is required, leading to polymorphic
data structures that are interpreted by predefined general functions.

7.3

The role of graph rewriting

The research project has been based on a functional language with a term graph rewriting semantics. This has been profitable in many aspects. One obvious benefit was that the uniqueness type
system, as a concept, is intuitive and clear when thinking of functions as graph rewrite rules and
computational expressions as graphs. Sharing is an explicit notion in graph rewriting and is one
of the reasons why the implementation of the I/O system can efficiently avoid copying large
graph structures, such as the I O S t a t e environment or program states, and instead rely on
copying references.
Another benefit shows up when considering message passing between interactive processes (Section 3.5). Message passing is polymorphic, so messages can be values of arbitrary
type. In a lazy language they can in particular be function applications or infinite data structures.
The two forms of message passing that have been introduced, synchronous and asynchronous
message passing, do not evaluate the message argument which is sent unevaluated to the receiving process. So the act of passing a message is eager, but the messages themselves are sent
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lazily. In Clean the notion of lazy copying has been introduced to describe communication without duplication of work (van Eekelen et al., 1991; Barendsen and Smetsers, 1992; see also
Smetsers, 1993). This notion is meaningful in both a sequential as a parallel context. Therefore it
is possible to give a clear semantics to message passing of lazy messages in Clean that holds for
both the interleaved system of Chapter 3 and the concurrent system of Chapter 4. It is interesting
to contrast this with the discussion in Turner (1990), - pp. 210-212 - were a number of arguments are given to introduce only synchronous, hyper-strict message passing in the KAOS system.

7.4

The world-as-value paradigm

We have seen how values in the world-as-value paradigm represent states of independent realworld resources, and functions represent actions on these resources. These functions are hyperstrict in environment arguments. The uniqueness type system has been applied to specify explicitly which values uniquely represent the unique state of the encoded resource. It should be observed that, although we have focussed in this thesis on lazy languages, the world-as-value
paradigm can be applied universally to functional languages with arbitrary reduction strategies.
The only proviso is that the reduction strategy obeys the hyper-strict evaluation of environment
arguments.
The world-as-value paradigm incorporates I/O in a lazy language. Because of the unique
relationship between values and real-world resources an efficient side-effecting implementation
can be made. This seems to contradict an assertion made by Hughes (1990, pp. 26) that lazy
evaluation and side-effects can not coexist. He argues that because lazy languages do not give
the programmer control over the order of evaluation, reasoning about the meaning of a program
that relies on side-effects is effectively too complex. He concludes that relying on side-effects
and lazy evaluation destroys the modularity of lazy programming techniques. The world-asvalue paradigm does not contradict this assertion because it is only the implementation that is
side-effecting, triggered by the lazy evaluation of operations on abstract values that represent
real-world resources. The only order of evaluation a programmer can sensibly indicate is given
by data dependency.

7.5

Processes as building blocks

In this thesis we have considered state transition systems as operational specifications of interactive processes. This point of view is useful because it allows a programmer to split a large programming task into interactive chunks of program code that can lateron be glued together to
form the complete program. If this is bound to be succesful then one must be able to reason
about individual processes. Their properties should be retained after composition, and furthermore the properties of compositions of processes should be derivable from the processes the
composition is constructed.
Single processes are state transition systems. The process state is a composite structure
consisting of a local, private state, a public, shared state, and the i O S t a t e environment needed
for graphical user I/O and file I/O (so we discuss processes of the concurrent event I/O system,
but file system operations in the interleaved event I/O system follows the discussion on data
sharing). It should be observed that access to the private state and graphical user interface ele-
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ments is always local to interactive processes: it is not possible for processes to directly access
the local state or the graphical user interface elements of another process. For these components
we can safely assume sequential, atomic behaviour of the process.
In general, when defining an interactive process (program) that uses resources that are
available to other programs as well, such as the file system or files, one has to be aware of interference of other processes. In the concurrent event I/O system we can include these processes
simply as part of the world. This implies that we can reason about the meaning of a program
with respect to its context. The semantics of other solutions for I/O in functional languages rely
on an external partner (usually the Operating System) whose behaviour we need to understand to
reason about the meaning of a program. In our framework we can cover these cases within the
framework itself.

7.6

Portable interactive programs

Portability is an important feature of a programming language that contributes to its acceptance
in the programming community. A programming language is portable if the meaning of a program is independent of the actual platform it is running on. For a language with a standard library this means that the libraries have to be present on all systems for which a port is provided
while retaining the semantics of the language. When dealing with graphical user interfaces one
specific aspect of portability shows up, namely that a program should not only retain its semantics, it should run as if it were a native application on that platform with respect to look-and-feel.
So, an interactive program when compiled on a Macintosh platform, should behave as a Macintosh application, while when compiled on a X Window system, it should obey the rules of the
local window manager.
In this thesis we have tried to design the graphical user interface library in such a way
that it is not biased towards any windowing platform. This is reflected in the fact that graphical
user interface elements are programmed as abstract categories of concrete graphical user interface elements such as menus, windows, dialogues, and so on. Other functional approaches for
graphical user interface applications, such as FUDGETS (Carlsson and Hallgren, 1993), gadgets
(Noble and Runciman, 1995), Haggis (Finne and Peyton Jones, 1995), can be characterized as
widget level approaches. The latter systems have all been designed for X Window systems, and
the question is open if they can be ported to other mainstream graphical user interface systems
such as Macintosh, OS/2, and MS-Windows retaining look-and-feel.

7.7

Efficiency

In Section 1.8 we stated that although efficiency was an important design issue when implementing the Clean event I/O system, we have not investigated its efficiency in a structured way. In
this section we derive the overhead cost of the Clean event I/O system. We first determine a general, absolute, optimal performance figure, and compare this with the pure overhead cost of the
implementation. The two programs that we use for this purpose measure the Macintosh implementation. They have been compiled on a Macintosh Quadra 950, with the following options:
stack and index checks on, 1Mb heap, 100Kb stack size and 100Kb extra memory. Garbage collection times have been subtracted from the overall execution time.
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We first determine a general, absolute, optimal performance figure. The two basic tasks
of the Clean event I/O system are (a) to retrieve low-level events from the event stream environment, and (b) for each event interpret all interactive processes and evaluate candidate abstract
event handlers. The optimal performance can be reached if one assumes that task (b) takes zero
time. So the optimal performance figure can be determined by measuring a program that only retrieves low-level events. This is the benchmark minimumcost (Figure 7.1). Low-level events
are retrieved by means of the Macintosh system call EventsWaitEvent. The function loop
repeatedly applies this system call until its counter value reaches some constant value Bound
(10,000 in this program). The measured performance of minimumcost is approximately 1400
system calls per second (tests resulted in an average of 1366). This figure is absolute and optimal
in the sense that it gives an upper bound on the number of abstract event handler calls per second.
module minimumcost
import S t d l n t , StdClass, event
Bound :== 10000
Start : : Int
S t a r t = loop 0 EmptyEvents NewToolbox
loop
loop
I
|
where

: : ! I n t !»EVENTS ¡Toolbox -> Int
count es t b
count>=Bound = count
otherwise
= loop (count+1) e s l t b l
(_,esl,tbl)
= EventsWaitEvent 0 0 es tb

Figure 7.1

The optimal benchmark minimumcos t .

We now determine the pure overhead cost of the Clean event I/O implementation. As stated
above, the system is a recursive loop handling tasks (a) and (b). The pure overhead cost is determined by measuring how many iterations of (a) and (b) per second the system can handle
given one interactive process, without evaluating abstract event handlers. In other words, the
pure overhead cost assumes that evaluation of abstract event handlers takes zero time. This is
achieved by a small change in the central event loop code of the library function OpenlO. We
replace its termination condition by letting it evaluate Bound times (again 10,000) the event
loop. Although the only interactive process is empty, the implementation checks the event for all
abstract devices. So the pure overhead cost figure is representative in case of non-empty interactive processes. The measured pure overhead cost is approximately 600 abstract event handler
calls per second (test average was 596).
The Clean event I/O system is an interpreter that provides programmers with high-level
interactive processes as described in Chapter 3. Its pure overhead cost is 43% of the optimal performance figure. However, it is our observation that in general interactive processes are either
foreground processes, consisting of windows, menus and occasionally timers, or background
processes, consisting of timers and receivers only. Most interactive programs consist of atleast
one foreground process. In any case, programmers need to include low-level event handling code
for atleast window and menu handling in their programs. So the performance of specialized programs is neither optimal. The burden of writing error prone low-level event handling code is already taken care of correctly in the Clean event I/O system.
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Future work

The work presented in Chapter 2 strongly corresponds with the 0.8 distribution version of the
Clean I/O libraries. The other chapters are part of later experimental versions. At this moment,
most of the material of Chapter 3 and 5 has been incorporated in the current 1.0 Clean event I/O
version. We are considering to merge synchronous message passing (Chapter 3) with remote
procedure calls (Chapter 4). Compositional object structures (Chapter 6) need to be incorporated.
In parallel to these projects, we have been working on a more orthogonal design of the I/O system. As has been mentioned in Chapter 3 and 4, the functional framework manages concurrent
processes, has advanced inter-process communication primitives, and is integrated with file services. This sums up to a small functional operating system. One interesting future direction
building on the work presented in this thesis is to study the definition of a functional framework
of a concrete distributed operating system.

A
Concurrent Event I/O Library

This Appendix presents the types and function definitions of the concurrent event I/O library, version 1 0
These definitions have been used throughout this thesis Appendix A 1 contains the general definition
modules Appendix A 2 presents the process combinator definitions that are needed when creating interactive processes The appendices A 3 upto A 7 contain the definitions and operations of each of the possible abstract devices These are controls, menus, receivers, timers, and windows respectively For reasons of completeness, we have also included the definition of the standard file operations in Appendix
A8
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A.1 General definitions
This Appendix consists of the definition modules StdlOCommon, S t d l O S t a t e , S t d S y s t e m , S t d F o n t , and
S t d P i c t u r e StdlOCommon contains types that occur frequently within the I/O library S t d l O S t a t e contains
operations that are application directed, such as setting the global cursor shape and process attributes S t d S y s t e m
contains all platform dependent constants (special key codes) and operations (screen resolution functions) S t d F o n t contains all font operations, and S t d P i c t u r e all drawing operations

A.1.1 StdlOCommon
definition module StdlOCommon

Common types for the event I/O system and their access rules
from StdPicture import Rectangle, Point

Id
Index
Title
Size

== Int
== Int
.== String
·== ('Int,'Int)

SelectState
Markstate

=

Able I nabla
Nark I NoM&rk

:==
.==
=
.==
==
=
|
|
|

('KeyCode, 'KeyState, 'Modifiers)
Char
Keyüp | KeyDown | KeyStillDnm
('MousePosition,'Buttonstate,'Modifiers)
Point
ButtanDp
ButtonDown
ButtonDoubleDown
ButtonTripleDown

KeyboardState
KeyCode
KeyState
MouseState
MousePosition
Buttonstate

// (widthjieight) in pixels

|
ButtonStillDown
: . Modifiers
== ('Bool,'Bool,'Bool,'Bool)
Modifiers indicates the meta keys that have been pressed (True) or not (False) (Shift, Option, Command, Control)
: : PictureOomain
:: UpdateArea

== Rectangle
:== [Rectangle]

::

:== (

Itempos

ItemLoc,
ItemDffset

)
ItemLoc

=
LeftTop
| RightTop
| LeftBottom | RightBottam
|
Left
| Center
| Right
|
LeftOf Id | RightTO Id
|
Above
Id | Below
Id
. ItemOffset
== ('Int,'Int)
The layout language used for windows and controls
• : IOAttribute ps

=
|
I

XOketivate
(IOFunction ps)
IODaa.ctiva.te (IOFunction ps)
IOHelp
(IOFunction ps)

Attributes for interactive processes
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IOFunction
ps ==
.. ModsIOFunction ps .==
:: UpdateFunction ps ·==
:: MouseFunction ps .==
:: KeysFunction
ps ·==
Frequently used function types

Modifiers
UpdateArea
MouseState
Keyboardstate ->

ps
ps
ps
ps
ps

->
->
->
->
->

ps
ps
ps
ps
ps

1

EqualSelectState
Equa Liter kS tate
EqualButtonState
Enabled
Checked
MarkSwitch

SelectState 'SelectState -> Bool
'MarkState
'MarkState
-> Bool
'Buttonstate 'Buttonstate -> Bool
'SelectState
-> Bool
'MarkState
-> Bool
'MarkState
-> MarkState

A.1.2 StdlOState
d e f i n i t i o n module StdlOState

Operations on the IOState that have a global effect
import StdEventIO, StdWindowDef
Beep .

'(IOState

1

p) -> IOState .1

ρ

If the interaction is active, Beep emits a sound alert If the interaction is inactive, Beep does nothing
Operations on the global cursor.
SetGlobalCursor · · 'CursorShape '(IOState .1 .p) -> IOState 1 .p
Set the shape of the cursor globally This shape overrules the local cursor shapes of windows
ResetCursor : · '(IOState 1 p) -> IOState .1 .p
Undoes the effect of SetGlobalCursor
ObscureCursor · . '(IOState 1 p) -> IOState .1 .p
ObscureCursor hides the cursor until the mouse is moved

Operations on the DoubleDownDistance
SetDoubleDownDistance · · 'DoubleDownDist '(IOState 1 .p) -> IOState 1 .p
Set the maximum distance the mouse is allowed to move to generate a ButtonDouble (Triple) Down button state
Negative values are set to zero
Operations on the attributes of an interaction
SetlOActivate
: : '(IOFunction (PState 1 .p) )
SetlODeactivate · '(IOFunction (PState .1 .p))
SetlOHelp
: · '(IOFunction (PState 1 p) )
Change the IOActivate, IODeactivate, IOHelp attribute of
from l o s t a t e import

'(IOState .1 .p) -> IOState .1 .p
'(IOState 1 p) -> IOState .1 .p
'(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
the interaction.

IOState, PState, F i l e s ,
IOStateSetDoubleDownDist, DoubleDownDist
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A.1.3 StdSystem
definition module StdSystem

Operating System dependent constants and functions
import StdlOCommon

UpKey
DovmKey
LeftKey
RightXey
PgUpKey
PgDownKey
BeginKey
EndKey
BackSpKey
DelKey
TabKey
ReturnKey
EnterKey
EscapeKey
HelpKey
Keyboard constants
DirSeparator

:==
.==
.==
:==
.==
==
==
·==
==
.==
==
.==
:==
·==
:==

'\036'
'\037'
'\034'
'\035'
'\013'
•\014'
'\001'
'\004'
'\010'
•\ПТ
'\011'
•\015'
'\003'
Л033'
'\005'

·== ...

// Arrow up
// Arrow down
// Arrow left
// Arrow right
// Page up
// Page down
// Begin of text
//End of text
// Backspace
// Delete
//Tab
// Return
// Enter
// Escape
// Help

// Separator bet

File constants.
ShiftOnly
OptionOnly
CommandOnly
ControlOnly

==
·==
.==
==

(True, False, False,False)
(False,True, False,False)
(False,False,True, False)
(False,False,False,True )

Constants to check which of the Modifiers is down
HomePath
: : ' String -> String
ApplicationPath :: 'String -> String
The functions HomePath and ApplicationPath prefix the filename given to them with the full pathnames of the
'home' and 'application' directory These functions have been added for compatibility with the Sun version of the
Clean system In the 'home' directory settings-files (containing preferences, options etc ) should be stored In the
'application' directory (1 e the directory in which the application resides) files that are used read-only by the applica
tion (such as help files) should be stored On the Macintosh these functions just return the filename given to them,
which means that the file will be stored m the same folder as the application

mmpennch
hmm
vmm
hinch
vinch

25 4
: : ι Real
'Real
:· 'Real
: . 'Real

-> I n t
-> I n t
-> Int
-> Int

Screen resolution functions h(mm/inch) convert millimeters/inches into pixels, horizontally v(mm/inch) convert
millimeters/inches into pixels, vertically
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MaxScrol lWindowSize
Size
MaxFixedWindowS ι ze
Size
Maximum ranges of window PictureDomains
MaxScrollWindowSize yields the range at which scrollbars are inactive
MaxFixedWindowSize yields the range at which the window does not change into a ScrollWindow

A.1.4 StdFont
definition module StdFont

Operations on Fonts
Font
FontDef
1
=
{ fName
FontName
fStyles
' [FontStyle]
'FontSize
fSize
}
FontMetries
=
{
fAscent
'Int
fDescent
'Int,
fLeading
' Int,
fMaxWidth
'Int
}
FontName
== String
FontStyle
== String
FontSize
== I n t
MinFontSize
MaxFontSize

== 6
== 128

FontSelect
'FontDef -> ('Bool 'Font)
FontSelect creates the font as specified by the name, the stylistic variations and size In case there are no FonlStyles
([]), the font is selected without stylistic variations (ι e in plain style) The size is always adjusted between Min
FontSize and MaxFontSize The boolean result is True in case this font is available and needn't be scaled In case the
tont is not available, the default font is chosen in the indicated style and size
DefaultFont
FontDef
DefaultFont returns name, style and size of the default font
GetFontDef
'Font -> FontDef
GetFontDef returns the name, stylistic variations and size of the argument Font
FontNames
[FontName]
FontStyles
'FontName -> [FontStyle]
FontSizes
'FontName -> [FontSize]
FontNames
returns the FontNames of all available fonts
FontStyles
returns the FontStyles of all available styles
FontSizes
returns all FontSizes of a font that are available without scaling
In case the font is unavailable, the styles or sizes of the default font are returned
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FontCharWidth
: 'Char
'Font -> Int
1
[Char]
FontCharWidths
'Font -> [Int]
1
String
'Font -> Int
FontStrmgWidth
FontStrmgWidths . '[String] 'Font -> [Int]
FontCharWidth(s) (FontStnngWidth(s)) return the width(s) in terms of pixels of given character(s) (stnng(s)) for a
particular Font
GetFontMetrics
: : !Font -> FontMetrics
GetFontMetncs yields the metrics of a given Font in terms of pixels FontMetncs is a record which defines the met
rics of a font
fAscent
is the height of the top most character measured from the base
fDescent
is the height of the bottom most character measured from the base
fLeading
is the vertical distance between two lines of the same font.
fMaxWidth
is the width of the widest character including spacing
The full height of a line is fAscent+fDescent+fLeading

A.1.5 StdPicture
definition module StdPicture

Drawing functions and other operations on Pictures
jiport StdFont
: : *Picture
:·
•:
:·
::
::
:·

Point
Line
Curve
Rectangle
Oval
Polygon

·==
•==
:==
:==
.==
•==

('Int, 'Int)
('Point,'Point)
('Oval, 'Int,'Int)
('Point,'Point)
Rectangle
('Point,'PolygonShape)

:: PolygonShape ·== [Vector]
:: Vector
:== ('Int, 'Int)
The predefined figures that can be drawn
:: PenSize
• PenMode

•== ('Int, 'Int)
=
CopyMode |
OxMode |
XorHoda |
ClearModa | HiliteHode
|
NotCopyMode j NotOxtoda | NotXoxMode | NotCleaxMode
PenPattern = BlackPattem
|
DkOreyCattexn
|
QreyPattern
|
LtOreyPattaxn
|
WhitePattem
The pen attributes which influence the way figures are drawn.
: : Colour

MinRGB
MaxRGB

= RGB Real Real
|
BlachColour |
|
HhiteColour |
|
BlueColour |
|
CyaoColour j
:== 0.0
:== 1 0

Real
RedColour
ОгмоСоІсшг
YellowColour
HagantaColour
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Rules setting the attributes of a Picture
SetPenSize
SetPenMode
SetPenPattem
SetPenNormal

1

PenSize
'PenMode
1
PenPattern

1

Picture -> Picture
Picture -> Picture
Picture -> Picture
'Picture -> Picture

1

1

SetPenSize (w,h) sets the PenSize to w pixels wide and h pixels high
SetPenMode
sets the interference how new figures 'react to drawn ones
SetPenPattem
sets the way new figures are drawn
SetPenNormal
sets the PenSize to ( 1,1 ), PenMode to Copy Mode and PenPattern to BlackPattern
SetPenColour
'Colour 'Picture -> Picture
SetBackColour
'Colour 'Picture -> Picture
Using colours There are basically two types of Colours RGB and basic colours An RGB colour defines the
amount of red (r), green (g) and blue (b) m a certain colour by the tuple (r,g,b) These are Real values and each of
them must be between MinRGB and MaxRGB (0 0 and 1 0) The colour black is defined by (MinRGB, MinRGB,
MinRGB) and white by (MaxRGB, MaxRGB, MaxRGB) Given a RGB colour, all amounts are adjusted between
MinRGB and MaxRGB Applications that use RGB colours may not run on all computers (e g Macintosh Plus) A
small set of basic colours is defined that can be used on all systems
SetPenColour
sets the colour of the pen
SetBackColour sets the background colour
SetFont
SetFontName
SetFontStyle
SetFontSize

'Font
'FontName
'[FontStyle]
'FontSize

'Picture
'Picture
'Picture
'Picture

->
->
->
->

Picture
Picture
Picture
Picture

PictureCharWidth
'Char
'Picture -> ( ' I n t ,
'Picture)
PictureStnngWidth
'String
'Picture -> ( ' I n t ,
'Picture)
PictureFontMetrics
'Picture -> ('Fontlnfo,'Picture)
Using fonts The initial font of a Picture is 12 point Chicago in PlainStyle
SetFont
sets a new complete Tont in the Picture
SetFontName
sets a new font without changing the style or size
SetFontStyle
sets a new style without changing font or size
SetFontSize
sets a new size without changing font or style
The size is always adjusted between MinFontSize and MaxFontSize (StdFont del)
PictureCharWidth (PictureStnngWidth) yields the width of the given Char (String) given the current
font of the Picture
PictureFontMetrics yields the Fontlnfo of the current font
DrawClip
'Polygon [DrawFunction] 'Picture -> Picture
Drawing within in a polygonal clipping area the Polygon argument defines the shape of the clipping area in which
the drawing functions will be applied
GetPenPos
'Picture -> ('Point,
Determines the position of the pen

'Picture)

Rules changing the position of the pen
MovePenTo
'Point 'Picture -> Picture
MovePen
'Vector 'Picture -> Picture
Absolute and relative pen move operations (without drawing)
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1
Point ! Picture
Picture
LinePenTo
¡Vector ! Picture
Picture
LinePen
Absolute and relative pen move operations (with drawing).

DrawChar
: : ! Char
! Picture -> Picture
Drawstring
: : ¡String ¡Picture -> Picture
DrawChar (DrawString) draws the Char (String) in the current font. The baseline of the characters is the y coordinate of the pen. The new position of the pen is directly after the Char (String) including spacing.
Rules not changing the position of the pen after drawing:
¡Point ¡Picture -> Picture
DrawPoint
¡Line
¡Picture -> Picture
DrawLine
¡Curve ¡Picture -> Picture
DrawCurve
Non plane figures:
DrawPoint
draws the pixel in the Picture.
DrawLine
draws the line in the Picture.
DrawCurve
draws the curve in the Picture. A Curve is part of an Oval о starting from
angle a upto angle b (both of type Int in degrees modulo 360) (o, a, b).
DrawRectangle
FillRectangle
EraseRectangle
InvertRectangle

¡Rectangle
¡Rectangle
¡Rectangle
¡Rectangle

1
Picture
! Picture
! Picture
! Picture

->
->
->
->

Picture
Picture
Picture
Picture

MoveRectangle
: : ¡Rectangle ¡Vector ¡Picture -> Picture
CopyRectangle
: : ¡Rectangle ¡Vector ¡Picture -> Picture
A Rectangle is defined by two diagonal corner Points (A,B) with A=(Ax,Ay), B=(Bx,By) such that Ax о Bx and
Ay о By. In case either Ax==Bx or Ay==By, the Rectangle is empty
DrawRectangle
FillRectangle
EraseRectangle
InvertRectangle
MoveRectangle
CopyRectangle

draws the edges of the rectangle.
draws the edges and interior of the rectangle.
erases the edges and interior of the rectangle.
inverts the edges and interior of the rectangle.
moves the contents of the rectangle over the given vector.
copies the contents of the rectangle over the given vector.

DrawOval
¡Oval ¡Picture
Picture
FillOval
¡Oval ¡Picture
Picture
EraseOval
¡Oval ¡Picture
Picture
InvertOval
¡Oval ¡Picture
Picture
Ovals: an Oval is defined by its enclosing Rectangle. Note, the Oval of a square Rectangle is a Circle
DrawPolygon
FillPolygon
ErasePolygon
Inver tPo lygon

¡Polygon
¡Polygon
¡Polygon
¡Polygon

'Picture
¡Picture
¡Picture
¡Picture

->
->
->
->

Picture
Picture
Picture
Picture

ScalePolygon
: : ! Int
! Polygon -> Polygon
MovePolygon
: : ¡Vector ! Polygon -> Polygon
Polygons: a Polygon is a figure drawn by a number of lines without taking the pen of the Picture, starting from some
Point p. The PolygonShape s = [ v , . . . vN] defines how the Polygon is drawn:

A1

General definitions

MoveTo p, DrawLinefromv, upto vN, DrawLineTo ρ to close it
So a Polygon with s = [ ] is actually the Point ρ
ScalePolygon
by scale к sets shape [v, v N ]mto[kv, к v N ] Negative and 0 are valid scales
MovcPolygonTo changes the starting point into the given Point
MovePolygon
moves the starting point by the given Vector
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A.2

Process combinators

This Appendix consists only of the definition module S t d E v e n t I O S t d E v e n t I O contains all interactive process
combinators and basic operations on interactive processes

A.2.1 StdEventIO
definition module StdEventIO
Definition of IOState the environment on which all GUI I/O functions operate
»IOState 1 ρ
*PState 1 ρ
=
t pLocal
pPublic
pFiles
plOState

1,
P,
'Files
'IOState 1 ρ

// the local (and private) data of an interaction
// the shared data (in a group) of an interaction
// the current state of the file system
// the IOState environment of this process

Initio 1 ρ
== [IOFunction (PState 1 p)]
IODef 1 ρ
{
îoDeflnit
loDefAbout
}

Initio 1
String

// The initial actions of the process
// The name of the process

Coercing PState component operations to PState operations
seqPIO
'[IOFunction (IOState 1 p) ] '(PState
seqPFs
' [IOFunction F i l e s ]
' (PState
seqPLoc
'[IOFunction 1]
'(PState
seqPPub
' [IOFunction p]
' (PState

1
1
1
1

p)
p)
p)
p)

->
->
->
->

PState
PState
PState
PState

1
1
1
1

ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ

Starting an interaction
OpenIO
'(IODef 1 p) ( 1, p) ' *World -> 'World
OpenIO starts an interaction specified by the IODef argument The program state argument consisting of a local and
public part serves as initial program slate If the interaction has been successfully created, the functions in îoDeflnit
are evaluated from left to right This is followed by the actual evaluation of the interaction In the cause of the eval
uation many new sub interactions can be created and terminated The interaction created by OpenIO is the root interaction OpenIO terminates as soon as all sub interactions (including the root interaction) have terminated OpenIO
returns the final world environment
NewIO
ι (IODef 1 p) ( 1, p) '(IOState 1 ρ ) -> IOState 1 ρ
If the interaction is active, NewIO starts a new sub interaction that will run interleaved with the current sub interac
tions The new sub interaction is specified by the IODef argument Creation of the new sub interaction is done as in
OpenIO The functions in loDeflnit are evaluated from left-to-nght before any abstract event handler of the new sub
interaction is evaluated The new sub interaction becomes the active sub interaction (so the current sub interaction is
deactivated) If the interaction is inactive, NewIO does nothing
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SharelO
'(IODef 1 p) 1 '(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
If the interaction is active, SharelO starts a new sub interaction that will run interleaved with the current sub interac
tions The new sub interaction is specified by the IODef argument Creation of the new sub interaction is done as in
OpenIO The functions in loDeflnit are evaluated from left to-nghl before any abstract event handler of the new sub
interaction is evaluated The new sub interaction become1» the active sub interaction (so the current sub interaction is
deactivated) The new sub interaction can communicate with all sub interactions by means of the file system or by
message passing The new sub interaction can communicate with all sub interactions of the interaction group of the
sub interaction that spawned it by means of the shared program state component If the interaction is inactive,
SharelO does nothing
QuitIO
ι(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
QuitIO removes all devices that are held in the sub interaction As a result evaluation of this sub interaction will
terminate QuitIO is the only function that causes OpenIO to terminate
HidelO
' (IOState 1 p) > IOState 1 ρ
ShowIO
' (IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
If the interaction is active, HidelO hides the sub interaction, and ShowIO makes it visible Note that hiding a sub
interaction does not disable the sub interaction, but simply makes it invisible If the interaction is inactive, HidelO
and ShowIO do nothing
Actívatelo
' (IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
If the interaction is active. Actívatelo activates the sub interaction As a result, all open windows and dialogs of the
sub interaction will be moved lop-most on the desktop If the interaction is inactive, Actívatelo does nothing
RequestIO
'String '(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
If the interaction is inactive, RequestIO alerts the user that the interaction needs to become active If the string ar
gument is not empty, then this alert will consist of a Notice displaying the stnng An interaction can issue an arbi
trary amount of requests If the interaction is active, RequestIO does nothing
from
from

lostate
mport IOState, Files, PState
StdlOContron inport IOFunction
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A.3 Control device
This Appendix presents the definition modules that concern the definitions and operations on controls Controls are
the elements of windows and dialogues, such as buttons, (input) text fields, and so on The predefined controls result
in a platform dependent Iook-and-feel occurence of the controls The definition modules are S t d C o n t r o l D e f and
S t d C o n t r o l S t d C o n t r o l D e f consists of the control definitions as they can be incorporated in the definitions
of windows and dialogues S t d C o n t r o l contains all operations on controls, once created in windows and dialogues

A.3.1 StdControlDef
definition module StdControlDef

Definition of controls

import StdlOCommon
from
StdPicture import DrawFunction, Picture

::
=
|
|
|

ControlDef ps
RadioCantrol
CheckCantrol
PopqpCantrol
SlidarCantrol

TextLine MarkState
TextLine MarkState
[PopUpItem ps] Index
Direction Length SliderState (SliderAction ps)

[ControlAttribute ps]
[ControlAttribute ps]
(ControlAttribute ps]
[ControlAttribute ps]

|

TaxtCootrol
BdltControl
ButtonControl
CustomButtonControl
CustomControl
CaiqpouiidCaatrol

TextLine
TextLine Width NrLmes
TextLine
Size ControlLook
Size ControlLook CustomState
[ControlDef ps] ControlLook

[ControlAttribute ps]
[ControlAttribute ps]
[ControlAttribute ps]
[ControlAttribute ps]
[ControlAttribute ps]
[ControlAttribute ps]

TextLine
== String
NrLmes
== Int
Width
.== Int
Length
== Int
PopUpItem
ps
== (TextLine, IOPunction ps)
ControlLook
== SelectState -> Size -> [DrawFunction]
SliderAction ps .== SliderMove -> ps -> ps
SliderState
=
( sliderMin
'Int,
sliderMax
· 'Int,
sliderThumb
- 'Int
}
SliderMove
=
SliderlncSmall
|
SliderDecSmall
|
slidarlncLarga
|
SlidarDscLarg·
|
SliderTbumb Int
Direction
=
Horizontal
|
Vertical
CustomState

=
|
|

BoolCS Bool | IntCS Int | RaalCS Real | StrlngCS String
PalrCS CustomState CustomState
LlstCS [CustomState]
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C o n t r o l A t t n b u t e ps
Id
Controlla
ItemPos
ControlPoB
Size
ControlSize
ControlMlnimumSiie Size
ControlResi ze
ControlRes izeFunction
ControlSelectState Selectstate
ControlFunction
(IOFunction
ps)
ControlModsPunc tion (ModsIOFunction ps)
Controlltoue· Selectstate (MouseFunction ps)
ControlXeyB Selectstate (KeysFunction ps)

// Default
// no id
// (RightTo previous, (0,0))
// system derived
// (0,0)
// no resize
// control Able
III
II ControlFunction
// no mouse input
// no keyboard input

ControlResizeFunction
Size ->
Size - >
S i z e ->
Size

// current control size
// old
window size
// new window size
// new control size

A.3.2 StdControl
d e f i n i t i o n module StdControl

StdControl specifies all functions on controls Changing controls in a window requires a *(Window 1 p) Reading
the status of controls requires a (Window 1 p)
u Window 1 ρ
GetWindow
' I d ' (IOState 1 p) -> ('Bool, 'Window 1 p, 'IOState 1 p)
GetWindow returns a read only Window for the indicated window The Boolean result indicates whether the indi
cated window exists In case it is False a dummy Window is returned
SetWindow
' I d '[»(Window 1 p)->*Window 1 p] '(IOState 1 p) -> IOState
Apply the control changing functions to the current state of the indicated window Invalid Ids are ignored

1

Ρ

GetControlSizes
'[ControlDef ps] '(IOState 1 p) -> ( ' [ S i z e ] , 'IOState 1 p)
GetControlSi7es calculates the sizes of the given control definitions in the size as they would be opened as elements
of a window
Functions applied to unknown ids are ignored
'[Id]
EnableControis
'[Id]
DisableControls
'[Id]
MarkCheckControis
UnmarkCheckControis
' [Id]
'Id
SelectRadioControl
'Id 'String
SetEdi tTextControl
'Id 'String
SetTextControl
'Id 'ControlLook
SetControlLook
These functions change the state of controls

' (Window
' (Window
' (Window
' (Window
' (Window
' (Window
' (Window
' (Window

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

*Window
*Window
«Window
*Window
*Window
*Window
*Window
«Window

SetSliderState
' I d ' S l i d e r S t a t e '«(Window 1 p) -> «Window 1 ρ
SetSliderThumb
' Id ' I n t
' * (Window 1 p) -> 'Window 1 ρ
SelShder(State/Thumb) sets the ShderState/Thumb and redraws the settings of the slider
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SetControlHandler · ' I d ' (ControlAttnbute (PState 1 p) ) '* (Window .1 p) -> 'Window 1 ρ
Set the abstract event handler of a (Radio/Check/Text/Edit/(Custom)Button/Custom/Compound)Control The
ControlAttnbute argument must be a Control (Resize/Funclion/ModsFunction/Mouse/Keys) attribute
DrawInControl
· : ' I d ' [DrawFunction] ' * (Window
Draw in a (Custom(Button)/Compound)Control
GetEditTextControl
Ge tTextContrо1
GetSelectedPopUpItem
GetSelectedRadioControls
GetSelectedCheckControls
RadioControlMarked
CheckControlMarked
GetCustomState
GetSliderState

'Id ' (Window 1 • Р)
'Id ' (Window 1 P)
'Id ' (Window .1 P)
1
(Window 1 P)
'(Window
P)
1
'Id (Window
• P)
1
'Id (Window
P)
'Id '(Window
P)
'Id '(Window
P)

1

p) -> *Window .1 .p

(Bool, String)
//""
(Bool,String)
II""
II'0
(Bool,Index)
[Id]
[Id]
(Bool,Bool)
//False
(Bool,Bool)
//False
(Bool, CustoraState) //BoolCS False
(Bool.SliderState) //(sliderMm = 0,

// sliderMax = 0,
// sliderThumb = 0}
Functions that return the current contents of controls that can be changed by the user The first Boolean result is
False in case of invalid ids (if so dummy values are returned - see comment) The id passed to GetSelectedPopUp
Item must be the id of a PopUpControl
Important controls with no Controlla attribute, or illegal ids, can not be found in the Windowlnfo'
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Menu device

A.4 Menu device
This Appendix presents the definition modules that concern the definitions and operations on menus The definition
modules are StdMenuDef and StdMenu StdMenuDef consists of the menu definitions StdMenu contains all
operations on menus

A.4.1 StdMenuDef
d e f i n i t i o n module StdMenuDef

MenuDefinitions·
import StdlOCommon
MenuDef
ps =
MenuElement ps =

I

MenuAttribute ps
Kanuld
MemiSelectState
HexiuShortRey
MenuAltKey
ManuMarkStat·

Manu
Title [MenuElement ps] [MenuAttribute psl
SubMenuItem Title [MenuElement ps] [MenuAttribute ps]
Menultam
Title
[MenuAttribute ps]
ManuSeparator
Id
SelectState
KeyCode
Index
Markstate

// Default// no Id
// menu (item) Abla
//no KeyCode
//no AltKey
// NoHark

Attributes ignored by (sub)menus:

I

ManuFunction
(IOFunction
ps)
MenuModsFunction (ModsIOFunction рз)

// I
// MenuFunction

A.4.2 StdMenu
d e f i n i t i o n module StdMenu
Operations on menus

Operations on unknown Ids are ignored
OpenMenu
: 'Tnt '[MenuDef (PState .1 .p)] '(IOState 1 .p) -> IOState .1 ρ
Open the given menu definition for this interactive process behind the menu indicated by the integer index The in
dex of a menu starts from one for the first present menu If the index is negative or zero, then the new menu is added
before the first menu If the index exceeds the number of menus, then the new menu is added behind the last menu.
CloseMenu
:: 'Id
'(IOState
Closes the given menu (and all of its elements including submenus)

1 -P)

IOState .1 .p
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EnableMenuSystem
ι (IOState 1 ρ) -> IOState 1 ρ
DisabléMenuSystem
'(IOState 1 ρ) -> IOState 1 ρ
Enable/disable the McnuSyslem When the menu system is enabled the prcviousl) selectable menus and menu items
will become selectable again Operations on a disabled menu system take effect when the menu system is re-en
abled
EnableMenus · ' [ I d ] '(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
DisableMenus
41dl '(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
Enable/disable PuIIDownMenus Disabling a menu overrides the SelectStates of its menu elements, which become
unselectable Enabling a disabled menu re-establishes the SelectStates of the menu elements
OpenMenuItems
' I d ' I n t ' [MenuE lemen t (PState 1 p) ] '(IOState 1 p) ->IOState 1 ρ
Adding menu elements in a (sub)menu OpenMenuItems adds menu elements after the item with the specified index
The index of a menu element starts from one for the first menu element in the (sub)menu If the index is negative or
zero, then the new menu elements arc added before the first menu clement of the (sub)menu If the index exceeds
the number of menu elements in the (sub)menu, then the new menu elements arc added behind the last menu ele
ment of the (sub)menu Only Menullems and MenuScparators can be added to (sub)menus
CloseMenuItems
'[Id]
'(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
CloseMenuIndexItems
' I d ' [ I n t ] '(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
Removing menu elements from the indicated (sub)menu(s)
CloseMenuItems
removes elements by their Id
CloseMenuIndexItems
removes elements of the indicated (sub)menu by their indices
Analogous to OpenMenuItems, indices range from one to the number of menu elements in a (sub)menu Invalid in
dices (less than one or larger than the number of menu elements of the (sub)menu) are ignored
EnableMenuI tans
[Id]
DisableMenuIterns
[Id]
[Id]
MarkMenuItems
UnmarkMenuItems
[Id]
SetMenuItemTitles
[(Id,Title)]
SetMenuItemFunctions
[(Id MenuAttribute (PState 1 p)>]
Enable/disable, mark/unmark, and change titles/functions of MenuElemcnls

(IOState 1 p) -> IOState
(IOState 1 P) -> IOState
(IOState 1 P) -> IOState
(IOState 1 P) -> IOState
(IOState 1 P) -> IOState
(IOState 1 P) > IOState
(including SubMcnuItcms)

1
1
1
1
1
1

Ρ
Ρ
Ρ
Ρ
Ρ
Ρ
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A.5 Receiver device
This Appendix presents the definition modules that concern the definitions and operations on receivers Receivers
are used to do message passing between interactive processes The definition modules are S t d R e c e i v e r D e f and
S t d R e c e i v e r S t d R e c e i v e r D e f consists of the definition of receivers S t d R e c e i v e r contains all opera
tions on receivers, and in particular the message passing primitives

A.5.1 StdReceiverDef
definition module StdReceiverDef
ReceiverDefinitions
import StdlOConmon
mess ps = Receiver [ReceiverAttribute mess ps]

ReceiverDef

ReceiverAttribute mess ps
RecaiverSelect
Selectstate
|
SecelvexFunctian (ReceiverFunction mess ps)
ReceiverFunction mess ps
== mess -> ps -> ps

//Default
//receiver Able
//f_x = x

A.5.2 StdReceiver
definition module StdReceiver
The identification of a Receiver
Rid m
eqRId

' (Rid m) ' (Rid m) -> Bool

Operations on the ReceiverDevice
OpenReceiver
CloseReceiver

' (ReceiverDef mess (PState 1 p) ) ' (IOState
-> ('Rid mess,
' IOState 1 p)
' (Rid mess)
' (IOState 1 p) -> IOState

1 p)
1

ρ

EnableReceiver
' (Rid mess)
' (IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
DisableReceiver
' (Rid mess)
' (IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
Enable/Disable receiving events that have been raised to this interaction If there is no receiver device, nothing hap
pens
ASyncSend
' (Rid mess) mess ' (IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
ASyncSend posts an event in the event stream environment that is addressed to the interaction with the given Rid
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A.6

Timer device

This Appendix presents the definition modules that concern the definitions and operations of timers. The definition
modules are StdTimerDef and S t d T i m e r StdTimerDef consists of the timer definitions S t d T i m e r contains all operations on timers, and other time related operations such as pausing and getting the current system time
and date.

A.6.1 StdTimerDef
definition module StdTimerDef
TimerDefimtions:
import StdlOCommon

TimerDef
TimerInterval
NrOflntervals

ps =
Timer Timer Interval [TimerAt tribute ps]
.== Int
:== Int

TimerAttribute ps
Timerld
Id
TimerSelect
SelectState
TimerFunction (TimerFunction ps)
TimerFunction ps
NrOflntervals -> ps -> ps

// Default·
/ / n o Id
// timer Able
//f_x=x

A.6.2 StdTimer
definition module StdTimer

Operations on the TimerDevice.
TicksPerSecond

:== 60

: : CurrentTime =

: : CurrentDate =

( hours
minutes
seconds
}
{ year
month
day
dayNr
}

:: 'Int, // hours
: • 'Int, // minutes
// seconds
: : 'Int
::
::
::
::

¡Int,
'Int,
'Int,
'Int

//
//
//
//

(0-23)
(0-59)
(0-59)

year
(1-12)
month
(1-31)
day
day of week (1-7,Sunday==l,Saturday==7)

OpenTrmer
:: '(TimerDef (PState .1 .p) )
' (IOState .1 .p) -> IOState .1 .p
Open a new timer. This function has no effect m case the interactive process already contains a timer with the same
Id Negative Timcrlntervals are set to zero
CloseTimer
: : 'Id
Close the timer with the indicated Id

'(IOState .1 .p) -> IOState .1 .p
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EnableTimer
'Id
' (lOState 1 p) -> IOState 1
DisableTimer
'Id
'(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1
SetTijnerFunction
' I d '(TimerFunction (PState 1 p) ) '(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1
SetTimerlnterval
'Id 'TunerInterval
'(IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1
Enable/disable, change the TimerFunction and Timerlntcrval of the indicated timer Negative Timerintervals are
to ¿его
Wait
'Timerlnterval χ ->
Wait suspends the interaction for Timerlnterval ticks

ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
set

χ

GetTimerBlrnklnterval
'(IOState 1 p) -> ('Timerlnterval, 'IOState 1 p)
Returns the Timerlnterval that should claps between blinks of a cursor This interval can change during the interac
1
tion
GetCurrentTime
'(IOState 1 p) -> ('CurrentTime,
GetCurrentDate
'(IOState 1 p) -> ('CurrentDate,
GetCurrentTime(Date) returns the current time(date)

'IOState
'IOState

1
1

p)
p)
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A.7 Window device
This Appendix presents the definition modules that concern the definitions and operations on windows Windows
can either be dialogue windows or more general windows In a window one can place an arbitrary number of controls (see Appendix A 3) The definition modules are StdWindowDef, StdWindow, and S t d F i l e S e l e c t
StdWindowDef consists of the definitions of windows StdWindow contains all operations on windows S t d F i l e S e l e c t contains two special operations that open file selector windows, if possible, in a platform dependent
look-and-feel

A.7.1 StdWindowDef
definition module StdWindowDef
Window definitions
import StdControlDef
from
StdFont import Font

WindowDef ps
nlalogWlodow
Window
WindowFrame

Title
lV_UJlL.£U.mtäJ. ¿Ja
[ControlDef
ps] [WmdowAt tribute ps]
Title PictureDomain [ControlDef ps
ps] [WindowAttribute ps]
== Rectangle

WindowAt tribute

ps

// Default

Id
ItemPos
Size
Size
Id

// no id
// system dependent
// screen size
// system dependent
// system dependent
// system dependent
// initially visible
// window can t close window
// update by system

Attributes for all windows
=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

WindcmXd
WindowPoe
WlndoMaiza
WindowItemSpace
WtndoMOk
WindowStandBy
WindowHide
WindowCloee
Wladowovdat·

(IOFunction
ps)
(UpdateFunction ps)

Attributes for DtalogWindows only
|

WindowMaxgia

// system dependent

Size

Attributes for Windows only
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

wlodoeMininiumsize Size
WlndcmRaaize
(WindowResizeFunction ps)
WlndowActivat·
(IOFunction ps)
WindoHDaactivata (IOFunction ps)
WindowMouee SelectState (MouseFunction ps)
WlndowKeya
SelectState (KeysFunction ps)
WindowCUTBor CursorShape
WindowResizeFunction ps

CursorShape

DialogFont

== Size
Size
ps

// system dependent
// fixed size
III
III
II no mouse input
// no keyboard input
// no cursor change
// old window size
// new window size

ps

= StandaxdCureor | BuayCuraor
| TBeamfuraor
| CroeaCursor
I FatCroaaCuraor | ArrowCuraor | HlddanCuraor
Font
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A.7.2 StdWindow
definition module StdWindow
StdWindow specifies all functions on windows
Functions applied to unknown Ids are ignored
OpenWindow
' (WindowDef (PState 1 p) ) MIOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
OpenModalWindow
'(WindowDef (PState 1 p) ) ' ( PState 1 p) -> PState 1 ρ
If the interactive process is active, Open(Modal)Wmdow opens the given window In case a window with the same
Id is already open then that window will be activated OpenModalWindow terminates when the window has been
closed (by means of CloseWindow) If the interactive process is inactive, Open(Modal)Window does nothing
CloseWindow
'Id MIOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
If the interactive process is active, CloseWindow closes the indicated window If the interaction is inactive,
CloseWindow does nothing
HideWmdows
' [ I d ] MIOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
ShowWindows
' [Id] ' (IOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
If the interactive process is active, (Hide/Show)Windows hides/shows the indicated windows If the interactive pro
cess is inactive, (Hide/Show)Windows does nothing
ActivateWindow
' I d MIOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
If the interaction is active, ActivateWindow makes the window with the given Id the active window In case the Id is
unknown ActivateWindow has no effect If the interaction is inactive, ActivateWindow does nothing
GetActiveWindow
MIOState 1 p) -> (Bool, ' I d , 'IOState 1 p)
GelActiveWindow returns the Id of the currently frontmost and visible window of the interactive process The
Boolean result reports whether the window exists In case it is False, l d = 0
StackWindow
' I d 'Id MIOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
If the process is active, StackWindow idi td2 places the window with idi behind the window with id2 If id2 is un
known, the window becomes the active window If idi is unknown, or the process is inactive, StackWindow does
nothing
SetWindowPos
' I d 'ItemPos MIOState 1 p) -> IOState 1 ρ
If the interactive process is active, SetWindowPos places the window to the indicated position If the ItemPos argu
ment refers to the Id of an unknown window (in case of LeftOf/ RightTo/ Above/ Below), SetWindowPos has no
effect SetWindowPos also has no effect if the window is moved of the screen, if the Id is unknown, or if the inter
active process is inactive
GetWmdowPos
' I d MIOState 1 p) -> ('Bool, 'ItemOffset, 'IOState 1 p)
GetWindowPos returns the current item offset position of the indicated window The corresponding ItemPos is
(LeflTop.offset) In case the window does not exist the Boolean result is False and ItemOffset==(0,0)
GetWindowFrame
' I d MIOState 1 p) -> ('WindowFrame, 'IOState 1 p)
GetWindowFrame returns the currently visible frame of the window in terms of the PictureDomain In case of dia
logues this is ((0,0), size) In case the id is unknown, the WindowFrame=((0,0),(0,0))
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MoveWindowFrame: : ' I d Vector > (PState .1 .p) -> PState .1 ρ
MoveWindowFrame moves the orientation of the window over the given vector, and updates the window if neces
sary The window frame is not moved outside the PictureDomain of the window In case of unknown Id, or of DialogWindows, MoveWindowFrame has no effect.
SetPictureDomain: - Id 'PictureDomain '(PState .1 .p) -> PState 1 .p
If the interactive process is active, SetPictureDomain resets the current PictureDomain of the indicated window, and
updates the window if necessary In case the new PictureDomain is smaller than the current WindowFrame, the
window is resized to fit the new domain exactly. The window frame is moved only if it gets outside the new Pic
tureDomain. In case of unknown Ids, of Dialog Windows, or of mac live processes, SetPictureDomain has no effect
SetWindowMinimumSize ·: Id Size '(PState .1 .p) -> PState 1 ρ
If the interactive process is active, SetWindowMinimumSize sets the minimum size of the indicated window as
given The new minimum size is set to be smaller than the current PictureDomain of the window The window is
resized and updated if the current size of either edge of the window is smaller than the new minimum size. In case of
unknown Ids, of Dialog Windows, or of inactive processes, SetWindowMinimumSize has no effect
SetWmdowSize . : Id Size '(PState .1 p) -> PState .1 ρ
If the interactive process is active, SetWmdowSize sets the size of the indicated window as given, and updates the
window if necessary The size is fit between the minimum size and the PictureDomain of the window In case of
unknown Ids, of DialogWindows, or of inactive processes, SetWmdowSize has no effect
SetWindowTitle
SetWindowCursor
SetWindowUpdate
SetWindowClose
SetWindowResιze

'Id
'Id
'Id
'Id
'Id

'Title
'CursorShape
'(UpdateFunction (PState 1 .p) )
' (IOFunction
(PState .1 .p) )
'(WindowResizeFunction (PState .1

SetWindowAct ivate
SetWindowDeactivate

'(IOState 1 p)-> IOState 1 • P
'(IOState 1 p)-> IOState 1 Ρ
(IOState 1 p)-> IOState 1 • Ρ
1
(IOState .1 .p)-> IOState .1 Ρ
P>>
'(IOState 1 p)-> IOState 1 •Ρ
'(IOState 1 p)-> IOState 1 Ρ
'(IOState .1 p)-> IOState 1 Ρ

1

'Id '(IOFunction
(PState 1 .p) )
' I d '(IOFunction
(PState .1 p) )
These functions set the indicated attributes If the indicated window docs not have the corresponding attribute then
in case of SetWindow(CIose/Resize) the new attribute is not set In the other cases the window obtains the new at
tribute
EnableWindowMouse
'Id
DisableWindowMouse
'Id
EnableWindowKeys
'Id
DisableWindowKeys
'Id
SetWindowMouseFunction
!Id '(MbuseFunction (PState .1 .p))
SetWindowKeysFunction
'Id '(KeysFunction (PState 1 p) )
These functions change the state of mouse and keyboard input
DrawInWmdow
: : ' I d ' [DrawFunction]
Draw in the window (behind all Controls)

(IOState
(IOState
(IOState
(IOState
(IOState
(IOState

.1
1
1
.1
.1
.1

.p)-> IOState
.p)-> IOState
p)-> IOState
p)-> IOState
.p)-> IOState
.p)-> IOState

.1 .p
.1 .p
.1 .p
.1 ρ
.1 ,p
.1 .p

'(IOState .1 .p)-> IOState .1 .p
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A.7.3 StdFileSelect
definition module StdFileSelect

from StdFile
import Files
from StdEventIO import IOState

With the functions defined in this module standard file selector windows can be opened which provide a userfnendly way to select input or output files The lay-out of these windows is operating system dependent
SelectlnputFile
' F i l e s '(IOState 1 p) -> ('Bool, 'String, ' F i l e s , 'IOState 1 p)
SelectlnputFile opens a window in which the user can traverse the file system to select an existing file The boolean
result indicates whether the user pressed the Open button (True) or the Cancel button (False) The Suing result con
tains the complete pathname of the selected file When Cancel was pressed an empty string is returned
SelectOutputFile

'String 'String ' F i l e s '(IOState 1 p)
-> ('Bool, ' S t r i n g , ' F i l e s , ' IOState 1 p)
SelectOutputFile opens a dialog in which the user can specify the name of a file to wnte to in a certain directory
The first argument is the prompt of the dialog (default "Save As "), the second argument is the default filename
The boolean result indicates whether the user pressed the Save button (True) or the Cancel button (False) The
String result contains the complete pathname of the selected file When Cancel was pressed an empty string is returned When a file with the indicated name already exists in the indicated directory a confirm dialog will be
opened
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A.8 StdFile
system module StdFile

File modes synonyms
FReadText
FWnteText
FAppendText
FReadData
FWnteData
FAppendData

== 0
== 1
== 2
== 3
== 4
== 5

// Read from a text file
//Wnte to a text file
// Append to an existing text file
// Read from a data file
//Wnte to a data file
// Append to an existing data file

Seek modes synonyms
FSeekSet
FSeekCur
FSeekEnd

== 0
== 1
== 2

// New position is the seek offset
// New position is the сигтепі position plus the seek offset
// New position is the size of thefileplus the seek offset

»Files
Opening and closing a File from the file system
openfiles
closefiles

'»World -> ('»Files,'»World)
'»Files '»World -> »World

fopen
'String 'Int '»Files -> ('Bool,'»File,'»Files)
Opens a file for the first time in a certain mode (read, write or append, text or data) The boolean output parameter
reports success or failure
fclose

'»File '»Files -> ('Bool,'»Files)

freopen
'»File 'Int
-> ('Bool '»File)
Re-opens an open file in a possibly different mode The boolean indicates whether the file was successfully closed
before reopening
Reading from a File
freadc
' * F i l e - > ('Bool,'Char,'»File)
Reads a character from a text file or a byte from a datatile The boolean indicates succes or failure
freadi
'»File -> ('Bool, ' I n t , ' » F i l e )
Reads an Integer from a textfile by skipping spaces, tabs and newhnes and then reading digits, which may be pre
ceded by a plus or minus sign From a datatile freadi will just read four bytes (a Clean Int)
freadr
'»File -> ('Bool,'Real '»File)
Reads a Real from a textfile by skipping spaces, tabs and newhnes and then reading a character representation of a
Real number From a datatile freadr will just read eight bytes (a Clean Real)
freads
'»File ' I n t -> ( ' S t r i n g , ' » F i l e )
Reads η characters from a text or data file, which are returned as a String If the file doesn't contain η characters the
file will be read to the end of the file An empty String is returned if no characters can be read
freadline
' * F i l e - > ('String,'»File)
Reads a line from a textfile (including a newhne character, except for the last line) freadline cannot be used on data
files
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Writing to a File
fwritec
'Char '*File -> *File
Wntes a character to a textfile To a datatile fwntec wntes one byte (a Clean Char)
fwritei
' I n t ' * F i l e -> »File
Wntes an Integer (its textual representation) to a text file To a datatile fwntei writes four bytes (a Clean Int)
fwriter
'Real '*File -> ' F i l e
Wntes a Real (its textual representation) to a text file To a datafile fwnter wntes eight bytes (a Clean Real)
fwrites
'String '*File -> *File
Wntes a String to a text or data file
Testing
fend
" F i l e -> ('Bool, '*FUe)
Tests for end-of-file
ferror
'*File -> ('Bool,'*File)
Has an error occurred during previous file I/O operations''
fposition
'*File -> C I n t , ' * F i l e )
Returns the current position of the file pointer as an Integer This position can be used later on for the fseek function
fseek
'*File ' I n t ' I n t -> ( 'Bool, ' *File)
Move to a different position in the file, the first Integer argument is the offset, the second argument is a seek mode
(see above) True is returned if successful
Predefined files
stdio
'*Files -> ( ' * F i l e , ' * F i l e s )
Open the 'Console' for reading and writing
stderr
'File
Open the 'Errors' file for wnting only May be opened more than once
Opening and reading Shared Files
sfopen
' S t r i n g ' I n t ' *Files -> ( ' B o o l , ' F i l e , ' * F i l e s )
With sfopen a file can be opened for reading more than once On a file opened by sfopen only the operations beginning with sf can be used
sfreadc
'File
-> ('Bool,'Char,'File)
sfreadi
'File
-> ( ' B o o l , ' I n t , 'File)
sfreadr
'File
-> ('Bool,'Real,'File)
sfreads
'File 'Int
-> ('String,
'File)
sfreadline
'File
-> ('String,
'File)
sfseek
' F i l e ' I n t ' I n t -> ('Bool,
'File)
sfend
'File
-> Bool
sfposition
'File
-> Int
The sf operations work just like the corresponding f operations They can't be used for files opened with fopen or
freopen The functions sfend and sfposition work like fend and fposition, but don't return a new file on which other
operations can continue They can be used for files opened with sfopen or after fshare, and in guards for files opened
with fopen or freopen
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Convert a *File into
f share
: '*File -> File
Change a file so thatfromnow it can only be used with sf operations
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Remote Procedure Calls

This Appendix presents the operational semantics of the remote procedure call defined in Chapter 4.
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B.1 The definition of ShareRPC
ShareRPC

(RPCDef i n o u t M P S t a t e 1 p) ) 1 * ( I O S t a t e m ρ)
-> (RPCld i n o u t , * I O S t a t e m ρ)
{loGroup=procs}
ShareRPC {rpcF4inction=f, r p c I n i t I O = m i t I 0 } 1
=
(rpcld, ( i o & ioGroup=[process procs]})
where
process = (ppLocal
= 1,
plnitlO
= (ìnitRPC initio],
pDevices = [])
(rpcld, ìnitRPC) = openRPC f

B.2

The definition of SendRPC

SendRPC
(RPCld i n o u t ) i n * ( P S t a t e 1 p) -> ( S u c c e s s O r F a i l o u t , * P S t a t e 1 p)
SendRPC r p c l d i n ps= { p r o c I d = i d )
|
n o t ( i s S u c c e s s f u l Old) = ( F a i l , p s U n b l o c k T h i s P r o c e s s ( c o n t e x t S w i t c h l n ( i d , g s l ) ) )
|
otherwise
= (out, psUnblockThisProcess (contextSwitchln ( i d , g s 3 ) ) )
where
psl
= psBlockThisProcess rpcld ps
gs
= contextSwitchOut psl
(oid,gsl)= gsLocateRPC rpcld gs
idi
= getSuccessValue old
gs2
= while (gsCond id) gsEval gsl
(rs,gs3) = gsGetRuntiraeState id gs2
out
= rsGetGrant rs
while
while
I
|
where

( χ -> (Bool, x)) ( χ -> χ) χ ->
cond do χ
done
= xl
otherwise = while cond do (do xl)
(done.xl) = cond χ

χ

gsCond
Procld GState -> (Bool GState)
gsCond pld gs
|
not (rsIsGranted rs) = (True, gsl)
|
otherwise
= gsGetRandoníBool gsl
where
(rs.gsl) = gsGetRuntimeState pld gs
gsEval
GState -> GState
gsEval gs
rsIsRunning rs
=
rsIsGranted rs
=
not (isSuccessful old)
=
rsIsBlocked rs' ΒΛ not (rsIsGranted rs') =
otherwise
=
where
(id,ps) = switchToSomeProcess gs
(rs.psl) = psGetRuntimeState ps
psl
= psEval psl
req
= rsGetRPCReq rs
rpcld
= req rpcRReceiver
(oid,ps2)= psLocateRPC rpcld psl
idi
= getSuccessValue oid
reql
= {req & rpcROut
= Fail,
rpcRGranted = True)
ps2'
= psSetRuntiraeState (Blocked reql)
(rs',ps3)= psGetOtherRuntuneState idi ps2

contextSwitchOut
contextSwitchOut
contextSwitchOut
contextSwitchOut
contextSwitchOut

ps2

psl'
psl
ps2'
ps3
ps5

В2
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The definition of SendRPC
(out,ps4)= psCommunicate req id idi ps3
reg2
= {req & rpcROut
= Success out,
rpcRGranted = True)
ps5
= psSetRuntimeState {Blocked req2) ps4

psComnunicate
(RPCReq in out) Procld Procld (PState
psComnunicate req psld pld ps
=
(out, ps4)
where
gs
= contextSwitchOut ps
psl
= contextSwitchln (pld gs)
(f,ps2) = psGetRPC req rpcRReceiver psl
(out ps3) = f (req rpcRIn ps2)
gsl
= contextSwitchOut ps3
ps4
= contextSwitchln psld gsl

1

p) -> (out, PState

B.3 Operations on SuccessOrFail
SuccessOrFail χ = Success χ | Fall
isSuccessful
isSuccessful
isSuccessful

(SuccessOrFail x) -> Bool
(Success _) = True
_
= False

getSuccessValue
(SuccessOrFail x) -> χ
getSuccessValue (Success x) = χ

B.4 Operations on GState
gsHasProcess
Procld GState -> Bool
gsHasProcess pld gs = process pld is m

gs

gsLocateRPC
(RPCId in out) GState -> (SuccessOrFail Procld, GState)
gsLocateRPC rpcld gs = the procid of the RPC process
gsGetRuntimeState
Procld GState -> (RuntimeState, GState)
gsGeLRuntimeState pld gs
=
(runtime, gsl)
where
ps
= contextSwitchln (pld gs)
(runtime, psl)= psGetRuntimeState ps
gsl
= contextSwitchOut psl
gsGetRandomBool
GState -> (Bool, GState)
gsGetRandomBool gs = a random boolean value

B.5 Operations on PState
psBlockThisProcess
(RPCId in out) in (PState 1 p) -> PState
psBlockThisProcess rpcld in ps = (ps & pRuntime=Blocked rpcReq)
where
rpcReq = rpcrNewRPCReq rpcld in

1

ρ

1

p)
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psUnblockThisProcess
(PState 1 p) -> PState 1
psUnblockThisProcess ps = (pa & pRuntime=Ruxming/)

ρ

psGetRuntimeState
(PState 1 p) -> (RuntimeState, PState
psGetRuntimeState ps = (ps pRuntime, ps)
psSetRuntimeState
RuntimeState (PState 1
psSetRuntimeState rs ps = {ps fc pRuntime=rs)

p) -> PState

1
1

ρ

psGetRPC

(RPCId in out) (PState 1 p)
-> (RPCFunction ill out (PState 1 p) , PState 1 p)
psGetRPC rpcld ps = yield the RPC function of the RPC process

B.6

Operations on RuntimeState

RuntimeState

=
I
RPCReq E in E out =

Blocked (RPCReq Void Void)
jbmnisg
{ rpcRReceiver
RPCId in out,
rpcRGranted
Bool,
rpcRIn
in,
rpcROut
SuccessOrFail out

rsIsBlocked
RuntimeState -> Bool
rsIsBlocked (Blocked _) = True
rsIsBlocked _
= False
rsIsGranted
RuntimeState -> Bool
rsIsGranted (Blocked rpcReq) = rpcReq rpcRGranted
rsIsGranted _
= False
rsGetRPCReq
RuntimeState -> RPCReq Void Void
rsGetRPCReq (Blocked rpcReq) = rpcReq
rsGetGrant
RuntimeState (RPCId in out) -> SuccessOrFail out
rsGetGrant (Blocked rpcReq) rpcld
|
rpcld == rpcReq rpcRReceiver = rpcReq rpcROut
|
otherwise
= Fail
rsGetGrant
= Fail
rsIsRunnmg
RuntimeState -> Bool
rsIsRunning Running = True
rsIsRunnmg _
= False

rpcrNewRPCReq
(RPCId in out) in -> RPCReq Void Void
rpcrNewRPCReq pld rpcld in
=
{rpcRReceiver= rpcld,
rpcRGranted = False,
rpcRIn
= in,
rpcROut
= Pail
}

)

p)
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Summary

The development of correct and reliable software is a complex bussiness In a society that increasingly relies on an increasing amount of software it is clear that it is urgent that programs are
correct One way to reduce this complexity is to use declarative programming languages In this
family of programming languages programs are constructed by defining what should be solved
instead of how it should be solved One class of declarative programming languages is formed by
functional programming languages These are often credited for producing concise programs that
are easy to write and understand, are amenable for proving program correctness and program
transformations One of the reasons that functional programming languages are declarative is
that they have a computational model that is an abstraction from the notion of computation done
by computing machinery Functional programmers are not concerned with memory management
and computational control flow
Society increasingly uses computers The reason that computers are so useful is the fact
that they not only compute, but also are interactive, in the true sense of the word1 Computers
can interact with users, other computers, and conventional machinery such as robots, plains,
trains and automobiles Programs define how this interaction should occur However, the development of correct and reliable interactive software is complex One way to decrease this complexity is to find a declarative method This is the major theme of this PhD Thesis
In this thesis we claim that functional computation blends smoothly with interaction The
language we have used as our research tool is the functional programming language Clean The
approach taken in this PhD Thesis consists of two main steps The first, and fundamental step is
to arrange interaction in such a way that it is a form of functional computation So interaction is
computation, and computation is what functional languages are good at This step has been made
possible by applying the special uniqueness type system of Clean This type system is based on
the term graph rewriting semantics of Clean The second step of our approach is to consider how
to fit in the various kinds of interaction in the functional scheme
The kinds of interaction that we have studied are file I/O and graphical user interface I/O
It turns out that, in terms of programming style file I/O can be handled as a special case of computation Graphical user interface I/O is distinguished from file I/O by being dynamic Therefore
programming graphical user interfaces requires a different approach In this approach we have
applied the flexibility of algebraic data types of functional languages to define a specification
language in which graphical user interface elements are described These consist of standard elements such as windows, menus, and controls, but also timers and receivers In these definitions
one includes functions, called abstract event handlers, that define the response of the program in
case a certain situation, or abstract event, arises Each of these functions can be applied to the
current state of the program and yields a new state Because Clean is a strongly typed language,
the type system verifies that all specifications are type-correct Given the specification of an interactive program, the system will do all low-level event handling and evaluation of the proper
abstract event handlers The corresponding semantics of the interactive program is that of a state
transition system This semantics can be given straightforwardly by a simple set of functions
Modular programming is a language independent key factor in reducing the complexity
of software development It allows programmers to split a programming task into smaller, ïnde1
interactive (1832) 1: mutually or reciprocally active 2: of, relating to, or being a two-way electronic
communication system (as a telephone, cable television, or a computer) that involves a user's orders (as for
information or merchandise) or responses (as lo a poll) (Webster s, 1985)
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pendent programming tasks. In this thesis we show how to construct interactive programs in a
modular fassion based on interactive processes. The concept of interactive process is more general than the concept of interactive program. An interactive process is in essence a state transition system, and is specified in exactly the same way as interactive programs earlier. Interactive
programs consist of an arbitrary number of interactive processes. Each interactive process can
create new interactive processes, and each interactive process can do file I/O and graphical user
interface I/O. It is shown that interactive processes can be evaluated purely sequentially, in an interleaved fassion, but also in parallel.
In this thesis we introduce two forms of inter-process communication: data sharing and
message passing. Both forms of communication integrate smoothly in the system. Data sharing
is a form of communication by a common piece of global data. Access to this data is restricted to
one process at a time. Message passing is a flexible means of many-to-one communication. Provided that interactive processes have the identification of a given interactive process they can
send messages to that interactive process.
State transition systems prove to be a useful and generally applicable concept. We have
applied them as a basis for interactive processes and data sharing. Taking a slightly different
point of view one can regard state transition systems also as objects of the object-oriented
paradigm. In this view one can construct objects from objects in an orthogonal way, and assign a
functional, operational semantics to object structures. As an application, we demonstrate how we
can extend graphical user interface elements with local state, and obtain interactive processes
and data sharing as a special case of structuring objects.
All systems presented in this thesis are polymorphic and type-safe. Polymorphism allows
free choice of the type of states, messages, and object data. We have applied the strong type system of Clean to obtain a type-safe system. During this research it has become apparant that the
conventional polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type system, on which the type systems of many
modern functional languages are based, is not sufficiently powerful to handle these complex
systems. We show that although multiple implementation abstract data types can be handled in a
polymorphic Milner/Mycroft type system, a more elegant and more general solution is to extend
the type system with existential types. The message passing system is type-safe, but cannot be
typed statically in the type system. To construct well-typed interpretation functions of object
structures we need to extend the type system with type and constructor classes.
In this thesis we have constructed a functional, declarative system in which one can develop interactive functional programs on a high level of abstraction. We think that it is one step
towards reducing the complexity of developing correct and reliable software.

Samenvatting

Het ontwikkelen van correcte en betrouwbare programmatuur is een complexe aangelegenheid
In een samenleving die meer en meer afhankelijk wordt van een toenemende hoeveelheid programmatuur is het noodzakelijk dat programma's correct zijn Eén van de manieren om die complexiteit te verminderen is het gebruik van declaratieve programmeertalen In deze familie van
programmeertalen construeert men programma's door te beschrijven wat er moet gebeuren in
plaats van hoe het moet gebeuren Eén klasse van declaratieve programmeertalen wordt gevormd
door de functionele programmeertalen Deze worden vaak geroemd omdat men bondige programma's kan schrijven op een eenvoudige en begrijpelijke wijze, het goed mogelijk is de correctheid van programma's te bewijzen en ze geschikt zijn voor programma transformaties Eén
van de redenen waarom functionele talen declaratief zijn is dat hun berekeningsmodel een abstractie vormt van het concept van berekening in computers Programmeurs in een functionele
taal hoeven met na te denken over geheugenbeheer en de volgorde waarin programma instructies
uitgevoerd worden
In de samenleving wordt in toenemende mate gebruik gemaakt van computers De reden
dat computers zo nuttig zijn is het feit dat ze niet alleen kunnen rekenen, maar ook interactief
zijn, in de ware zin van het woord1 Computers kunnen interactie plegen met gebruikers, andere
computers en meer conventionele apparaten zoals robots, vliegtuigen, treinen en auto's Het zijn
de programma's die vastleggen hoe die interactie plaatsvindt Het ontwikkelen van correcte en
betrouwbare interactieve programmatuur is echter complex Eén manier om die complexiteit
terug te dringen is het vinden van een declaratieve methode Dit is het hoofdthema van dit proefschrift
In dit proefschrift laten we zien dat functionele berekening en interactie op een natuurlijke wijze samen te brengen zijn De programmeertaal die gebruikt is als onderzoeksgereedschap
is de functionele programmeertaal Clean De aanpak in dit proefschrift bestaat uit twee stappen
De eerste en fundamentele stap struktureert interactie op een zodanige wijze dat het functionele
berekening wordt Met andere woorden interactie is berekening en in rekenen blinken functionele talen uit Deze stap is mogelijk door gebruik te maken van het speciale uniciteits typeringsysteem van Clean Dit typeringsysteem is gebaseerd op de term graaf herschrijf semantiek van
Clean De tweede stap in de aanpak bepaalt per type interactie hoe deze in het functionele schema ingepast kan worden
De interactietypes die we beschouwd hebben zijn bestandsbeheer en grafische gebruikers
interfaces Het blijkt dat bestandsbeheer qua programmeerstijl een speciaal geval is van berekening Grafische gebruikers interfaces onderscheiden zich van bestandsbeheer omdat ze dynamisch zijn Het programmeren van grafische gebruikers interfaces vereist daarom een andere
aanpak In deze aanpak is gebruik gemaakt van de flexibiliteit van algebraïsche data types in
functionele talen om een specificatietaai te ontwerpen waann grafische gebruikers interface elementen beschreven worden Dit zijn elementen als 'windows', 'menus' en 'controls', maar ook
'timers' en 'receivers' Aan een interface beschrijving worden functies toegevoegd ('abstract
event handlers'), die de reactie van het programma beschrijven als er een bepaalde situatie optreedt ('abstract event') Elk van deze functies kan op de toestand van het programma toegepast
worden en levert een nieuwe toestand op Omdat Clean een sterk getypeerde taal is kan het typenngsysteem bepalen of alle specificaties van een correct type zijn Het systeem zal, gegeven de
specificatie van een interactief programma, alle machine-afhankelijke activiteiten afhandelen en
interactief
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de correcte functies van het programma aanroepen. De semantiek van een interactief programma
is die van een toestandsovergangssysteem. Deze is rechttoe-rechtaan te beschrijven met behulp
van een eenvoudige verzameling functies.
Modulair programmeren is een krachtig taai-onafhankelijk concept om de complexiteit
van programmatuur ontwikkeling terug te brengen. Het stelt programmeurs in staat een programmeertaak te verdelen in kleinere, onafhankelijke, programmeertaken. In dit proefschrift
laten we zien hoe interactieve programma's op een modulaire wijze geconstrueerd worden met
behulp van interactieve processen. Interactieve processen zijn een algemener concept dan interactieve programma's. Net als interactieve programma's zijn interactieve processen in wezen
toestandsovergangssystemen en worden ze op dezelfde wijze beschreven. Interactieve programma's bestaan uit een willekeurig aantal interactieve processen en elk interactief proces kan bestanden en grafische gebruikers interfaces manipuleren. We laten zien dat interactieve processen
zowel op een sequentiële als parallelle wijze geëvalueerd kunnen worden.
In dit proefschrift introduceren we twee vormen van communicatie tussen interactieve
processen: 'data sharing' en 'message passing'. Beide zijn qua model eenvoudig te integreren in
het systeem. Communicatie door middel van 'data sharing' maakt gebruikt van globaal bekende
datastructuren. Er kan maar één proces tegelijk toegang hebben tot een publieke datastructuur.
Een flexibele vorm van 'many-to-one' communicatie is 'message passing'. Elk interactief proces
kan van een willekeurig ander interactief proces berichten ontvangen mits dat interactieve proces
over zijn identificatie beschikt.
Toestandsovergangssystemen blijken een nuttig en algemeen toepasbaar concept te zijn.
We hebben ze gebruikt als basis voor interactieve processen en 'data snaring'. Vanuit een iets
ander standpunt kunnen toestandsovergangssystemen ook beschouwd worden als objecten, in de
zin van object-georiënteerd programmeren. Objecten zijn op een uniforme wijze samen te stellen
uit andere objecten en het is mogelijk een functionele betekenis te geven aan die structuren. Als
toepassing breiden we grafische gebruikers interface elementen uit met lokale toestand en
verkrijgen we op een nieuwe manier interactieve processen en 'data sharing'.
Alle systemen in dit proefschrift zijn polymorf en type-correct. Polymorfie staat een vrije
keuze toe van de types van toestanden, berichten en objecten. Het sterke typeringsysteem van
Clean is toegepast om type-correcte systemen te krijgen. Tijdens het onderzoek is gebleken dat
het conventionele polymorfe Milner/Mycroft typeringsysteem, waarop de typeringsystemen van
de meeste moderne functionele talen zijn gebaseerd, niet krachtig genoeg is deze complexe systemen te typeren. We laten zien dat hoewel abstracte data types met meerdere interne representaties in een polymorf Milner/Mycroft typeringsysteem gerealiseerd kunnen worden, het eleganter
en algemener is het systeem uit te breiden met existentiële types. Het 'message passing' systeem
is type-veilig, maar kan niet statisch getypeerd worden in het typeringsysteem. Voor de constructie van goed getypeerde interpretatie functies van object structuren dient het typeringsysteem
uitgebreid te worden met type klassen en constructor klassen.
In dit proefschrift hebben we een functioneel, declaratief systeem geconstrueerd waarin
men interactieve functionele programma's kan ontwikkelen op een hoog niveau van abstractie.
We denken dat dit een stap is naar het terugbrengen van de complexiteit van de ontwikkeling van
correcte en betrouwbare programmatuur.
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